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Foreword
PUBLIC AWARENESS AND ACCESS TO
GREY LITERATURE
Two of the most formidable problems that have faced information through the
years are its overload on the one hand and its loss on the other. These are seen as
interconnected with the supply and demand sides of grey literature.
A quarter century ago, the Grey Literature Network Service joined by research
communities in library and information, physics, karst and marine sciences, biomedicine, nuclear energy, archeology, and many other scientific and technical
fields set out to address this loss and overload of information.
In 1992, when the call for papers went out for the first conference in the GLSeries, the response was predominantly focused on the demand side of grey
literature – that which was difficult to find and even more to access. The emphasis
then lie in stemming the loss of grey literature. However, the outcome of that first
conference also called attention to the equally important need for further
research into the supply side of grey literature – namely its production,
publication, and public awareness.
GL19 seeks to demonstrate how researchers and authors in the last 25 years have
made significant inroads in responding to the loss and overload of grey literature.
Likewise, this conference seeks to provide new directions in achieving public
awareness and access to grey literature on an ever changing information
landscape.
Dominic Farace

Amsterdam,

GREYNET INTERNATIONAL

FEBRUARY 2018
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Grey Literature and Research Assessment exercises:
From the current criteria to the Open Science models
Silvia Giannini, Rosaria Deluca, Anna Molino, Stefania Biagioni
CNR, Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione “A. Faedo”, Italy
1. Introduction
In the recent years the application of strategies, procedures and tools to evaluate the work of
researchers have become subject of interest and their application is currently matter of
discussion.
This topic is of major importance and will probably have a greater influence, since this type of
exercise has strong political implications and determines a significant economic impact on the
future of Universities and Research Institutions. Research assessment is a complicated business,
as the design of a practical, informative process requires making decisions about which
methodology should be used, which indicators calculated, and which data collected (Moed 2011).
The evaluation procedure is also time-consuming and expensive, since the comprehension of the
mechanisms underlying the research activity might be quite complex, and the results are not
wholly predictable in some cases (Bianco 2010). Moreover, finding the right balance between
two different kinds of approach makes the assessment exercise more problematic. On the one
hand, the quantitative approach deals with the impact of the research, measuring the degree of
diffusion of a certain idea in the scientific community. On the other hand, the qualitative
approach determines the value of the research in terms of authenticity, relevance and clarity in
the exposition of the results (Baccini 2011). Finally, the social and economic impacts have to be
taken into account. Indeed, the evaluation procedures has recently acquired a greater
importance due to the shortage of economic resources, therefore becoming a strategic
instrument for the quality assessment of Universities and Research bodies.
The assessment exercises are regulated at national level and are carried out in different
European countries such as France, United Kingdom and The Netherlands. The English RAE Research Assessment Exercise is the oldest performance-based research funding system (Rebora,
Turri 2013). The Research Assessment Exercises (RAE) have been held in the UK since 1986.
The RAE has been a benchmark for the relatively recent Italian assessment exercise, as the first
steps in this direction were taken in Italy at the beginning of the ‘90s. In 1993 the Osservatorio
per la valutazione del sistema universitario was created, becoming active only in 1996. In 1998
the Comitato di Indirizzo per la Valutazione della Ricerca (CIVR) was set up, and in 1999 the
Comitato Nazionale per la Valutazione del Sistema Universitario (CNVSU) was created as
successor of the Osservatorio, becoming officially operative in 2000 (Rubele 2012). The first
research assessment exercise has been legislated in 2003 and entrusted to CIVR. The Committee
analyzed the research products of 2001-2003 in order to evaluate the scientific performance of
Universities, as well as state and private Research Institutions. Three years later the CIVR and
other committees have been replaced by a specific agency named National Agency for the
Evaluation of Universities and Research Institutes [Agenzia Nazionale di Valutazione del Sistema
Universitario e della Ricerca (ANVUR)].
The Agency aims to « […] rationalize the system of assessment of the quality of Universities, state
and private Research Institutions beneficiary of public funds […] » « The results of these activities
managed by ANVUR represent one of the criteria to assign the state funds to Universities and
Research Institutions».
More in detail, the Agency evaluates the quality of the processes, the results, and the products
released by Universities and Research Bodies and defines criteria and methods for the evaluation
of the university branches and of the course of studies.
It cooperates with other scientific international committees operating in the field of research
assessment and with the European Union.
At the present time, ANVUR has completed two evaluation exercises of the quality of the
research named Evaluation of Research Quality [Valutazione della Qualità della Ricerca (VQR)]:
the first one spans the years 2004 – 2010 (VQR1); the second from 2011 to 2014 (VQR2).
Despite the shared belief among the different scientific communities about the importance of the
research assessment, there is no such agreement regarding the purposes and the procedures for
its realization (Galimberti 2012). The international debate on methods and critical issues of the
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research assessment practices has become more intense, registering an increased number of
negative judgements about the procedures currently applied. Although the ultimate goal is
obtaining excellence, quality and the greater impact on society, the parameters currently in use
to evaluate the products of the research and the consequences of such measuring practices have
a negative influence on the attitude of the researchers towards this topic (Galimberti 2017).
Criticisms are mainly concentrated on quantitative measurements, because of their improper use
of a range of commercial bibliometric indicators. The ROARS – Return On Academic Research
association, whose aim is particularly focused on the policies for the evaluation of the research,
dedicates large part of its blog to the major issues concerning the ANVUR evaluation procedures,
promoting various initiatives that encourage fairer practices and more responsible behaviors in
the research assessment. Proposals like DORA – Declaration on Research Assessment, as well as
the Leiden Manifesto for the Research Metrics aim at defining criteria that would represent more
widely the complexity of the research analysis.
The conceptual challenges taken on by the Open Science (OS) movement may be crucial for the
evolution of these matters. The OS is multidimensional; approaches and skills of various kinds are
necessary for its fulfilment and for the achievement of objectives such as openness, sharing,
1
transparency and quality . As a matter of fact, the term Open Science indicates the opportunity
to freely contribute to the knowledge production, sharing the outcomes and being inclined to the
cooperation with the whole scientific community (Delfanti 2008). The expression encompasses
subject matters like the Open Access (OA), the free access to scientific publications; the Open
Data, as it promotes the dissemination of the research data; the Open-Notebook Science,
encouraging the online sharing of lab notes and raw data (Stafford 2010). Moreover, the OS
introduces the ideas of Open Learning, a new, customizable teaching plan, independent of time
and space; and the Open Research and Citizen Science, making science available to all the citizens
of the knowledge-society, where they have the right to access the most advanced researches
(Gioè 2016).
The work looks at the environment of VQR in order to understand the organizational set-up, the
operational models, the scientific Areas involved in the process and the selection and evaluation
criteria of the research products. More in detail, our work analyzes and compares the evaluation
exercises conducted in Italy with the aim of verifying if and how Grey Literature (GL) is involved in
the research evaluation processes. The article checked the types of products admissible for the
research assessment and those actually presented by the researchers of Universities and
Research Institutions. We measured the products from a quantitative point of view and observed
their ramification in the different disciplinary fields rather than their transformation during the
period of time taken into consideration. At the same time, we focused on the OS movement in
order to understand what could be its role within the research assessment exercises and how it
could affect the future of scholarly scientific communication.
2. The VQRs framework
2.1 Organization and methods
We consulted the public documentation provided by ANVUR, consisting in a set of preliminary
2
documents and a set of documents produced as final reports for the two evaluations .
The two exercises done in Italy were addressed to the assessment of the research conducted in
both state and private universities, as well as in public research bodies and other public and
private subjects whose research activities are funded by the government. Researchers, assistant
professors, associate professors, full professors, all being on duty at the time the evaluation
1

https://sites.google.com/site/scienzaapertaricercamigliore/programma
Announcement_VQR 2004-2010, 17 July 2011,
http://www.anvur.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=122&Itemid=305&lang=it.
Specific criteria by the expert groups selected by the Agency,
http://www.anvur.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=32&Itemid=372&lang=it.
Area Reports VQR_2004-2010, 30 June 2010, http://www.anvur.org/rapporto/.
Announcement_VQR 2011-2014, 11 November 2015,
http://www.anvur.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=825&Itemid=599&lang=it
Specific criteria by the expert groups selected by the Agency,
http://www.anvur.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=841&Itemid=601&lang=it
Area Reports VQR_2011-2014, 21 February 2017, http://www.anvur.org/rapporto-2016/.
2
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started, have been appraised. The number of research products to be assessed was indicated
with reference to each individual evaluated.
In both exercises, a taxonomy based on macro disciplinary areas (Tables 1-2) was used, each sub3
divided into Scientific Disciplinary Sectors [Settori Scientifico-Disciplinari (SSD)] .
Macro-Areas VQR1

Macro-Areas VQR2

Tables 1-2
From the comparison between the tables is clear the substantial overlapping between macroareas in the two exercises, with the exception of Areas 8 and 11, split in two sub-categories in
VQR2, the number of Areas going from 14 to 16.
4
The ANVUR constituted Groups of experts for the evaluation [Gruppi di Esperti della Valutazione
(GEV)] for each macro-area, composed of both Italian and foreign qualified experts.
Sub-groups of specialists were created within those GEVs dedicated to highly heterogeneous
disciplinary areas and characterized by a large number of products to be evaluated. Each GEV has
a nominated Coordinator.
The judgment on the quality of the products was based on the following general criteria:
1. VQR 2004 – 2010: Relevance – Originality/Innovation – Internationalization
2. VQR 2011 – 2014: Originality – Methodological rigor – Impact (recognized or potential)
Among the general principles established by the Agency, each GEV set its own criteria, which
allowed the Groups to define different quality steps, as illustrated in Table 3. It is evident that the
quality steps and their related scores were partially revisited in the second exercise, where the
class Plagiarism/Fraud was deleted.
VQR 2004-2010
VQR 2011-2014
Class of merit
Score
Class of merit
Score
A. Excellent
1
A. Excellent
1
B. Good
0.8 B. High-level
0.7
C. Acceptable
0.5 C. Fair
0.4
D. Limited
0
D. Acceptable
0.1
E. Not evaluable
-1
E. Limited
0
F. Plagiarism/Fraud
-2
F. Not evaluable
0
Table 3 - Quality steps
The two assessments were based on an informed peer-review. In the technical areas, this
technique was based on a combination of bibliometric parameters and peer-review. The papers
3

Cfr. “Evaluation of Research Quality 2011 – 2014 (VQR 2011 – 2014). ANVUR final report”.
For example: Area 1 - Computer science, Logic, Algebra, Geometry, Complementary maths, Mathematical analysis… Area 2 Experimental physics, Theoric physics, (mathematical models and methods), Physics of matter, Nuclear and subnuclear
physics, Astronomy and Astrophysics, Physics for the Earth system…
4
cfr. “Evaluation of Research Quality 2011 – 2014 (VQR 2011 – 2014). ANVUR final report”.
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5

in journals were evaluated through indicators derived from commercial citation databases . An
algorithm taking into account the quality of the journal as well as the number of the article’s
citations was exploited during the assessment exercise. Other categories or more recent products
with a lower number of citations were evaluated by peer-review. In the Humanities and Law
disciplines the bibliometric analysis is less frequent, as databases such as WoS or Scopus do not
have a widespread coverage. In these cases, the evaluation carried on by the GEVs was only peerreviewed, or alternatively based on a technique named informed peer review, which relies on
different evaluation methods that make use of various information tools, like editorial
peculiarities, reviews, translations, awards.
The GEVs can entrust the peer-review to external reviewers or conduct it inside the group itself,
and it must define specific assessment criteria to harmonize the different evaluation methods.
Moreover, the GEV is responsible of the final result of the assessment.
2.2 The VQRs “objects”
The specifications given by ANVUR for the assessment of the research products by the GEVs were
enhanced in the VQR2.
In VQR1 the categories listed below were defined for the classification of all identified research
6
products, not providing further details on the characteristics and subject matters :
Documentary categories in VQR1
a) Papers in journals
b) Books, chapters of books, and conference proceedings provided with ISBN
c) Critical editions, translations, and scientific comments
d) Patents
e) Compositions, drawings, design, performances, exhibitions and organized expositions,
handwork, prototypes, artworks and related designs, databases and software, thematic maps
Documentary categories in VQR2
1) Scientific monographs
Research monograph, Concordance, Scientific comment, Annotated bibliography, Critical
editions of texts, Critical editions of excavations, Publication of unedited sources, Critical
manuals (not for educational purpose only), Grammars and science dictionaries, Translations
of books (upon GEV’s decision).
2) Articles in journals
Scientific paper, Review essays, Letters, Contribution to a Forum upon invitation of the
editorial staff, Case notes, Translations in journal.
3) Contributions to books
Scientific articles in peer-reviewed conference proceedings, Foreword and afterword in the
form of essay, Curatorship of books with introductory essay, Catalogues with introductory
essay, Critical entries in dictionaries or encyclopedias, Translations in book (upon GEV’s
decision), Catalographic records, bibliography or corpora.
4) Other types of scientific products
Compositions, Drawings, Architectonic projects, Performances, Exhibitions, Prototypes of art
and related projects/designs, Database and software, Thematic maps, Psychological
evaluations, Audiovisual material.
5) Patents
The category Patents is always considered as evaluable, but it may be attributed to class A or
B only if internationally renowned or licensed.
Not admissible products in VQR1
 Editorial and curatorial activities
 Conference abstracts (even if published in journals)
 Texts or software used for educational and dissemination purpose only
 Routine or laboratory tests
 Internal technical reports

5

Web of Science (WoS) by Clarivate Analytics; Scopus by Elsevier; Mathematical Reviews on the web (MathSciNet) by The
American Mathematical Society.
6
Cit. Announcement_VQR 2004-2010, 17 July 2011.
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Not admissible products in VQR2
 Manuals and texts for educational purpose only
 Review of a single article not showing any critical analysis of the literature on the topic
 Short, non-original encyclopedia or dictionary entries
 Short, non-original case notes
 Short catalographic records
The merger of the research products in documentary classes highlights some differences in their
own composition. The second assessment exercise was more inclined towards categories such as
articles in journals and contributions in books, as alternative to the mere scientific articles.
Indeed, in the first class of VQR2 we find sub-categories like review essays, letters, case notes,
contribution to a forum, and translations, while the second includes essay collections,
concordances, bibliographies, critical manuals, grammars, corpora, and catalographic records, as
well as the entries critical editions, translations, and scientific comments, considered as
autonomous in the previous evaluation.
The category e) of VQR1 was merged into Other types of scientific products, which includes the
additional entries architectonic projects, psychological evaluations, audiovisual material, while
design and handwork were excluded.
3. Tracking the Grey Literature
The list of documentary typologies evaluated does not allow a thorough classification of the grey
products. The Implementation Announcements of the two VQRs do not specify any requirement
concerning the manners of publication; they only define the categories containing works
circulated through the conventional distribution channels as well as products disseminated out of
the traditional publishing chains. The fact that the documents have ISBN and/or ISSN code, or
that they have been successfully peer-reviewed, does not grant their publication by a commercial
publishing company. The procedures, the evaluation principles and the assessment tools only are
able to determine if the majority of the products belong to the traditional literature.
The analysis of the GEVs’ assessment criteria and of the FAQs published by ANVUR contributed to
the understanding of some concepts and supported the interpretation of some results,
facilitating only partially the process of identification of the Grey Literature inside the various
documentary typologies. For these reasons, the process of identification of the Grey Literature
was based on the following considerations:
I. The evaluation exercises mainly founded their bibliometric analysis on the contents of the
7
two commercial databases WoS and Scopus . This is due to the fact that the international
scientific community makes extensive use of them for the assessment of the scientific levels
of the journals. Although the databases found their bibliometric indicators on different
parameters, they are both based on the calculation of the number of citations. The majority
of the literature indexed by the two databases is published by commercial publishing
companies; only a small percentage of products ascribable to the Grey Literature are indexed
in Scopus.
II. The use of the databases restricts the contents only to the references indexed (based on
ownership criteria). Especially for the papers in journals, the algorithm for the assessment
takes into account the number of citations of a paper and the corresponding bibliometric
8
indicator of the journal inside one or more disciplinary classes defined in the two databases .
The more commonly evaluated research products like books, papers in books and papers in
proceedings are assessed taking into account their occurrence in the databases. Moreover,
the GEVs reserve the peer-review only to the products not indexed in the databases.
III. In both evaluation exercises, it is made reference frequently to the products published by
commercial publishing companies, especially if they are renown at international levels. In
some of the GEVs’ criteria it is specified that self-published products are not evaluated.
Moreover, it is clearly stated that products accepted but not yet published are not taken into
consideration.
IV. The GEVs’ criteria specify that the products listed in e) in the VQR1 Announcement would be
evaluated making reference to their characteristics, not to their formal publication. In VQR2
Announcement these products are grouped in Other types of scientific products. Therefore,
7

For the evaluation of Areas 12 and 13 in VQR1 a reference is made for the use of Google Scholar as assessment parameter
for the evaluation of the journal, if not indexed in WoS or Scopus. This is not taken into account in VQR2.
8
WoS Subject Category (SC) and Scopus All Science Journal Classification (ASJC).
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the eligibility conditions of these products are clearly expressed in the criteria used for
specific disciplinary areas. For instance, in some cases it is specified that products like
drawings, prototypes of art, or architectonic projects may be evaluated if they have been
published or worthy of mention/winner of prizes in a competition. At the same time, the
thematic maps may be assessed if their theme is evidenced using particular procedures and
graphic adaptations, allowing the immediate understanding of the distribution,
differentiations, and correlations of one or more phenomena. In the Area 02 (Physical
sciences) the item composition was evaluated by the GEV with its products handwork, devices
and prototypes, along with the entries exhibition, database and software, whereas the types
drawings, architectonic projects, performance, prototypes of art and related projects, as well
as the thematic maps, were not assessed. More details for the software products have been
given in Area 9 (Industrial and computer engineering).
With specific reference to what listed above, we did not identify grey products within categories
such as papers in journals, books or proceedings as well as products belonging to other
assimilated categories such as curatorship, critical editions, and translations. On the other hand,
we agreed on ascribing some groups of products to the non-conventional literature, including in
this range also entries with a certain degree of uncertainty with respect to their arrangements for
publication. This is the case of products measured in VQR2, such as: concordance, publication of
unedited sources, entries, catalographic record. As a matter of fact, the indications given by the
GEVs neither completely clarify the nature and the characteristics of these products, nor
explicate their inclusion in the list of works conventionally published.
4. Analysis of data and results
Tables 4 and 5 show the whole range of products evaluated in the two exercises, sub-divided in
9
the 14 disciplinary areas of reference . Some of the original tables of VQR1 do not list the number
of the products but the percentage calculated by the GEVs only, here reported. This is the case of
Areas 2 (Physics), 4 (Earth sciences), 11 (Historical, philosophical, psychological and pedagogical
sciences), and 12 (Legal sciences). Moreover, in the same exercise the data relative to the Area
11 are sub-divided between products evaluated through bibliometric analysis and those peerreviewed. In VQR2 this sub-division is not present.
In both exercises and for each disciplinary area, the most significant numbers are referred to the
entries papers in journals, papers in books e papers in proceedings.
VQR 2004-2010
Categories
Abstract (in journals or in proceedings)

Area 01 Area 02 Area 03 Area 04 Area 05 Area 06 Area 07 Area 08 Area 09 Area 10
%
0.06

%

%
0.09

%

%
0.21

%
0.07

%

%

%

Area 11- Area 11Area 12 Area 13 Area 14
nbib
bib
%
%
%
%
%

Case notes

0.56

Composition

0.04

Critical edition

0.03

Curatorship

0.07

Database

0.01

Design

0.02

0.01
0.04

0.02
0.20

0.01

0.92

0.56

2.69

1.76

1.84

0.52

0.73

2.80

0.01

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.29

0.02

Foreword/Afterword
Handwork

0.07

0.13

Entry (in dictionary o encyclopedia)
Exhibition

0.26

0.02
0.02

0.70

0.01

Maps

0.08
0.20

Monograph or scientific treaty

1.27

0.20

0.21

1.03

0.38

0.52

1.22

14.56

0.75

22.69

33.06

9.26

25.88

12.75

Other

0.13

0.30

0.01

2.28

0.04

0.07

0.82

1.09

0.44

0.80

0.61

0.22

0.64

1.01

0.46

Paper in books

3.27

0.60

0.39

5.06

1.26

1.53

4.65

23.60

2.46

32.80

32.86

11.57

36.00

19.88

32.59

Paper in journals

86.11

93.40

98.45

85.96

96.92

96.94

87.54

43.69

81.68

26.50

23.99

77.22

32.76

62.45

28.63

Paper in proceedings

8.84

4.70

0.40

4.80

0.89

0.74

5.51

13.82

14.16

14.19

7.09

1.21

3.13

3.91

1.90

Patent

0.10

0.20

0.39

0.18

0.26

0.13

0.14

0.51

0.02

0.28

0.01

Prototype of art and related project
Software

33.63

0.01
0.07

Translation

0.33
Total

10685

19773

11608

8433

16407

26713

10004

9533

16347

14073

9513

3639

11882

11941

4327

Table 4 - Research products in VQR1 1
In VQR1 the percentage indicates that the papers in journals prevail in almost all disciplinary
areas, in some cases reaching nearly 100%.

9

The tables are a rework of those contained in the area reports produced by the GEV. These can be viewed at URLs
http://www.anvur.org/rapporto/ (VQR1) and http://www.anvur.org/rapporto-2016/ (VQR2).
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In Areas 10 (Antiquity, philological-literary and historical-artistic sciences), 11nb (Historical,
philosophical, psychological and pedagogical sciences), 12 (Legal sciences), and 14 (Social and
political sciences) only the monographs and the papers in books show significant percentages,
proving the most widely used modalities in the scientific communication in these sectors. The
papers in proceedings represent the largest number in Areas 8 (Civil engineering and
Architecture), 9 (Industrial and computer engineering), and 10 (Antiquity, philological-literary and
historical-artistic sciences).
VQR 2011-2014
Categories
Abstract (in journals or in proceedings)
Architectonic project
Bibliographic/Catalographic record, corpus
Bibliography
Case notes
Composition
Concordance
Critical edition
Curatorship
Database
Design
Entry (in dictionary or encyclopedia)
Exhibition
Handwork
Maps
Monograph or scientific treaty
Other
Paper in books
Paper in journals
Paper in proceedings
Patent
Performance
Preface/Postface

Area 01 Area 02 Area 03 Area 04 Area 05 Area 06 Area 07 Area 08aArea 08b Area 09 Area 10 Area 11aArea 11b Area 12 Area 13 Area 14
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

0.09

0.75

0.06

0.03

0.04

0.01

%

%

0.03
0.01
0.03
0.03

0.01

%

%

0.09
0.03

0.05

%

%

0.02

%

%

0.04

1.52

0.05

0.01
0.05

0.02
0.15

1.35
0.21
2.95
87.92
7.32
0.02

0.04

0.03

0.11
0.18

0.02
0.03

0.11

0.07

0.01
0.06

0.22

0.26

0.73
96.85
0.70
0.18

0.58
98.12
0.41
0.33

0.23
0.88
0.18
3.18
91.78
3.23
0.07

0.20
0.01
0.79
97.23
0.62
0.13
0.03

0.02

0.03
0.08

0.01

0.03

0.36
0.01
1.01
97.92
0.52
0.04

0.04
0.89
3.69
91.31
3.39
0.19

0.01

Prototype of art and related project
Publication of unedited sources
Review (in book or in journal)
Scientific comment
Software
Translation
Totale

%
1.45

0.12
0.07

0.21

6062

10588

0.25

0.76

0.07

0.32

0.01
10986

0.02
16693

7541

0.09
6897

4430

0.09
5.01
0.03
0.12
0.20
0.14

23.29
0.52
28.91
26.42
12.96
0.29
0.03
0.20
0.12
0.09

0.04

0.60
0.04
2.82
88.63
7.66
0.18

2.68
0.11
0.05

0.80
1.45
0.02

0.35

0.09
0.47
0.02

0.05
0.38

0.27
1.88

0.03
0.03

0.23
0.05

0.23

0.13

1.37

0.10

0.03

0.63

19.64
0.17
35.91
32.12
6.78

27.24
0.07
30.48
34.79
3.94

3.82
0.09
6.50
88.09
0.75

26.17

8.67
0.55
14.68
72.71
2.68
0.02

24.13

0.07
0.37

0.38

0.04

0.05

0.04

0.07
0.30

0.24
0.15
0.10

0.01
0.09

0.01
0.06
0.02

0.07
0.03
0.07

0.05
8488

0.01
8385

0.03
2971

1.66
88.71
8.28
0.38
0.01
0.03

0.04

0.10

2832

11564

0.09
3456

0.02
0.04

0.04

0.15
0.10
0.56
0.01
0.83
8744

30.57
38.04
1.61

32.01
40.83
0.27

0.09
0.08
6123

2276

Table 5 - Research products in VQR2
In VQR2 the papers in journals still represents the more widely evaluated category, with the
exception of the Areas 8a (Architecture) and 10 (Antiquity, philological-literary and historicalartistic sciences), where the papers in books dominate.
In the other documentary typologies, we find limited percentages of specific products for each
disciplinary area, especially in VQR2. Among the products most frequently submitted for the
evaluation are curatorship and critical editions in VQR1, reviews and translations in VQR2.
However, the presence of products such as curatorship, critical editions, abstracts, reviews,
entries, catalographic record, translations, corpora, etc. is determined by the criteria adopted by
the GEVs. Indeed, each GEV had the possibility of defining more in detail the criteria determining
the admission of the products to the evaluation, considering also the relevance in each research
area, and the procedures applied to value their judgments. In some cases, the GEVs made
different choices, including, for instance, in the entries papers in journals and papers in books
products like forwards/afterwards, lexicons, catalogues, guides, concordances, critical edition and
publication of unedited sources so.
Table 6 shows the frequency of GL by Area in VQR1 and VQR2.
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VQR 2004-2010

Areas

N. of
products

N. of GL
products

10685

Area01

VQR 2011-2014
Frequency
of GL
products

Area02

Areas

N. of
products

Frequenc
y of GL
products

N. of GL
products

38

0.36 Area01

6062

18

0.30

na

Area02

10588

145

1.37

Area03

11608

25

0.22 Area03

6897

24

0.35

Area04

na

na

Area04

4430

36

0.81

Area05

16407

51

0.31 Area05

10986

40

0.36

Area06

26713

54

0.20 Area06

16693

14

0.08

Area07

10004

82

0.82 Area07

7541

27

0.36

Area08

9533

148

1.55 Area08a

3456

105

3.04

Area09

16347

156

0.95 Area08b

2832

7

0.25

Area 10

14073

112

0.80 Area09

11564

69

0.60

Area 11-nbib

na

Area 10

8744

58

0.66

Area 11-bib

na

Area 11a

6123

19

0.31

Area 12

na

Area 11b

2276

8

0.35

Area 13

11941

121

1.01 Area 12

8488

247

2.91

Area 14

4327

20

0.46 Area 13

8385

57

0.68

Area 14

2971

3

0.17

118036

877

0.74

Total

131638

0.61

807

Total

Table 6- Frequency by Areas
The frequency of the Grey Literature is 0.61 in VQR1 and 0.74 in VQR2. However, this is a rough
estimation, as in the VQR1 calculations some Areas 2 (Physics), 4 (Earth sciences), 11 (Historical,
philosophical, psychological and pedagogical sciences), and 12 (Legal sciences) had to be
excluded, because the frequency of each product had not been stated in the GEVs’ final reports.
Tables 7 and 8 show the products of GL by Area in VQR1 and VQR2.
VQR 2004-2010
GL categories

Area 01 Area 02 Area 03 Area 04 Area 05 Area 06 Area 07 Area 08 Area 09 Area 10
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Area
Area
Area 12 Area 13 Area 14
11-nbib 11-bib
%
%
%
%
%

Case notes

0.56

Composition

0.04

Database

0.01

Design

0.02

0.20

0.01

0.01
0.13

Entry (in dictionary o encyclopedia)

0.01

Exhibition

0.01

Handwork

0.02

0.03

0.29

0.02
0.70

0.01

Maps

0.08
0.20

Other

0.13

0.30

0.01

2.28

0.04

0.07

Patent

0.10

0.20

0.39

0.18

0.26

0.13

0.02

0.28

0.01

0.82

Prototype of art and related project
Software

0.44

0.14

0.51

0.80

0.61

0.22

0.64

1.01

0.46

14073

9513

3639

11882

11941

4327

0.01
0.07

Totale

1.09

10685

19773

11608

8433

16407

26713

10004

9533

16347

Table 7 - Grey products in VQR1 by Areas
In VQR1 the most relevant percentages are those referred to:
Area07 - Agricultural and veterinary science
Area08 – Civil engineering and architecture
Area10 – Antiquity, philological-literary and historical and artistic sciences
Area 12 – Legal Sciences
Area13 – Economics and statistics sciences
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VQR 2011-2014
GL categories

Area 01 Area 02 Area 03 Area 04 Area 05 Area 06 Area 07
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Architectonic project

Area
08a
%

Area
08b
%

Area 09 Area 10
%

%

Area
11a
%

Area
11b
%

Area 12 Area 13 Area 14
%

%

%

1.45

Bibliographic/Catalographic record, corpus

0.09

Case notes
Composition

0.75

Database

0.04

0.06

0.03

0.04

0.01

0.03

0.01
0.18

0.03

0.09
0.03

0.08

Design

0.04

0.03

0.05

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.02

0.03

0.23

0.23

0.13

0.03

0.05

0.07

0.09

1.52
0.01
0.02

0.12

Entry (in dictionary or encyclopedia)

0.01

Exhibition

0.11

0.07

0.20

0.06

0.01

0.18

0.01

0.01

0.07

0.13

0.04

0.03

0.14

0.04

0.52

0.04

0.29

0.18

1.37

0.10

0.03

Handwork
Maps

0.23

Other

0.21

Patent

0.02

0.18

0.33

Performance

0.04
0.19

0.03

Totale

0.07

0.21

6062

10588

0.09
6897

4430

0.02

16693

7541

3456

0.07

0.03

0.09
10986

0.55

0.07

0.12

Prototype of art and related project
Software

0.17
0.38

0.03

2832

0.04

0.01

11564

8744

0.09
6123

2276

8488

8385

2971

Table 8 - Grey products in VQR2 by Areas
In VQR2 the most relevant percentages are those referred to:
Area 2 – Physics
Area8a – Architecture
Area 12 – Legal Sciences
Area 13 – Economics and statistics sciences
A specific reference must be made to the category other, as it is not really clear which products
includes. In GEVs’ final reports, the entry is defined as the incorporation of a collection of
different products, their number too small to be treated separately and impossible to merge into
other categories. This item is present in all disciplinary areas in VQR1 and in multiple areas in
VQR2, where the documentary categories are wider. Therefore, it is possible that some products
have been classified more properly.
The following table shows the percentage distribution of GL by Areas and years.
VQR 2004-2010
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Areas
Area01 - Computer science and Mathematics

0.15

0.36

0.45

0.31

0.31

0.61

0.25

Area 02 - Physics
Area03 - Chemistry

0.34

0.18

0.50

0.06

0.27

0.17

Area 04 - Earth sciences

VQR 2011-2014
2011 2012 2013 2014
0.22

0.27

0.44

0.25

0.88

1.24

1.03

2.65

0.18

0.29

0.22

0.71

0.58

0.95

0.78

0.91

Area05 - Biology

0.05

0.19

0.27

0.22

0.45

0.27

0.63

0.34

0.39

0.27

0.46

Area06 - Medicine

0.13

0.12

0.08

0.13

0.12

0.09

0.22

0.05

0.13

0.07

0.08

Area07 - Agricultural and veterinary sciences

1.43

0.81

0.58

1.19

0.68

0.45

0.84

0.35

0.32

0.15

0.63

Area 8 - Civil engineering and Architecture

1.39

2.04

1.47

2.25

1.05

0.96

1.95

Area 8a - Architecture

5.42

2.62

3.54

2.09

Area 8b - Civil engineering

0.18

0.30

0.39

0.12

Area 09 - Industrial and computer engineering

0.56

0.51

0.50

0.81

0.69

0.71

0.87

1.12

Area 11a - Historical, philosophical and pedagogical sciences

0.49

0.65

0.58

0.48

Area 11b - Psychology

0.40

0.36

0.33

0.32

Aea 12 - Legal sciences

3.19

2.43

3.08

3.16

Area 13 - Economics and Statistics sciences

0.78

0.47

0.76

0.77

0.13

0.38

Area 10 - Antiquity, philological-literary and historical-artistic sciences

0.64

0.64

0.61

0.99

0.86

0.74

0.93

Area 11 - Historical, philosophical, psychological and pedagogical sciences

Area 14 - Social and political sciences

0.85

0.20

0.15

0.29

0.93

0.17

Table 9 - GL percentages over the years
In VQR1 the annual trend is steadier for the following disciplinary Areas:
Area01 – Computer science and Mathematics
Area07 – Agricultural and veterinary sciences
Area08 – Civil engineering and Architecture
Area10 – Antiquity, philological-literary and historical-artistic sciences
For the other Areas, the annual trend is not steady because the values increase and decrease
over the years.
In VQR2 the annual trend is steadier for most of the Areas.
Table 10 shows the different grey products and their annual distribution.
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VQR 2004-2010

Grey categories

VQR 2011-2014

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Architectonic project

38.00

24.00

20.00

18.00

Bibliographic/Catalographic record, corpus

25.81

32.26

19.35

22.58

Case notes

17.65

25.74

23.53

33.09

18.18

15.91

25.00

40.91

23.53

20.59

20.59

35.29

25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

23.12

26.01

26.59

24.28

28.95

28.95

18.42

23.68

Composition

25.00

25.00

Database

25.00

25.00

33.33

Design

14.29

Entry (in dictionary or encyclopedia)

14.29

7.14

28.57

25.00

Exhibition

21.43
75.00

33.33

Handwork

9.09

14.29
66.67

9.09

27.27

27.27

Map

7.69

38.46

30.77

23.08

Other

11.80

10.91

10.62

20.94

15.04

14.16

22.12

20.18

20.18

29.36

30.28

Patent

5.74

7.38

7.38

12.30

14.75

12.30

24.59

17.02

21.99

22.70

38.30

66.67

33.33

50.00

Performance
Prototype of art and related project
Software

10.00

20.00

20.00

40.00

100.00

14.29

42.86

10.00

9.76

39.02

28.57
21.95

29.27

Table 10 - Grey products in the VQRs by year
It seems evident that the extension of the documentary categories in VQR2 supported the
presence of a wider range of research products, encouraging the submission of different
typologies in each disciplinary area. This influenced also the incidence of the Grey categories in
VQR2, where we find products that did not appear in the previous evaluation, such as
architectonic project, bibliographic/catalographic record and corpora, case notes, map,
performance and publication of unedited sources. The calculation of the total number of products
10
per year in each category clearly shows that in VQR1 only patents and other are registered
every year. Significant percentages are registered for entries (both in dictionary or encyclopedia)
in 2008, exhibition in 2010 and handwork, permanent in 2004/2006 (9.09) and 2009/2010
(27.27). The handwork is completely absent in VQR2.
As far as the annual trend is concerned, some categories are more stable while others are more
fluctuating through time. Only the percentages referred to the products in VQR2 are not
conflicting. Two peaks for the entry performance are evident in 2012 and 2014, as well as a much
higher value of the item concordance in 2012.
At the same time, some of the products present in both evaluations do not show significant
annual variations, with the only exception of the category entries (both in dictionary or
encyclopedia), presenting a very high value in 2008, as well as exhibition and prototype in 2010.
In addition, there is a substantial increase of the entries patents and other, although not
annually.
Among the non-admissible products, we find: educational material, technical reports,
commentary, obituary, erratum. No mention has been made to entries such as preliminary
studies, progress reports, accounts, search results, dossier, market researches, normative
documents, feasibility studies, etc. The genetic studies or the clinical trials are admitted to the
assessment only if the author is the person who carried on the work, whereas the participation of
experimenters or collaborators in the study is not taken into account. Other indications inferred
through the GEVs’ criteria concern the case notes, admitted to the evaluation only if drafted in
the form of an article. The entry working papers is not present, although it has been declared as
11
admissible by all GEVs, with the exception of GEV13 – Economics and Statistics . It is not clear if
they may have been included in the category papers in journals or papers in books.
5. Open Science and Grey Literature… a perfect marriage
As mentioned in the introduction, Open Science is a composite idea, promoting different
approaches to research and scientific communication. We may represent OS using keywords such
as network, data, collaboration and transparency (Adams 2015). The focus is on the cooperation
and the distribution of information through advanced technology networks (Salmi 2015). We may
also observe how the main contents of the OS are tightly related to Grey Literature (GL). Indeed,
it is evident that the focal notions of the GL, from contents to production and distribution
procedures, are shared by the OS, as it differs from traditional scientific methods of knowledge
10

The category patents is always considered as evaluable, but it may be attributed to class A or B only if internationally
renowned or licensed.
11
The GEV13 considers these products as designed for future publication, therefore evaluable in forthcoming assessment
exercises. For the other GEVs, if the working papers have a ISSN code, they are considered as articles; if they have ISBN
code, and a) they are open access; b) the author divests the IP rights to the working papers’ series; c) every manuscript is
peer-reviewed, then they are related to monographies.
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acquisition, generation and dissemination. Moreover, if we focus our attention on the principles
of OS, we will identify numerous shared contents and goals between GL and Open Access. The
latter certainly faces the drawbacks of the present publication system, proposing different
rationales, opposed to those currently governing the editorial market. The open and unrestricted
access to the research results aims at going beyond the logic of “publish or perish” and its
difficulties, such as the substantial delays in the publication, the disconnection between what is
scientifically relevant and what is relevant for the career of the researchers, with specific
reference to the pressures on researchers to publish (Giglia 2017). GL and OA both promote the
view of knowledge as a common good, as well as the immediate, detailed and in-depth
circulation of the research products in every form, not exclusively those referable to scientific
articles issued by publishing companies.
At the same time, the OS supports Open Data as a mean for sharing the so-called “computational
products”, i.e. protocols, procedures and/or software used by researchers to analyse and share
the data along with their experimental and practical context (Candela, Manghi 2017). The Open
Notebook aims at voicing documents with a low degree of visibility and availability such as
research notes and laboratory tests, encouraging new forms of open peer-review based on
shared protocols for the evaluation of the products in the moment they are posted online.
Therefore, the common principle of GL and OA is distributing information not conventionally
disseminated, like results of failed or ambiguous experiments (Stafford 2010). Moreover, the
principle of the OA is based on the advantage of obtaining and co-generating new knowledge
through the interaction with citizens and local communities (Reale 2017). The terms “Open
Research” and “Citizen Science” make reference to the active civic participation to the collection
of data, scientific experiments, and problem solving. The involvement of the population may
bring to light urgent social needs and priorities, as well as drive the attention to issues of great
interest, such as environmental protection, better health, more justice, a more equitable (not
necessarily equal) distribution of income (Weber et al. 2015).
A further aspect of the OS is the Open Learning and Open Education, which consists in the
introduction of innovative, interactive and collaborative education policies. Their main features
are the openness, the digital dimension, and the innovative spirit (Reggiani 2017). In this way, the
range of available resources, contents, and products of learning materials becomes wider and
more shareable.
Likewise, in the relationship between OS and GL the availability of shared tools such as
repositories is of crucial importance, particularly referring to those named next generation
repositories and infrastructures. Indeed, institutional and disciplinary repositories are commonly
accepted as the most suitable sites to disseminate and store the scientific production. They
traditionally host different categories of Grey Literature, from dissertations to sketches, from
conference objects to reports, etc. The OS encourages the creation of next generation
repositories, archives based on a series of principles and requirements including value-added
services.
The new repositories would be provided with a wider range of roles and functionalities, allowing
the integration in an online distributed infrastructure. This view is sponsored by associations like
COAR – Towards a global knowledge commons that promotes the implementation of next
generation repositories provided with 11 new behaviours, as well as the technologies, standards
and protocols that will facilitate the development of new services on top of the collective network,
12
including social networking, peer review, notifications, and usage assessment .
Another tool shared by both the Open Science movement and the “grey” community is the use of
controlled vocabularies, as the use of controlled vocabularies for bibliographic metadata “ensures
13
that everyone is using the same word to mean the same thing” . The results published in
institutional and thematic repositories are described by bibliographic metadata. The open access
and metadata exchange requires a standardized description of specific properties concerning
publications and research data. The review, updating, and curation of controlled vocabularies
guarantee the semantic interoperability between repositories and linked archives.
Our study highlights the need of improving new-generation metrics, as this is one of the most
debated topic in the OS movement. The results of our analysis outline two complementary paths
to assess the research results: one is the peer review, a qualitative evaluation among scientists;
the other consisting in a quantitative evaluation based on the use of bibliometric indicators that
counts the number of publications and the number of citations received. As previously observed,
12
13

Cfr. https://www.coar-repositories.org/activities/advocacy-leadership/working-group-next-generation-repositories/.
Cfr. https://www.coar-repositories.org/activities/repository-interoperability/coar-vocabularies/.
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in Italy most of the documentary typologies undergoing evaluation are represented by papers in
journals, papers in books and papers in proceedings, i.e. products that can be easily indexed in
citation databases. The most important numbers generally refer to articles published in
prestigious journals with high impact factors. Indeed, traditional metrics are based on indicators
like Impact Factor and H-Index, this leading to the misapplication of principles born to count the
number of citations, which are actually used to evaluate the value of researchers. Moreover,
these indicators are the result of complex algorithms designed by commercial operators that
select and organize information following criteria not always scientifically supported, often
producing incorrect data (Galimberti 2017).
Bibliometrics has not been conceived for research evaluation, but to lead librarians in purchases
and to measure progresses in scientific disciplines, in spite of the extensive use of its means.
Bibliometrists agree on the assumption that the indicators are misused, as the assessment of the
research impact cannot be exclusively based on the calculation of citations, yet taking into
account different aspects and dimensions. At the present time, peer review is the only and most
effective type of qualitative analysis. However, although retrospective peer-review does not
14
present the same level of criticality of perspective peer-review , it is an onerous and subjective
procedure, not completely free from inaccuracies and not completely objective.
The analysis of new research evaluation instruments and criteria is of basic importance for the
fulfilment of the OS, as it is fundamental to transform the assessment models and methods along
with the science itself (Cassella 2017). The realization of OS implies that the quality of a
researcher and its publications would be evaluated through other parameters, such as: accuracy,
reproducibility of the results, coherence of the methods, coherence with the ethical code,
openness, and participation to editorial committees (Giglia 2015). Various international initiatives
promote the application of new assessment standards for the evaluation of the scientific
15
production . The OS movement examines a series of alternative metrics to monitor the
development of the scientific system and to measure both individual and group work. Among
them we find the usage metrics, which are based on the number of views and downloads of a
product. The usage measurement differs from the citations measurement since it involves a
broader range of users who are potentially interested in reading and downloading articles and
data. The metrics based on the usage appraise the interest and the degree of absorption of a
work and may be quite relevant for the Open Science, not only for the use made of the
publications, but also for the monitoring of non-traditional publications (e.g. posts, blogs) and for
the reuse of open data and open software.
The altmetrics represents a further sub-system of new generation metrics mostly based on social
media applications. More in detail, the altmetrics make reference to downloads, blog posts,
social media interactions, citations, comments, tweets, opinions expressed by the users through
means such as likes on Facebook. The altmetrics may contribute to the evaluation of the impact
of a study. Indeed, nowadays researchers are increasingly exploiting the web in their studies;
therefore, discussions among experts have shifted from laboratories’ hallways to blogs and social
networks, as well as the “raw science” (datasets, code, and experimental designs) finds place in
16
blogging, microblogging, and annotations available and shareable online .
The advantages of the use of altmetrics are quite clear: citations can be retrieved faster;
authoritative, but not frequently cited works are not disregarded; the operating environment of

14

Among the most debated aspects, we find the fact that the reviewer is not always more competent than the author of
the paper reviewed, in addition to potential conflicts of interest, the lack of accuracy, long times for the review process,
implying consistent delays in the publication.
15
The DORA Declaration provides recommendations to funding agencies, institutions, publishers, organizations supplying
metrics, and to researchers; it underlines the need of avoiding the use of indicators like the IF, instead considering the
intrinsic value rather than the journal, and taking vantage of the opportunities provided by new digital indicators. The
Leiden Manifesto contains 10 principles indicating possible solutions to the issues created by the inappropriate introduction
of Bibliometrics, and suggests the usage of valid statistics along with a correct evaluation of the objectives and the nature of
the research assessed. The Science in Transition Position paper highlights the continuous growth of exchanges in scientific
information out of the traditional channels and documentation (e.g. journals and books), preferring more informal, fast and
open modalities and self-production systems like blogs and microblogs. The Metric Tide examines the role of metrics in the
evaluation and management of the research in the British system, emphasizing the limits of the quantitative measures and
indicating peer review as the only possible yardstick. The report lists a series of recommendations for the design of metrics
based on robustness, humility, transparency, diversity, and reflexivity.
16
Altmetrics: a manifesto, http://altmetrics.org/manifesto/.
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the researcher is considered properly; different metrics for the evaluation of a study may be
aggregated.
Although altmetrics are still in their experimental stage, the crisis of the traditional evaluation
systems is so serious that the use of alternative indicators is expected to be promoted and
improved in a very near future (Schöpfel, Prost 2017).
6. Conclusions
The Italian Research Assessment Processes do not completely exclude Grey Literature. However,
they are almost exclusively based on the analysis of commercially distributed products.
This is due to:
• the non-eligibility of some research products (e.g. educational material, technical reports,
commentary, obituary, erratum…);
• the lack of interest in items such as preliminary studies, progress reports, accounts, search
results, dossier, market researches, normative documents, feasibility studies, etc.;
• the disadvantage in submitting scientific products other than articles in journals;
• the impact of the evaluation criteria on researchers leads to the philosophy of Public or
Perish: the researchers publish only scientific articles in prestigious journals.
The combination of principles and tools of the OS may become a primary channel of
dissemination for the GL. On the other hand, GL may evolve into a primary source for the OS. GL
has a long-standing tradition, it is a mosaic of different documentary typologies including various
areas of interest: from documentary research, to a wide range of materials produced by local,
national and international private or public institutions, industry associations, foundations,
private individuals, etc. Both GL and OS meet the need of faster, more efficient, economical,
focused dissemination channels, insisting on the urgency of making available all the documentary
forms currently not circulated and inaccessible. These documentary and procedural demands
may be fulfilled by the tools of the OS. The new research scenarios offer considerable
opportunities for the collection, description, identification, and dissemination of literature and
data. Any kind of product may be identifiable and accessible using tools like repositories or new
generation infrastructures, which supports all the components of the research activity: objects,
people, technology, procedures (Candela, Manghi 2017). The use of these tools opens the status
of scientific product to a wide range of documents: drafts, software, pictures, diagrams, tables,
experimental protocols, then creating communication patterns of major interest either to those
who would actively collaborate with researchers in their studies, or to those who would simply
collect information or gain knowledge. GL, currently left out from traditional metrics, may be
involved in the application of new typologies of metrics including aspects of scientific products
usually labelled as Grey Literature. The altmetrics cross the borders of traditional research results,
limited to databases like WoS and Scopus, taking into account non-traditional and noncommercial products. Exploiting such tools, the assessment exercises may finally turn into
transparent, comprehensible, and shared processes.
The logic that moves the current scientific communication implies the risk of producing
fashionable research rather than quality research. The concept of OS includes the necessary
human skills, resources, standards, best practices and technical infrastructures necessary to
realize an innovative entire research enterprise.
In this new ecosystem of the scientific communication Grey Literature might find its ideal
collocation, but it is necessary that scientific institutions and politics exchange experiences and
build networks across national borders in order to realize this new system, then allowing the
growth of a new dialogue between science and society.
The developments in technology and the opportunities offered by the semantic web may have
not led to the advancements expected about ten years ago. However, it has been widely
demonstrated that the technologies available are ready to support substantial and complex
goals. Cultural, political and economic changes are necessary in order to realize the Open
Science. Europe plays a key role in supporting greater openness and in redefining the research
processes.
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Select your data ﬁles and click ‘upload dataset’.
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7. Publication by DANS
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Data Papers are Witness to Trusted Resources in
Grey Literature: A Project Use Case
Dominic Farace, GreyNet International, Netherlands
Jerry Frantzen, TextRelease, Netherlands
Plato L. Smith II, University of Florida Libraries, United States
Abstract
In 2011, GreyNet embarked on an Enhanced Publications Project with DANS, Data Archiving and
Networked Services in an effort to circumvent the data versus document camps entrenched in
i
grey literature communities . The results of that project served to incorporate in GreyNet’s
workflow the acquisition, indexing, and linking of research data with their full-text and
ii,iii
accompanying metadata . Recently, GreyNet discussed with a data management librarian from
the University of Florida a proposed follow-up project dealing with data papers – a new document
type within grey literature. Data papers are defined as scholarly publications of a searchable
metadata document describing a particular online accessible dataset or a group of datasets
published in accordance to standard academic practices. As such, data papers represent a
iv
scholarly communication approach to data sharing . The outcome of that discussion led to the
formation of a project team with the twofold purpose of producing and publishing a set of data
papers originating in the field of grey literature, and in so doing raise awareness to this new
document type by demonstrating its value for library and information science. The method of
approach includes the construction of an online standardized template that encompasses a data
paper, defining the population asked to complete the template, instruction and further contact
with the authors/researchers during the course of the project, along with an analysis of the
results. The anticipated outcome of the project would provide a tested template that could be
used by other grey literature communities in the production of data papers. It would demonstrate
v
vi
how OA, DSA and FAIR principles are implemented and reinforced via data papers. And, it would
further provide examples of how data citations can generate trusted bibliographic references.
Introduction
A few years ago, I heard the term data paper; and, as with all developments in the field of
information, I began to think of how data papers are related to grey literature; and how GreyNet
could incorporate them in and among its own resources? What sparked my initial interest was
that data papers can be seen as a new document type in grey literature and that they have a
place within GreyNet’s ongoing Enhanced Publications Project dating back to 2011.
In early April of this year, I attended a meeting in Barcelona during the Research Data Alliance
Conference. There a presentation on FAIR Data Principles was delivered; and, it was this that
prompted me to explore the connection between data papers and FAIR Data principles. My
position statement was and remains that ‘Data papers are one of the most tangible means of
implementing the FAIR-data Principles.’
The content of this paper is quite straightforward and reflects work over the past six months, or
should I say the first 6 months of GreyNet’s Data Papers Project.
Definition of Data Papers
The definition of data papers used for our project is borrowed from Wikipedia, where they are
defined as “Scholarly publications of a searchable metadata document describing a particular
online accessible dataset or a group of datasets published in accordance to standard academic
practices. As such, data papers represent a scholarly communication approach to data sharing”.
Background of the Project
Early in the project, it was understood that Data Papers was not a stand-alone project, but was
very much linked to GreyNet’s enhanced publications described by DRIVER II as ”A publication
that is enhanced with three categories of information: research data, extra materials, and postpublication data”. Enhanced publications combine textual resources i.e. documents intended to
be read by human beings, which contain an interpretation or analysis of primary data. Enhanced
publications inherently contribute to the review process of grey literature as well as the
replication of research and improved visibility of research results in the scholarly communication
chain.
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Developments in GreyNet’s Data Collection
In 2011, GreyNet carried out a survey among its pool of authors and researchers in order to
assess their attitudes towards data sharing and their willingness to submit research data for entry
in the DANS Data Archive. The results of the survey were quite positive. While only 7% were
unwilling to do so, 49% were, and 44% were as yet uncertain. In 2012, the year following that
survey, the work of acquiring data retrospectively as well as integrating the acquisition of
research data within GreyNet’s workflow was undertaken. Since then, the tasks of publishing and
linking GreyNet’s research data with their full-texts account for 30 published datasets in the
DANS Data Archive. This number of datasets was seen to provide the needed impetus and
volume to undertake GreyNet’s Data Papers Project. And, in early 2017, the compilation and
design of a standardized template for data papers began.
The instrument of a data paper template
The data paper template implemented in this project is based on a compilation derived from
vii
three existing templates: RDJ, Research Data Journal for Humanities and Social Sciences , JOHD,
viii
ix
Journal of Open Humanities Data , and JOPD, Journal of Open Psychology Data . While these
and other templates used for data papers contain similar fields, GreyNet opted to compile and
adapt its own template, which consists of five main sections: Overview, Methods, Dataset
Description, Potential Reuse, and References (see Appendix).
In drafting the template, each field in a section would provide a box note containing one or more
examples. It was intended that once all 5 sections were completed, this would serve in drafting
the data paper. Attention was further given to the overall design of the template in engaging
would-be authors. Potential authors would not be confronted with just a sheet of instructions,
but instead an instrument guiding them through to completion.
Population and Acquisition of Data Papers
As mentioned earlier, the number of datasets that formed the population for the project was
thirty in total. It was determined that only first authors of GreyNet’s datasets in the DANS Archive
would receive an email request for participation in the Data Papers Project. This then amounted
to 15 acquisition requests allowing for the fact that one author/researcher accounted for more
than one dataset in the study. The text of the email read as follows:
Dear … ,
GreyNet would like to enhance and promote its collection of datasets in the DANS Data
Archive through the publication of a Data Paper corresponding to each dataset.
According to our records, you have one or more datasets in the DANS Data Archive [link]
that would benefit by an accompanying Data Paper.
Attached is a brief description of the Data Papers Project along with a standardized
template to guide you in drafting a data paper. Also attached is a sample data paper that
will appear published in the Autumn 2017 issue of The Grey Journal.
By drafting and submitting a data paper, you will also receive well deserved recognition
through its publication in The Grey Journal as well as its preprint access in the DANS
Data Archive. On behalf of the project team, I greatly appreciate your consideration in
this request; and I look forward to fielding any questions you may have.
GreyNet’ email signature
Review process for data papers
Upon receipt of a drafted data paper, the author received notification along with details of the
review process that would be undertaken.
1. Submissions are first checked against the standardized template. The author(s) may be asked
to provide additional information.
2. The (revised) data paper is then sent to the data management librarian on the project team
for review.
3. Once reviewed the data paper is entered in the DANS Archive as a preprint, where it is
processed by one of the data archive managers. It is assigned Creative Commons Licensing
CC0, and provided the archive’s Data Seal of Approval, DSA.
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4. Having fulfilled the above, the data paper is considered to implement the FAIR-data
Principles by making the related data(set) Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable.
Publication of GreyNet’s data papers
The data paper first published as a preprint alongside its corresponding dataset in the DANS
Archive is further published as a preprint in the GreyGuide Repository, where via its assigned DOI
becomes linked to its corresponding (data)set in the DANS Archive. The data paper is then
scheduled for publication as an article in The Grey Journal (ISSN 1574-1796), where it receives
coverage through multiple abstract and indexing services including Scopus and Thomson Reuters
and is full-text available via EBSCO’s LISTA-FT database.
Some early project results
Since the initial request to 15 first authors responsible for GreyNet’s Collection of published
datasets in the DANS Archive, results appear to show:
 The Data Paper Template compiled and edited for this Project proves efficient;
 Seven authors have indicated interest in drafting a Data Paper, five of which are now
published as preprints in the DANS Data Archive and in the GreyGuide Repository. Two of the
five data papers have appeared published as articles in the Autumn 2017 issue of The Grey
Journal (TGJ) and the other three await journal publication in the Spring issue 2018;
x
 Data Papers are now listed in the GreySource index as a new document type in grey
literature;
 And, Data Papers are shown to lend support to the Pisa Declaration on Policy Development
xi
for Grey Literature Resources and specifically to Article 15 “Systems for linking data and
other non-textual content to their grey literature publications together with interoperability
standards for sharing grey literature.”
Spin-off from the initial Data Papers Project
About six weeks after the initial round of acquisitions for data papers, it was brought to our
attention that a number of published articles in The Grey Journal – with no tie to the GLConference Series – are based on research data. A request was then made to eight of these
authors/researchers inquiring as to their willingness to participate in our project by submitting
their data(sets) for entry in the DANS Archive followed by the completion of a Data Paper. Two of
the eight authors have since responded with their intent to do so.
Another spin-off from our initial project is to draft a workshop that will instruct authors,
researchers, and other information professionals and practitioners as to the benefits of data
sharing and the instrument of a data paper in accomplishing this. The first of these workshops
will be held at the University of Florida at Gainesville on March 20, 2018. It will be branded and
offered within the GreyForum Series entitled “Data Papers, A Trusted Tool in Research and Data
Sharing”.
Follow-up of the Project
Just as the acquisition of data/datasets are incorporated in the workflow of the Annual
Conference Series on Grey Literature, starting in 2018 data papers will also be included in the
acquisition round. Furthermore, the request for research data and related data papers will
likewise become incorporated in the workflow of The Grey Journal.
User statistics are a way of assessing the implementation of FAIR-data principles via data papers.
While user statistics in 2018 may be limited, built into our project are the use of mechanisms that
can capture the use of data papers. This will be accumulated from the following sources:
Source of Stats
→
Data Paper
(Article)
Data Paper
(Preprint)
Data/Dataset

The Grey Journal
LISTA-FT Database

GreyGuide
Repository

DANS
Data Archive



CC0



CC0
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Citations and references pertaining to data papers as well as datasets may be acquired via
Abstract and Indexing Services. GreyNet maintains established agreements with CSA/PAIS
International, LISA INDEX, MLA International, Scopus, and Thomson Reuters for The Grey Journal.
For the Conference Proceedings on Grey Literature, GreyNet has standing agreements with
Thomson Reuters and Curran’s Scopus/Compendex. While these are not the only sources in
which to turn, they are the most readily available for our project.
Also, a number ways to solicit and capture feedback from the authors and users of GreyNet’s
collections of published data(sets) and their concomitant data papers will be in place as follows:
Source of Feedback →
Data Papers
Research Data

GreyNet
Website



GreyGuide
Repository


GreyForum
Workshop



In fine, the tasks of our project team for the coming year involve the acquisition and publication
of data papers along with the collection of user statistics, data citations, and references to the
data papers. In turn, these results will be incorporated in subsequent workshops and trainings
demonstrating use cases with Data Papers.
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APPENDIX – Data Paper Template
This template provides you with a standardized, accepted format for drafting a data paper. Please consult the
note box found under each field name for brief explanations and examples. The Data Paper consists of five
main sections: ❶ Overview, ❷ Methods, ❸ Dataset Description, ❹ Potential Reuse, and ❺ References.
Once you have completed drafting your data paper, please submit to journal@greynet.org. Upon receipt, the
preprint will be deposited in the DANS Data Archive where the dataset is stored. Further notice of its
publication in The Grey Journal will likewise be provided. The above email address can be used for all
correspondence pertaining to your data paper.

❶ Overview
Title:
NOTE

The title of the data paper should focus on the data. Since your data is closely
linked to a specific research paper, precede the title of your paper with
Data from “followed by the Title of your paper”.

Repository Location:
NOTE

A link to the repository home page and a DOI (or other persistent identifier) that links directly to the
dataset.

Data Paper Authors/Contributors, Affiliations, and Roles:
NOTE

1. ▪ First name, Last name;
▪ Author/Contributor unique ID (e.g. ORCID, ResearcherID)
▪ Organizational Affiliation;
▪ Author’s Role(s): Project Administration / Dataset Creator / Visualization /
Draft Text / Review & Editing
2. …
3. …

Abstract:
NOTE

A short (ca. 100 words) summary of the dataset being described: what the data covers, how it was
collected, how it is stored, and a short description of its potential reuse.

Keywords:
NOTE

A maximum of four keywords is allotted. Each keyword is separated by a semicolon followed by a space.

Subject Area:
NOTE

Discipline or Community of Practice (e.g. Medicine, Engineering, Physics, etc.)

❷ Methods
NOTE

Describe the methods used to create the dataset (ca. 100-200 words), include the following sub-headings:

Steps – The series of procedures followed to produce the dataset. This should include any source data used, as
well as software and instrumentation involved.
Sampling strategy – If relevant, outline the sampling strategy used to produce the data.
Quality Control – If applicable. Please list the methods used for quality control in the production of the data
i.e. steps taken to normalize data.
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❸ Dataset Description
NOTE

Enter your response after each sub-heading

File name:
The name of the file or file set in the repository/archive.
Format names and versions (if available):
Such as ASCII, CSV, Autocad, EPS, JPEG, Excel, SQL, etc.
Creation dates:
The start and end dates of when the data was created YYYY-MM-DD
Language(s):
Languages used in the dataset (i.e. variable names, etc.)
License
The open license under which the data has been deposited is Creative Commons, e.g. CC0.
Repository/Archive name:
The name of the repository/archive to which the data is uploaded: DANS EASY, Etc.
Publication date
The date the dataset was published in the repository/archive (YYYY-MM-DD)

❹ Potential Reuse
NOTE

Please describe the ways in which your data could be reused by other researchers both within and outside
of your field. For example, this might include aggregation, further analysis, reference, validation, teaching or
collaboration. This section should also include limitations to, or potential barriers for reuse. (maximum 800
words)

❺ References
NOTE

References cited here should be explicit to the Data Paper. When available, include a DOI, other persistent
identifier, or link in each reference. See examples below:
1.

Piwowar, H.A. 2011 Who Shares? Who Doesn't? Factors Associated with Openly Archiving Raw
Research Data. PLoS ONE 6(7): e18657. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0018657.

2.

Giannini, S., [et al] CNR Pisa, Italy, 2016 Grey Literature citations in the age of Digital
Repositories and Open Access. Seventeenth International Conference on Grey
Literature. Conference Preprint available from: http://hdl.handle.net/10068/1024659.

3.

National Heart Lung and Blood Institute (US). What is a heart attack? [Internet].
Bethesda (MD): U S Department of Health and Human Services, National Institutes
of Health; [cited 2009 Apr 3]. Available from:
http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/actintime/aha/what.htm.

Upon completion of your Data Paper, please submit to journal@greynet.org.
The email can also be used for all other correspondence pertaining to your Data Paper.
Thank You!
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Public Access to the Dissertations in Russia
Yuliya B. Balashova
Saint Petersburg State University, Russia
Abstract
To date, a highly constructive situation has developed in the Russian public space in terms of
access to dissertations. Mostly thanks to the efforts of official authorities, the procedure for
defending dissertations becomes so public for the first time after a long period. At the same time,
increasing publicity contributed to the consolidation of civil society and representatives of the
scientific community efforts. Accordingly, open access resources containing information about the
dissertation thesis, and its author are affiliated both with official and commercial and public
organizations.
Keywords: dissertation thesis, grey literature, science communication, Russian scientific public
field.
Introduction
In the modern Russia as a part of the global world science communication develop quite actively.
It growth is caused, among other things, by the task of wide audience familiarizing with the
scientific thought achievements. New popular science media are being created, as well as
aggregators of scientific news, scientific festivals are held, science promoted through the social
networks.
At the same time, the system of training scientific staff and awarding academic degrees in Russia
is still poorly integrated into the world community. The problem is that this system is hybrid,
combining Soviet and modern Western properties. From the Soviet times, a complex two-level
system of scientific degrees has been existing.
In the USSR, science was respected, partly in the ancient, magical sense, on one hand, from the
state, and, on the other hand, from society. Obtaining a scientific degree opened many social
possibilities.
The Russian degree of “Candidate of Sciences” corresponds to the generally accepted Ph.D. This
degree is considered as the third level of a multilevel system of higher education and is awarded
as a result of mastering the doctoral educational program accepted in the West, which in Russia
is called “graduate school”.
In some European countries awarded the highest scientific degree, named “doctor habilitatus”
(Dr. habil. = habituated doctor). It gives the right to occupy a professorship at the university and
corresponds to the Russian degree of the “Doctor of Sciences”. In order to count on a scientific
career in Russia, it’s necessary to defend not one, but two dissertations.
In different countries, the state has a different power in regulating the procedure for awarding
academic degrees, and accredited doctoral (Ph.D.) programs. In such European, and nonEuropean countries, as France, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, New Zealand, state, and
authorized with the state structures play a crucial role in this process. In the USA, and Canada, in
many ways existing in a single space, this role belongs to the socio-professional organizations.
Finally, in Netherlands the Academy of Sciences has the right to make decision. The right to
assign academic degrees is different too. In Russia, and post-Soviet countries, this right is
reserved for the state; in the rest of the world – for the universities themselves. Accordingly, in
different countries the information support of the dissertation’s defense and public access to
them are formed in various ways. In Russia, the main role in this process belongs to the state.
Discussion
1. Obligatory stages of the dissertations publicity before defense.
1.1. Publication on the website of the organization, where the work was prepared. There are
published the full text of the dissertation, the author’s abstract of the dissertation, information
about official opponents, and the leading organization, preparing review for the dissertation, as
well as the place and time of dissertation’s defense. From 2012, at Saint Petersburg State
University all dissertations defenses are accompanied by online translation on the university
website (Ph.D. SPbSU, 2017).
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1.2. Publication on the website of High Attestation Commission under the Ministry of Education,
and Science of the Russian Federation. Since 2006, High Attestation Commission publishes on its
website the same information, only in a reduced amount, and with reference to the
organization’s website (High Attestation Commission, 2017)
1.3. The main results of the dissertation research should be published in the form of science
papers in the list of peer-reviewed scientific journals. High Attestation Commission on a regular
basis revises this list.
2. Obligatory stages of the dissertations publicity after defense
2.1. Obligatory dispatch of the dissertation abstract to the leading libraries of Russia, and also
National Library of Belarus (National Library of Belarus, 2017).
2.2. The full written text of the dissertation is sent to the Russian State Library. The main library
of the country provides public access to the digitized abstracts, and thesis themselves. Site
navigation is available in English (Russian State Library, 2017).
2.3. A mandatory copy of both the thesis and the author’s abstract is sent by the regular mail to
the Russian Book Chamber (Russian Book Chamber, 2017). In accordance with law, a certain
number of copies of any printed publication (books, brochures, periodicals, dissertations, musical
notes, geographic maps and atlases) must be sent to the Russian Book Chamber.
3. Other (additional) online channels for dissertations distribution
3.1. Official state resources. The most important is Scientific Electronic Library (eLIBRARY.RU).
Materials placed in this electronic library included into the Russian Scientific Citation Index. This
Index is a National bibliographic database of scientific citations, accumulating more than 12
million publications of Russian scientists, as well as information on citing these publications from
more than 6,000 Russian journals. Other resource, having a printed version, is network
encyclopedia “Famous Scientists” (Famous Scientists, 2017). This is a biographical data of
scientists, a project of the Russian Academy of Natural History. It also published the main results
of the dissertation researches.
3.2. Commercial resources. To such belongs “Library of Dissertations” (DsLib.net). It provides
both free and paid access to the thesis text, publishes information about upcoming dissertation
defenses. At the same time, monetary deductions to authors of dissertations are declared, but in
reality they do not work. We can give another example. “Cyber Leninka” (CyberLeninka, 2017)
positions itself as a scientific open access electronic library, the main tasks of which are
popularization of science and scientific activity, public control of the quality of scientific
publications, the development of interdisciplinary research, the modern institute of scientific
review, and the increasing citation of Russian scientists. “Ciber Leninka” is built on the basis of
the open science paradigm.
The fundamental problem is that thesis and abstracts both are published “on the rights of the
manuscript”, in other words, they don’t formally have copyright subject. So, private distributors
don’t pay in fact any royalty that violates the norms of morality, but not the law.
3.3. Public organizations resources. The main source of exposing falsified dissertations is network
“Dissernet”. It positions itself as “a free network of experts, researchers and reporters, who
dedicate their work to exposing scammers, falsifiers and liars. The participants of the community
are cooperating with the joint efforts based on the principles of the network distribution of labor
and using modern computer technologies, to counteract illegal frauds and infringements in the
field of scientific and educational activities, especially in the process of defending dissertations
and appropriating academic degrees in Russia” (Dissernet, 2017). More than 10,000 dissertations
have been analyzed by “Dissernet”, since 2013. Based on “Dissernet” requests, High Attestation
Commission made a decision on deprivation of academic degrees. The latest scandal was the
case, initiated by “Dissernet”, about deprivation of the Minister of Culture of the Russian
Federation Vladimir Medinsky academic title of Doctor of Historical Sciences. His dissertation was
devoted to the problem of objectivity in the Russian history coverage by foreigners. The main
argument of the expert community was that Medinsky has considered the methodology of the
historical research as corresponding to the national interests of the state. With this approach,
historical science turns into a servant of the dominant ideology, as it happened in Soviet times.
This approach is typical for historical pseudoscience. Nevertheless, at the final meeting on this
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case, which took place on October 20, 2017, the presidium of the High Attestation Commission
retained doctoral degree to Minister V. Medinsky. Such disclosures of the political establishment
representatives often occur in Germany (thanks to “VroniPlag Wiki”, as well). And this is an
indicator of the healthy society. In Russia, this case additionally indicates that the scientific
reputation itself becomes irrelevant, which means a huge problem.
Conclusion
The most positive effect of the current situation is that never before science in Russia has been
so public. This result was achieved due to the efforts both of the state (its scientific policy) and
society. The next step will be integration this openness into the Western system.
But, in the present time, the procedure for awarding academic degrees begins to change. A
number of leading Russian universities and scientific organizations in the near future will receive
the right to self-award scientific degrees. On the one hand, thus, Russian universities become
more integrated into the Western system. The supervising role of the state will be cancelled; the
dissertational councils will not act on a permanent basis, but will be created in accordance with
the subject matter of the concrete work. The defenses will take place in English, and – the most
important think – the academic degree will be awarded directly. But such innovations cause a lot
of criticism.
It is believed that in a democratic society decentralization is extremely constructive. In the
scientific policy of modern Russia, this kind of decentralization causes great concern about
maintaining a high level of publicity. Actually, there is a return to the closed Soviet system of
leading universities.
One of the most serious concerns: will not the thesis be less public, and the thesis defense
process more closed?
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How open access policies affect access to grey literature in
university digital repositories: A case study of iSchools
Tomas A. Lipinski and Katie Chamberlain Kritikos
School of Information Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, United States
Abstract
Problem/Goal: An issue of interest to library and information science (LIS) scholars and
practitioners is how open-access policies can affect the access and use of grey literature in
university repositories. Open access (OA) refers to research placed online free from all price
barriers and from most permission barriers (Suber, 2015), allowing unfettered access to
scholarship and promoting open scholarly communication (Banach, 2011; Eysenbach, 2006). OA
may apply research published traditionally, such as books (Schwartz, 2012) and academic articles
(Suber, 2015), and non-traditionally published grey literature, such as electronic theses and
dissertations (Schöpfel & Prost, 2013; Schöpfel & Lipinski, 2012). The treatment of grey literature
in university repositories is of particular import due to “the ephemeral and changing nature of
grey publication types, editions, and formats” (Rucinski, 2015, p. 548; see Farace & Schöpfel,
2010). The access and use of grey literature in these repositories is often executed through an OA
policy. There is a gap in the literature, however, regarding best practices for drafting and
implementing OA policies that promote unfettered access to grey literature.
Research Method/Procedure: This paper analyzes OA policies from a sample of U.S. iSchools,
created by cross-referencing the Directory of North American iSchools (iSchools, 2017) with the
top twenty-five best LIS programs as ranked by U.S. News and World Reports (U.S. News, 2017).
Initial analysis shows that of the twenty-two iSchools in the sample, all schools have repositories,
ten have OA policies in place, and three have proposed OA policies. This project maps five OA
policies against variables drawn from the benchmark of open scholarly communication, the
Harvard Open Access Project’s “Good Practices for University Open-Access Policies” (Shieber &
Suber, 2017).
Results: The goal of this paper is to understand how OA policies at university repositories
affect access to grey literature in an ever-changing information landscape. Based on the analysis
of the sampled iSchool OA policies and the Harvard variables, it recommends best practices for
drafting and implementing OA policies that provide unfettered access to grey literature in
repositories.
Keywords: grey literature, open access, information policy, information access, university
repository, best practice, scholarly communication, library science, information science
Introduction
An issue of interest to library and information science (LIS) scholars and practitioners is how
open-access policies can affect the access and use of grey literature in university repositories.
Open access (OA) refers to research placed online free from all price barriers and from most
permission barriers (Suber, 2015), allowing unfettered access to scholarship and promoting open
scholarly communication (Banach, 2011; Eysenbach, 2006). OA may apply research published
traditionally, such as books (Schwartz, 2012) and academic articles (Suber, 2015), and nontraditionally published grey literature, such as student electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs)
(Schöpfel & Prost, 2013; Schöpfel & Lipinski, 2012).
The treatment of grey literature in university repositories is of particular import due to “the
ephemeral and changing nature of grey publication types, editions, and formats” (Rucinski, 2015,
p. 548; see Farace & Schöpfel, 2010). Repositories are “digital collections capturing and
preserving the intellectual output of a single or multi-university community” (Crow, 2002, p. 1;
see also Lynch, 2003). In effect, they serve as “[o]pen archives” that a university or other
institution hosts to “control and distribute” research and “become a significant part of scientific
communication” (Schöpfel & Lipinski, 2012, p. 21). The access and use of grey literature in these
repositories is often executed through an OA policy. There is a gap in the literature, however,
regarding best practices for drafting and implementing OA policies that promote unfettered
access to grey literature.
To study the impact of the OA phenomenon on LIS scholarly communication, this paper
analyzes OA policies from a sample of U.S. iSchools, created by cross-referencing the Directory of
North American iSchools (iSchools, 2017) with the top twenty-five best LIS programs ranked by
U.S. News and World Reports (U.S. News, 2017). Initial analysis shows that of the twenty-two
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iSchools in the sample, all have repositories, only ten have OA policies, and three have proposed
policy drafts not yet adopted.
This project maps these policies against variables drawn from the benchmark for open
scholarly communication, the Harvard Open Access Project’s “Good Practices for University
Open-Access Policies” (Shieber & Suber, 2017). The goal is to understand how OA policies at
university repositories affects access to grey literature in an ever-changing information
landscape. Based on the Harvard variables, it recommends best practices for drafting and
implementing OA policies that balance copyright with provide unfettered access to grey
literature in repositories.
Literature Review
Open Access and Scholarly Communication
As Margaret (2016) and Bohannon (2013) detail, backlash against the traditional publishing
paradigm effected a shift to OA publishing (see also Armbruster, 2008). In 2002, the Budapest
Open Access Initiative (“BOAI”), sponsored by the Open Society Institute (now the Open Society
Foundations), coined the term “open access” (Ocholla and Ocholla, 2016; Rizor and Holley, 2014;
Harnad, 2011). According to the BOAI, “By ‘[OA]’ to this literature, we mean its free availability
on the public internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or
link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to software, or
use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers other than
those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself” (Chan et al., 2002, emphasis added).
Indeed, among the many factors that inspired the OA movement was the continuously increasing
prices of journal and database subscriptions (Dawson & Yang, 2016; Nguyen, 2008).
Based on the BOAI, the OA movement created an online method for publishing scholarly,
peer-reviewed journals with free access to full-text articles (Laasko et al., 2011; Harnad, 2011).
Many scholars find that OA publishing promotes scholarly communication through the
dissemination and use of research and also generates increased author citations and usage
statistics (Dawson & Yang, 2016; Harnad et al., 2008; Björk, 2006; Antelman, 2004). In this way,
the OA movement promotes unencumbered access to scholarship by promoting open scholarly
communication (Eysenbach, 2006) and creating a comprehensive, efficient system for
disseminating research findings (Margaret, 2016).
Routes to Open-Access Publishing in Scholarly Communication. It is typical for OA
publications to take one of two route, Gold or Green (Dawson & Yang, 2016; Suber, 2015; see
also Clobridge, 2014; Neugebauer and Murray, 2013; Willinsky, 2010; Harnad et al., 2008). The
route to Gold OA refers to publishing in journals where the journal is itself OA (Harnad, 2011).
Authors must often pay article processing charges to these publishers to publish their works
openly, instead of behind the tridiagonal publishing paywall of subscriptions or licensing fees
(Dawson & Yang, 2016; Harnad et al., 2008; Suber, 2005). Predatory journals and publishers,
however, make it difficult for authors to determine their credibility (Al-Khatib, 2016; Dawson &
Yang, 2016). Further, works published under Gold OA lacking proper peer review raise concerns
about damage to authors’ academic reputations and the increased likelihood of article theft or
plagiarism (Yang and Li, 2015).
The route to Green OA, on the other hand, refers to self-archiving in open repositories by the
authors (Harnad, 2011; Harnad et al., 2008). Green OA can avoid the above concerns with Gold
OA because works are published in peer-reviewed journals and their authors have the publisher’s
permission to place them in repositories or on the authors’ websites (Dawson & Yang, 2016;
Suber, 2005). According to Harnad (2011), “the fastest and surest road to OA is the green road of
OA self-archiving” (p. 88). While achievement of Green OA rests in the hands of the authors and
can be mandated, it more directly benefits the interests of the research community, unlike Gold
OA, which may rests in the hands of a commercial publishers (Harnad, 2011; Harnad et al., 2008).
Open-Access Movement Trends and Issues
OA publishing has disrupted the traditional subscription model in scholarly communication
(Laakso and Bjork, 2012). A 2011 study by Laasko et al. found speedy growth in the OA journal
publishing industry between 1993 and 2009. A second study by Laakso and Bjork (2012) of OA
journal publishing trends between 2000 and 2011 found that mainly professional organizations or
scientific societies published OA articles until 2005, after which commercial publishers
significantly began publishing OA articles. Additionally, in 2015, Tenopir et al. found that social
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science faculty increasingly seek, read, and use electronic resources for teaching and research in
place of traditional print (Tenopir, King, Christian, and Volentine, 2015).
Despite the OA movement’s traction in scholarly communication, it has many unresolved,
often fraud-related issues, such as the proliferation of predatory journals and publishers whose
sole purpose is to collect article processing charges (APCs) (Al-Khatib, 2016). These OA journals
that levy APCs exploit unsuspecting authors who may not be able to determine whether these
journals are legitimate (Al-Khatib, 2016) or what author’s rights they retain after paying the fee
(Carroll, 2011; Bloch; 2005). While most OA journals do not charge APCs, of those that do, the
average APC of full OA journals is $660 USD and that of hybrid OA journals is $2,500 USD
(Morrison, 2017). Troublingly, publishing giant Elsevier, one of the world’s largest OA publishers
in 2016, is considering the switch to charging APCs (Morrison, 2017).
Regardless of the OA movement’s expansion over the last decade, its future role in LIS
scholarly communication remains uncertain. While Harnad (2011) advocates Green OA
publishing over Gold OA, arguing that, “The money to pay for gold OA publishing will only
become available if universal green OA eventually makes subscriptions unsustainable. Paying for
gold OA pre-emptively today, without first having mandated green OA, not only squanders scarce
money, but it delays the attainment of universal OA” (p. 86), Rizor and Holley (2014) assert that
in reality, Gold OA has fared better and has more potential for economic stability than Green OA.
While commercial publishers have adapted to and even profited from OA, the movement has yet
to actually reduce costs for libraries (Rizor and Holley, 2014).
Grey Literature and University Repositories
Copyright and Creative Commons Licensing. The OA movement creates new copyright and
licensing issues for libraries and their repositories (Dawson & Yang, 2016). Because libraries
could face copyright challenges when the repositories provide OA to full-text research
publications, Dawson and Yang (2016) studied current practices that manage copyright
permissions at repositories to help others update their own policies. They found that, “In spite of
the enthusiasm for open and web-based access, copyright is one of the major deterrents for
participation of faculty and students in repositories” (Dawson & Yang, 2016, p. 290). Thus,
librarians play a critical role in educating authors and users about copyright and in obtaining
copyright permissions for the repository (Dawson & Yang, 2016).
The BOAI explicitly states that OA applies to any “lawful purpose” (Chan et al., 2002) and
does not advocate infringement, expropriation, or piracy of research outputs (Suber, 2005). Due
to the OA movement’s aspiration to provide free, unfettered access to research, copyright law
and licensing should play a limited role: “The only constraint on reproduction and distribution,
and the only role for copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over the integrity
of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited” (Chan et al., 2002, emphasis
added). Many OA journal author agreements that allow for Green OA require that subsequent
deposit into an institutional repository require citation to the original journal. As Suber (2005;
2002) further explains, OA-published works do not inherently infringe United States copyright
law because their legal basis comes from the voluntary consent of newer works’ copyright
holders or from the expiration of older works’ copyright. For such older works in the public
domain, there is no risk of copyright infringement and no consent from the copyright holder is
needed.
Copyright holders may voluntarily consent to OA of newer works via, for example, a Creative
Commons license (Suber, 2005; 2002). As Schöpfel and Lipinski (2012) explain: “The Creative
Commons licenses, a ‘some rights reserved’ approach to copyright, applies to all kinds of creative,
educational or scientific content created and owned by individuals, companies or institutions.
The basic idea is that the creator keeps the copyright while allowing certain uses of his or her
work in a standardized way. The condition is that the author … owns the complete rights” (p. 20).
Author consent through a Creative Commons license covers the “unrestricted reading,
downloading, copying, sharing, storing, printing, searching, linking, and crawling of the full-text of
the work” – essentially, “all the uses required by legitimate scholarship” (Suber, 2005). Copyright
holders that distribute their works under a Creative Commons license may nevertheless place
certain restrictions on the use of such works, usually to prevent plagiarism, misrepresentation, or
commercial re-use (Suber, 2005). Creative Commons is also used by OA publishers as an
alternative to journal distribution (Lipinski and Kritikos, 2017) and would likely be an element of
Gold OA. While Creative Commons does not provide a repository service, it supports the creation
of content that is readily sharable in networked information environments (Lipinski and
Copeland, 2013).
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Accessing Grey Literature in University Repositories. Repositories support the OA movement
by providing access to the scholarly community’s research outputs (Willinsky, 2006; Lynch, 2003;
Crow, 2002). Deposited research outputs can include grey literature like ETDs, working papers,
and datasets (Schöpfel & Lipinski, 2012; Juznic, 2010). Benefits of housing grey literature in a
repository include increased usage of research outputs, showcasing the university’s scholarship,
workflow simplification, and control over metadata and embargoes (Banach, 2011).
When it comes to the effect of the OA movement and repositories on grey literature, a
“crucial question will be the inclusion and use of scientific data in documents, and in particular
the intellectual property of datasets” (Schöpfel & Lipinski, 2012, p. 4). According to Schöpfel and
Lipinski (2012), the legal status of grey literature with regards to copyright depends on the type
of research output (e.g., dissertation, thesis, working paper, data set, etc.) and the prevailing
policices, laws, and customs of a particular country (e.g., the United States or France).
Because grey literature is published outside traditional commercial publication channels,
publisher policies on self-archiving, embargoes, and other licensing aspects would seem to have
little effect on grey literature, but the licensing and copyright of this scholarship can still be
complex (Schöpfel & Lipinski, 2012, pp. 21-22). Thus, good OA policies at repositories are
essential to manage the rights of authors and institutions while enable the access to and use of
grey literature.
Open-Access Policy Best Practices
Harvard University provided the gold standard for OA best practices with its seminal guide
“Good Practices for University Open-Access Policies” (Harvard Guidelines), a joint project
between the Harvard Open Access Project and the Berkman Center for Internet and Society (now
the Berkman Klein Center for Internet and Society) (Shieber & Suber, 2017, 2015). This guide
established many OA best practices, ranging from drafting, adopting, and implementing good OA
policies. They focus on how “an effective OA policy can build support for OA, as an academic and
social good, into standard university policies” (Shieber & Suber, 2015, p. 6). Regarding “good
practices” for drafting OA policies, considerations include policy goals, author embargoes, scope
of research outputs, user rights, and policy implementation. The guide now lives online as a wiki.
The 2008 policy of the Harvard University Faculty of Arts and Sciences demonstrates the
attempt to “build support for OA … into its standard university policies” (Shieber & Suber, 2015,
p. 6). This policy requires authors to deposit their works into open repositories as well as to grant
non-exclusive copyright licenses to Harvard, allowing the university to archive and distribute the
faculty’s scholarly works (Priest, 2012, p. 391; see also Nguyen, 2008). Many other U.S.
universities followed suit (Priest, 2012, pp. 396-397). As Nguyen (2008) describes, the Harvard
OA mandate supports equitable access to research outputs and promotes the university as a
steward of the dissemination of research and knowledge.
But not all scholars are enamored with it. For example, Priest (2012) reviewed the Harvard
OA mandate and found that its legal effect is uncertain at best, complicated by copyright law
factors like the work-made-for-hire doctrine (p. 398), policy overbreadth regarding the nonexclusivity of licenses, and transfer of copyright to journal publishers (p. 418), among others. And
while the literature reflects attention to, for example, best practices for OA journal publication
agreements (see, e.g., Crews, 2016), there is a gap regarding best practices for drafting and
implementing OA policies that promote unfettered access to grey literature in university
repositories.
Methodology
This case study explores the impact of the OA phenomenon LIS scholarly communication,
namely, the access and use of grey literature in university repositories. Case studies are a useful
research design because examining and understanding a distinct phenomenon may illustrate a
more general problem (Flick, 2014; Creswell, 2013). To create a sample of universities, the
authors cross-referenced the iSchool Directory (iSchools, 2017) with the top twenty-five best LIS
programs as ranked by U.S. News and World Reports (U.S. News, 2017), resulting in an initial
sample of twenty-two iSchools.
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Table 1. Top ten U.S. iSchools (highlighted rows indicate final sample).
iSchool

Location

U.S. News
2017 Rank
1

OA Policy

Repository

University of Illinois
at UrbanaChampaign

ChampaignUrbana, IL

Yes, 5/14/2016

Seattle, WA

2

Chapel Hill, NC

3

Proposed draft,
6/1/2016
Yes, 5/13/2016

Illinois Digital
Environment for Access
to Learning and
Scholarship (IDEALS)
ResearchWorks Archive

University of
Washington
University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill
Syracuse University

Syracuse, NY

4

No, info about OA
only

University of
Michigan-Ann Arbor
University of TexasAustin
Rutgers, The State
University of New
Jersey-New
Brunswick
University of
Maryland-College
Park
Indiana UniversityBloomington
University of
Pittsburgh

Ann Arbor, MI

5

Austin, TX

6

No, info about OA
only
Yes, 10/31/2016

New Brunswick,
NJ

7

Yes, 10/29/2014

Scholarly Open Access
at Rutgers (SOAR);
RUCore

College Park,
MD

8

No, info about OA
only

DRUM

Bloomington, IN

9

Yes, n.d.

Pittsburgh, PA

10

Proposed draft,
9/13/2013

IUScholarWorks
Repository
D-Scholarship@Pitt

Carolina Digital
Repository
Syracuse University
Research Facility and
Collaborative
Environment (SURFACE)
Deep Blue
Texas ScholarWorks

All iSchools in the initial sample have open repositories. Only ten have OA policies in place
and three have proposed policies not yet adopted. Due to considerations of space and based on
the successful methodology used for the authors’ recent related study of OA journal publication
agreements (Lipinski and Kritikos, 2017), the final sample purposefully contains five iSchools
(Table 1). All OA policies from the iSchools in the final sample were available online. After data
collection, the authors mapped the similarities and differences in the OA policies based on
variables drawn from the Harvard Guidelines (Shieber & Suber, 2017), discussed below.
Findings and Discussion
Reconciling Copyright and Open Access
Before discussing the five OA policies and the Harvard Guidelines, two related questions
must be addressed: Does the university have a copyright policy that determines who holds the
copyright for the works included in its repository? And if faculty hold the copyright of their
works, are they instructed to retain their rights in the publication process? Without the
alignment of who holds copyright, deposit into the repository may infringe copyright. When the
full text of works protected by copyright are made available in repositories, copyright issues may
arise that, depending on the format of the work, implicate the exclusive rights of reproduction
and display or performance. Someone holds the copyright to those works and if they are
deposited without proper permission, liability may result.
Who holds the copyright in works created by authors covered by an OA policy? All five of the
OA policies contain a provision that implies that faculty hold copyright. Illinois states that its
policy will not transfer ownership and UT-Austin states that authors retain copyright. Rutgers
indicates its OA policy “does not alter ownership status.” UNC (“where the faculty member holds
the copyright”) and Indiana (“you must … confirm[] that you own the copyright”) assume that
faculty hold copyright. Each university covers copyright in a separate policy (Table 2). Only
Illinois, however, references a separate copyright policy in its OA policy. The authors recommend
that if a university’s copyright policy indicates the copyright status of faculty works, then the OA
policy should reference the copyright policy.
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Table 2. University policies indicate faculty hold copyright.
Intellectual
property or
copyright
policy

U-Illinois
Yes: “Unless
subject to any of
the exceptions
specified below or
in Section 4(c),
creators retain
rights to
traditional
academic
copyrightable
works as defined
in Section 2(b)
above.”

UNC
Yes: “The creator
of such a work
shall own the
work unless …”
and “Traditional
Works or NonDirected Works
are pedagogical,
scholarly, literary,
or aesthetic
works resulting
from nondirected effort.”

General Rules
Concerning
University
Organization and
Procedure, 13
(Jan. 19, 2017).

Copyright Policy
of UNC at Chapel
Hill, 6 (Jan. 1,
2009).

UT-Austin
Yes: “… the Board
of Regents will
not assert an
ownership
interest in the
copyright of
scholarly or
educational
materials …
related to the
author’s
academic or
professional field
…”
Board of Regents
Rule 90101:
Intellectual
Property, 4 (May
8, 2017).

Rutgers
Yes: “This policy
reaffirms the
faculty’s rights to
retain copyright
ownership to the
scholarly and
artistic works
they create ...”
Policy Section
50.3.7: Copyright
Policy (Jan. 18,
2007).

IU-Bloomington
Yes: “Except as
provided in
section 2.C.v, the
University shall
assert no claims
to copyright
ownership in or to
distribution of
revenue from
Traditional Works
of Scholarship.”
Intellectual
Property Policy
3 (May 2, 2008).

While each separate copyright policy examined confirms that faculty hold the copyright in
the scholarly work each creates, two policies are located in jurisdictions where case law also
supports this position (Weinstein v. University of Illinois, 1987, p. 1094; Hays v. Sony Corporation
of America, 1988, pp. 417-418; Bosch v. Ball-Kell, 2006, *7). And in the absence of judicial
pronouncements, copyright policies are necessary because the U.S. copyright law states that the
employer holds the copyright in works created by employees in the course of their employment:
“A ‘work made for hire’ is a work prepared by an employee within the scope of his or her
employment” (17 U.S.C. § 101). Faculty retaining copyright for scholarly work product operates
as an exception to the work-for-hire rules. Without case law or a copyright policy to set faculty
as the holders of copyright, the university holds the copyright to all faculty work product by
default.
This default setting raises another question: Are statements in copyright policies that the
university “will not assert” or “shall assert no” (UT-Austin and Indiana), that faculty “retain”
(Illinois and Rutgers), or that “creator of such a work shall own the work” (UNC) sufficient to alter
the default? Perhaps not. The work-for-hire doctrine in the copyright statute dictates the
default: Employers hold the copyright in works that employees create in the course of their
employment. While the copyright holder cannot waive copyright, it can transfer copyright to
another. According to 17 U.S.C. § 204(a), a “transfer of copyright ownership, other than by
operation of law, is not valid unless an instrument of conveyance, or a note or memorandum of
the transfer, is in writing and signed by the owner of the rights conveyed or such owner’s duly
authorized agent.”
A university’s copyright policy, however well-intentioned, probably does not meet the
writing requirements for a valid transfer. Scant case law confirms this conclusion: “There must
be a sufficient writing to rebut the presumption that the employer retains the copyright in a work
made for hire … It is the employee’s burden to show the existence of a writing granting the
employee the copyright in any work made for ... Unwritten understandings or writings not
containing the signatures of both parties are insufficient to rebut the presumption” (Manning v.
Board of Trustees, 2000, p. 980). Transfers of copyright ownership are insufficient.
Assuming that faculty do hold the copyright of their university work product, either by
operation of law (statutory or case law) or by valid transfer (policy or legal instrument), are
faculty careful when publishing to retain rights sufficient to make the work available in an open
repository? Or have they inadvertently signed their rights away via a publication agreement? For
example, under Indiana’s policy, faculty submitting an item into the repository are required to
affirm that the faculty member holds copyright. But are the faculty aware that they may transfer
away important rights as part of the publication process? It is typical for universities to warn that
some publication agreements divest faculty of their copyright (Table 3).
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Table 3. Faculty awareness and retention of copyright in publication.
U-Illinois
UNC
UT-Austin
Policy or
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
instruction Example: “Some Example: “Keep Example:
s alerting
publishers
Your
“Depending on
faculty to
require you to
Copyrights: A
the agreement,
loss of
sign away your
Resource for
you may no
copyright
rights to your
Creators.
longer be able
in
intellectual
Designed to
to use your
publicatio
property in
help creators
work in future
n process
order to have
hold on to their publications or
your research
copyrights and
teaching,
published. In
to license their
distribute your
such cases, you
rights on
work to
may lose all
author-friendly
colleagues, or
control over
terms”
post your work
further
in an online
reproduction or http://guides.lib repository.”
distribution of
.unc.edu/openyour work.”
access-andhttp://libguides.
scholarlyuta.edu/copyrig
http://www.libr communication ht/authors.
ary.illinois.edu/s s/managingc/services/schol rights
arly_communic
ations/your_rig
hts.html.

Sample
language
or
addendum

Yes: CIC/BTAA
or SPARC.

Yes: SPARC.

Yes: SPARC.

Rutgers
Yes.
Example:
“Retaining
copyright rather
than
transferring to a
publisher may
leave the author
with more
flexibility with
respect to
future uses, but
even if
copyright is
transferred to a
publisher,
significant
flexibility may
be built into the
publication
agreement ...”
https://www.lib
raries.rutgers.e
du/copyright/co
pyrightacademicresearch-andpublication.
Yes: BTAA.

IU-Bloomington
Yes.
Example: “…
add to any
copyright
license (or
assignment for
scholarly
articles) an
addendum
stating that the
agreement is
subject to this
prior license.
That way, you
will avoid
agreeing to give
the publisher
rights that are
inconsistent
with the prior
license to
IUScholarWorks
that permits
open-access
distribution.”
https://opensch
olarship.indiana
.edu/policy-faq
Yes: BTAA.

In addition, the separate copyright policies reviewed recommend the use of an addendum
agreement to secure the continued use of the work by faculty and/or the university (Table 3).
Two common addendums are SPARC and CIC/BTAA. The SPARC Author Addendum is “a legal
instrument that [authors] can use to modify [their] copyright transfer agreements with non-[OA]
journal publishers” that allows authors “to select which individual rights out of the bundle of
copyrights [they] want to keep, such as: … Posting the article on a personal or institutional Web
site …” (SPARC, 2017). The CIC/BTAA is the Big Ten Academic Alliance Statement on Publishing
Agreements, which includes the Addendum to Publication Agreements for BTAA Authors (BTAA,
2016). The authors recommend that the university’s OA webpage, not its separate copyright
policy, should include instructions and addendums for authors’ rights.
Open-Access Policy Goals and Types
The Harvard Guidelines classifies OA policy into six “types” depending on three variables
(Table 4). The first is the disposition of non-exclusive rights (the copyright) in the work. The
second is whether deposit in an open repository is required. The final variable is whether, if
deposit is mandatory, the OA policy allows faculty to exclude a work via opt-out or waiver.
Likewise, if deposit is not mandatory, the policy allows faculty to opt-in.
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Table 4. Taxonomy of open-access policy types.
Type I
Granted to
university.

Nonexclusive
rights
Optout/waiver
or opt-in for
authors
Deposit in
repository

Type III
No.

Type IV
No.

Type V
No.

Type VI
Granted to
university.

Opt-out.

Type II
Faculty
retain (in
order that
rights can
be granted).
No.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Opt-in.

Required.

Required.

Required
(OA or
dark).

If publisher
permits.

Encouraged.

Not
required.

Indiana does not require deposit (i.e., the repository is opt-in but does require faculty to
grant a non-exclusive license to the university), which the guidelines classify as Type VI. The
other four policies require deposit through a grant of a non-exclusive license to the university and
allow a waiver or opt-out, or Type I. These four also allow for an embargo period (Illinois, UTAustin, and Rutgers for a “specified” time; UNC for a “reasonable period of time”). The
embargoed work would still be available in the repository’s metadata, such as in the online
catalog. According to the guidelines, the embargo is a “period of dark deposit” (Shieber & Suber,
2015, p. 8) characteristic of Type III. The dominant elements of the four policies remain within
Type I, however, with the caveat that there is the possibility for embargo. Rutgers adds that the
grant of non-exclusive license is conditioned upon the work not being sold for profit.
Assessment of Open-Access Policy Elements
The framework for assessment of the OA policy elements draws on the variables in the
Harvard Guidelines (Table 5). Each policy mentions the repository’s intent or goal. For example,
an introductory “whereas” clauses in Illinois expresses that the “Faculty … committed to
disseminating its research and scholarship as widely as possible.” UNC states that reason for its
policy is to “disseminate the fruits of its research and scholarship as widely as possible.”
Likewise, UT-Austin is “committed to disseminating the fruits of its research and scholarship.”
Rutgers (“solely for the purpose of provided and maintaining public access”) and Indiana (“with
the goal of providing perpetual access to deposited materials”) focus on the permanency of the
repository.
Table 5. Assessment of open-access policy elements.
Date of
adoption
Policy goal /
mission
statement

Policy type
(see Table 1)
Copyright with
author
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U-Illinois
October 19, 2015

UNC
May 13, 2016

UT-Austin
October 31, 2016

Rutgers
October 29, 2014

IU-Bloom
Not dated

Yes: several of the
8 “whereas”
clauses expresses
intent and
purpose.

Yes: “Policy
Statement”
indicates the
reason for grant
of license; a later
section (“Reason
for Policy”)
appears to
operate as a
goals statement
Type I

Yes: statement of
intent indicates
“committed to
disseminating the
fruits of its
research and
scholarship”

Yes: statement of
intent indicates
“solely for the
purpose of
provided and
maintaining
public access to
them”

Yes: Removal Policy
indicates “IUScholar
Works has been
established as a
permanent archive
with the goal of
providing perpetual
access to deposited
materials”

Type I

Type I

Type VI

Implied: “…where
the Faculty
member holds
the copyright
under University
policy …”

Yes: “staff
members retain
their copyright”
and “author
retains all rights
to their work”

Implied?: “Policy
does not alter the
copyright
ownership rights
determined in
accordance with
law or with
Rutgers
University …
copyright
policies”

Required: “you
must agree to the …
license, which
confirms that you
own the copyright
to the items”

Type I
Yes: “This policy
does not transfer
copyright
ownership, which
generally remains
with Faculty
authors under
existing University
of Illinois General
Rules …”
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Includes
student
research

Not explicit, but
theses included via
General Rules.

Policy does not
indicate.

Policy does not
indicate.

Grants
university nonexclusive rights

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Assignable: “and
authorize others
to do the same”

Policy does not
indicate
assignability.

Requires
deposit in
repository

Yes: “in an [OA]
repository”

Deposit version:
author
accepted
manuscript
version
preferred / final
version only if
same rights

Yes: “final author’s
version post peer
review or the final
published
version.”

Yes: “for the
purposes of
making those
articles freely and
widely available
in an [OA]
repository”
Yes: “ordinarily
the author’s final
edited version”

Assignable: “and
authorize others
to do the same”
for noncommercial
“educational,
research and
personal”
Not explicit:
“make available
[] online”

Deposit timing:
time of journal
acceptance
preferred
Author may
opt-out / waive
policy

Policy does not
indicate.

Policy does not
indicate.

Yes: “no later
than the date of
its publication”

Yes: “Upon
express direction
… waive
application …”

Yes: “Provost …
will waive
application of this
policy for a
particular article
…”

Allows embargo
period / dark
deposit

“Yes: “Upon
express direction
… or delay access
for a specified
time”

Yes: “… or delay
public access to
an article for a
reasonable
period of time”

Yes: “waive
application of the
license for a
particular article”
and “functions as
an opt-out policy,
rather than an
opt-in policy”
Yes: “or delay
access for a
specified period
of time”

Includes peerreviewed
articles and
conference
proceedings

Yes: “scholarly
articles”

Yes: scholarly
articles are
“typically
published in
scholarly
journals”

Rights are
assignable

Yes: “author’s
final version” and
“final revised
version …after
peer-review
comments have
been
incorporated.

Yes: “scholarly
articles and
conference
papers”
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Yes: “as well as
Rutgers graduate
and postdoctoral
students, while
they are
employed or
enrolled at,
Rutgers”
Yes: “provided
that the articles
are not sold for a
profit”
Policy does not
indicate
assignability.
Not explicit:
“grants to … in
any medium …”

Yes: “author’s
final version” and
“the version that
follows formal
peer review…as
distinguished
from the
publisher’s
branded PDF
version”
Yes: “no later
than the date of
its publication”
Yes: “will grant a
waiver”

Yes: “or delay
access for a
specified period
of time (an
‘embargo’) upon
express direction
…”
Yes: “generally
refers to peerreviewed journal
articles or
conference
proceedings
created without
expectation of
payment”

Yes: “dissertation
writers” and
“students with
authorization from
a sponsoring
department or
faculty member”
Yes: “grants Indiana
University
permission”
Assignability
implied?: “grants …
permission to
distribute the items
worldwide … and …
to preserve”
No, at option of
scholar: “In order to
place your work(s)
in IUScholar
Works…” and
supported by
Removal Policy
No: included
submitted,
accepted and
published versions.

No: accepts
submitted,
accepted and
published versions.
No (deposit is not
required so an optout or waiver is not
necessary).

Yes: “Embargoes
may be set for any
period up to five (5)
years from the date
of deposit”
No: “Submitted
manuscripts (as
sent to journals for
peer-review),
accepted versions,
published versions,
supplementary files,
including
multimedia or
datasets, gray
literature
(conference papers,
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Excludes
royaltyproducing
research

Policy does not
indicate other than
“scholarly articles
that fall outside
the scope of
copyrightable
works described in
General Rules III,
Sections 4a and
4c”

Yes: “do not
include classroom
pedagogical
material or books
sold for profit”

Yes: “does this
policy apply to
books or book
chapters? No …
encourages staff
to deposit their
book chapters,
conference
posters and other
scholarly output
into Texas
Scholar Works.”

Yes: “not include
books,
commissioned
articles, artworks,
popular writings,
fiction, poetry or
pedagogical
materials such as
lecture notes and
videos, case
studies and the
like”

Excludes
research
restricted by
law (contract or
otherwise)

Yes: “any articles
for which the
Faculty member
entered into an
incompatible
licensing
agreement before
the adoption of
this policy”

Yes: “or subject
to a conflicting
agreement
formed before
the adoption of
this Policy”

Policy does not
indicate.

Rights granted
and deposits
required are
not retroactive

Yes: “outside the
scope … any
articles published
before adoption of
this policy”
Implied: “and to
authorize others
to do the same”

Yes: “except for
articles authored
or co-authored
before adoption
of this policy”
Policy does not
indicate.

Yes: “except for
any works
completed before
the adoption of
this policy”
Implied: “and
authorize others
to do the same”

Yes: “any articles
for which the
scholar entered
into an
incompatible
licensing or
assignment
agreement
before the
adoption of this
policy”
Yes: “except for
articles
completed before
the adoption of
this Policy”
Policy does not
indicate.

Yes: OA repository
or link to publisher
website.

Policy does not
indicate.

Policy does not
indicate.

Policy does not
indicate.

Assigns
responsibility

Yes: “Campus
Senate and Office
of the Provost”

Yes: “Scholarly
Communications
Offices of the
University Library
or other Office
designated by the
Provost.

Yes: “Executive
Vice President for
Academic Affairs
(or designee)”

Green OA or
Gold OA

Green.

Green.

Yes: University
Library Director
or designee
“Scholarly
Communications
Librarian serves
as the Director’s
designee”
Green.

Rights granted
to university
are
transferable,
i.e., assignable
Allows but does
not require
open licenses

Green.

working drafts,
primary evidence),
dissertations and
theses, negative
results or work that
will not be
finished.”
Yes: “It is not
equipped to
support the
archiving and/or
accessibility of
dynamic resources
like open web sites,
interactive
applications, files
with complex
metadata
requirements,
authoring tools, or
dynamic learning
objects.”
Yes: items removed
in accordance with
“Journal publishers’
requirements”, or in
instances of
copyright
infringement or
plagiarism, libel or
invasion of privacy,
falsified research.
Policy does not
indicate.

Policy does not
indicate.

Suggested:
“Authors may also
consider licensing
their works with a
Creative Commons
License.”
None indicated but,
“IU Libraries and
Indiana University
retain the rights to
withdraw any item
… deem such action
necessary”
Green.

Works Included in Repositories. As for the types of research that the OA policies include in
the university repositories, all but Indiana restrict content to scholarly journal publications
(Illinois: “scholarly articles”; UNC: “typically published in scholarly” journals) and, in two
instances, to proceedings (UT-Austin: “scholarly articles and conference papers”; Rutgers: “peerreviewed journal articles or conference proceedings”). As Indiana collects a wide range of
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materials, there is no restriction limiting submissions to scholarly journals or proceedings.
Indiana does, however, exclude the “archiving and/or accessibility of dynamic resources like open
web sites, interactive applications, files with complex metadata requirements, authoring tools, or
dynamic learning objects.” Illinois excludes “scholarly articles that fall outside the scope of
copyrightable works” per section III.4. of its General Rules policy.
UNC does “not include classroom pedagogical material or books sold for profit,” but the Q&A
following its policy contains unclear statements. In reply to “What kinds of scholarship are
covered under the policy, it states that replies submissions are limited to “scholarly articles.” But
it replies affirmatively to two other questions: “I’ve created scholarly material other than journal
articles. May I deposit it in the CDR?” and “May I upload supplementary material that goes with
my article?” The response to the latter question notes that “supplementary material, such as
additional figures, datasets, or video” can be included and adds that “if you have large files over
500 MB, contact us,” which may have more to do with file size than with content. The context of
the statement implies that the supplementary material is related to the article itself. Additionally,
the Q&A states that, “the CDR will handle and preserve a wide variety of formats and file types,”
but this may not indicate different kinds of content.
While UT-Austin applies to “scholarly articles and conference papers,” it nonetheless
encourages faculty to deposit their “book chapters, conference posters and other scholarly
output into Texas Scholar Works.” Rutgers excludes “books, commissioned articles, artworks,
popular writings, fiction, poetry or pedagogical materials such as lecture notes and videos, case
studies and the like.” Other than Indiana, there does not appear to be attention to grey
literature in the OA policies, though the Illinois and Rutgers policies imply that their repositories
accept ETDs. Grey literature in repositories is discussed at length below.
Works Excluded from Repositories. All OA policies exclude research published before the
effective date of the policy. Illinois excludes “articles published before the adoption of this
policy.” UNC takes a slightly broader formulation that focuses on the date of authorship: “except
for articles authored or co-authored before adoption of this Policy.” UT-Austin and Rutgers,
respectively, take a similar approach and use near-identical language: “except for any works
completed before adoption of this policy” and “except for any articles completed before the
adoption of this policy.” Indiana does not indicate a date-based restriction, likely because it
reflects an intention to collect anything representing the “research, scholarship and intellectual
output of the Indiana University community” regardless of when the work was published or first
created or authored.
Using almost identical language, Illinois, UNC, and Rutgers indicate exclusion where there is
an “incompatible” or “conflicting” agreement entered into before the date of OA policy adoption.
In other words, the author signed a publication agreement that transferred the exclusive rights to
the work to the publisher or limited the author’s exclusive rights. UT-Austin is silent on this issue,
and Indiana will remove articles from its repository in accordance with “Journal publishers’
requirements.” The Removal Policy section of IUScholarWorks indicates content that “files will
be removed … only under extraordinary circumstances.” In addition to publisher requirements, it
will remove files that infringe copyright, contain falsified research or libelous material, or are
plagiarizing or an invasion of privacy.
Transfer and Assignability of Author Rights. The Harvard Guidelines suggest that an
institution transfer rights back to the authors, but only Indiana and UT-Austin include such
language (“authorize others to do the same”). The purpose is “to allow the institution to grant
rights back to the author. The effect is that authors retain or regain certain rights to their work,
including rights that they might have transferred away in their publishing contracts” (Shieber &
Suber, 2015, p. 14). But rights transferred in a valid publication agreement (contract) between
author and publisher cannot not be returned (or “regained,” to use the Guide’s terminology) by a
third party not privy to the original agreement. Such a return of rights would only be possible
where the author granted the publisher non-exclusive rights. If the author granted exclusive
rights to the publisher, then the author would have no rights remaining to grant to a third party
(university) that could then be granted back to the author.
Assuming that copyright resides with the faculty who grants non-exclusive right to use the
work to the university, does this right include assigning rights to another? Illinois and UT-Austin
require the assignability of the non-exclusive use right. UT-Austin restricts assignment to noncommercial “educational, research and personal” uses. UNC and Rutgers do not indicate
assignability, and Indiana implies a right of assignment: “grants … permission to distribute the
items worldwide … and … to preserve.”
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Waiver or Opt-Out of Open-Access Policy. Allowing faculty to waive or opt-out of an OA
policy does, to an extent, defeat the goal of open repositories. Opting out would exclude works
published, authored, or created after the date of OA policy adoption. Unless impractical to
discipline, the authors recommend that universities require by policy that faculty publish only in
journals that allow, even with an embargo, open repository submission. This mandate might be
conditioned on the faculty using one of the suggested addendums like SPARC or CIC/BTAA. In
contract, Indiana allows authors to opt in to its OA policy because its repository accepts all types
of research for deposit.
Applicable Authors: Faculty, Students, and Staff? All OA policies use the word “faculty.”
Illinois applies to works authored “while the creator is a member of the faculty,” as does UNC
(“Each Faculty member”). Rutgers includes “faculty” as well as employed or enrolled “graduate
and postdoctoral students.” UT-Austin more broadly includes “Each staff member.” Indiana, the
more inclusive, includes works authored or published by any “research unit, institute, center,
department, or university partner” as well as faculty, staff, dissertators, and students if
authorized by a “sponsoring department or faculty member.”
The Harvard Guidelines do not address whether an OA policy should apply to students.
Several OA policies, however, specifically include student work. Illinois includes “theses” in its
General Rules, and the website for the Illinois IDEALS repository allows deposit of the “research
and scholarship” of graduate students. Rutgers’ OA policy applies to “graduate and postdoctoral
students” if enrolled or employed by the university. The website for the Rutgers RUCore
repository also references “scholarly articles deposited by … doctoral students and postdoctoral
scholars” and “dissertations and theses,” which includes works by masters students. UNC’s
Carolina Digital Repository also includes “electronic theses and dissertations,” and the
TexasScholarWorks repository at UT-Austin references “electronic theses and dissertations”
(Table 6). Indiana does not include theses but does include “dissertation writers.” Oddly, the
broader IUScholarWorks repository website states that all “graduate students may submit their
thesis or dissertation.” Moreover, Indiana’s repository includes a broader array of student work
when authorized by a “sponsoring department or faculty member.”
Version and Timing of Scholarly Submissions. Illinois, UNC, UT-Austin, and Rutgers accept
only the post-peer-review, final pre-publication version of a work for deposit in the repository.
Indiana accepts the submitted, accepted, and published versions of articles. The versions
submitted are thus unpublished, rather than a PDF or link to the final published article. Most OA
journals that allow repository submission, however, require citation to the original journal
publication (Lipinski and Kritikos, 2017). The citation information would not be on the final prepublication version, so adding citation information to the metadata and institutional repository
copy is necessary. Furthermore, if Gold OA is desired, policy or practice need to accommodate
the addition of citation information to repository submissions. Only UT-Austin and Rutgers
indicate the timing of the submission to the repository (“no later than the date of its
publication”).
Responsibility for Open-Access Policy. The final element discussed in the Harvard Guidelines
is whether the policy indicates responsibility for administering the OA policy. Illinois (Provost and
Faculty Senate) and Rutgers (Vice-President) place responsibility at a very high level, signifying
OA’s importance on campus. UNC and UT-Austin both logically place the responsibility with the
Scholarly Communications Office or librarian. The Indiana policy is not explicit, but since the “IU
Libraries and Indiana University retain the rights to withdraw any item … deem such action
necessary,” it is logical that the responsibility for administering the OA policy also resides in the
campus library.
Accessing Grey Literature in University Repositories
As mentioned above, except for Indiana, the OA policies do not specifically refer to grey
literature. Illinois applies to “scholarly articles,” which could include grey literature such as
unpublished papers; however, the policy further states that the articles submitted to the
repository should be the “final version of the article (i.e., the final author’s version post peerreview or the final published version where possible).” Elsewhere, the policy indicates that if
submission is not possible, “a Faculty member may instead notify the University of Illinois that
the article will be … made available via a link to public access versions of those articles on
publisher websites.”
Likewise, UNC refers to “scholarly articles,” defined as “articles that are typically published in
scholarly journals where the Faculty member holds the copyright under University policy and
where members of the Faculty are authors or coauthors.” Again, the focus is on the published
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version. Oddly, the purpose of UNC’s policy is “to disseminate the fruits of its research and
scholarship as widely as possible,” which suggests a broader range of works (not all research and
scholarship is published). It also suggests that the repository only includes the final versions of
articles accepted for publication (not working papers). As some disciplines rely on grey materials,
it does not appear that Illinois and UNC repositories are reliable sources of grey literature.
UT-Austin states a “commitment to disseminate the fruits of its research and scholarship as
widely as possible.” The TexasScholarWorks repository includes “scholarly articles” and
“conference papers—also called conference proceedings,” though the repository submission
should be the “final version of each work” or the “final version of their article or conference
paper (in PDF format)” – earlier versions are not accepted.
Only Indiana specially mentions grey literature and accepts a broad array of submissions to
the IUScholarWorks repository, which allows for variation across disciplines as “academic units
decide what content to put into their respective communities.” Specifically, the OA policy
inicates that the repository can include “[g]rey literature (conference papers, working drafts,
primary evidence),” as well as earlier versions of articles (“[s]ubmitted manuscripts (as sent to
journals for peer-review)”); incomplete works (“[n]egative results or work that will not be
finished”); “[d]issertations and theses” (see also Schöpfel & Prost, 2013; Schöpfel & Lipinski,
2012); and “[s]upplementary files, including multimedia or datasets.”
Notably, the Revisions Policy for IUScholarWorks further suggests that revisions of works can
be included (“[r]evisions to submitted files may only be made to correct typographical,
grammatical and spelling errors”). If there needs to be “substantial revisions of findings, facts,
etc.” and “authors have substantially reworked the content and wish to make a newer version
available, they are encouraged to submit the new or revised version as a new item.” Thus the
repository may house many iterations of a single work, an important consideration for the
workk’s historical record of development.
As discussed above, three OA policies include theses (Illinois) and dissertations (Indiana and
Rutgers’ graduate and postdoctoral students). Examining the repositories’ websites shows that
all actually house ETDs and other types of grey literature (Table 6).
Table 6. Treatment of grey literature in university repositories.
ETDs

U-Illinois
IDEALS: “… graduate
students can deposit
their research and
scholarship—
unpublished and, in
many cases, published—
directly into IDEALS.”
Link:
https://www.ideals.illino
is.edu/

UNC
Carolina Digital
Repository:
“… Electronic
Theses and
Dissertations …”
http://blogs.lib.u
nc.edu/cdr/index.
php/about/polici
es-guidelines/

UT-Austin
Texas
ScholarWorks:
“UT Electronic
Theses and
Dissertations.
Content:
Electronic theses
and dissertations
(ETD)”

Rutgers
RUcore:
“dissertations
and theses … are
… added to
RUCore …”

https://repositori
es.lib.utexas.edu/
pages/policies_co
llections

Scholarly Open
Access at
Rutgers: “SOAR
gathers, and
makes available
globally via the
internet,
scholarly articles
deposited by ...
doctoral
students, and
postdoctoral
scholars.”

https://rucore.lib
raries.rutgers.edu
/etd/

IU-Bloom
IUScholarWorks
Repository:
“graduate students
may submit their
thesis or
dissertation to
IUScholarWorks ...”
https://scholarwork
s.iu.edu/deposit#et
d

http://soar.librari
es.rutgers.edu/ab
out-soar
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IDEALS: “distribute ...
other research material.”
https://www.ideals.illino
is.edu/

Working
papers

IDEALS:
“distribute their working
papers ...”
https://www.ideals.illino
is.edu/

Lipinski and Chamberlain Kritikos

Carolina Digital
Repository:
“… Datasets …”
http://blogs.lib.u
nc.edu/cdr/index.
php/about/polici
es-guidelines/

Carolina Digital
Repository:
“… Unpublished
Scholarly Works
…”
http://blogs.lib.u
nc.edu/cdr/index.
php/about/polici
es-guidelines/

Other
outputs

IDEALS:
“distribute … technical
reports, or other
research material.”
https://www.ideals.illino
is.edu/

Carolina Digital
Repository:
“… Research
Materials
Learning
Materials
Institutional
Records
… Audio or Visual
Files”
http://blogs.lib.u
nc.edu/cdr/index.
php/about/polici
es-guidelines/

Texas
ScholarWorks:
“UT Faculty /
Researcher Work.
Content: …
collections of
digitized data …”
https://repositori
es.lib.utexas.edu/
pages/policies_co
llections
Texas
ScholarWorks:
UT Faculty /
Researcher Work.
Content: … white
papers ...”
https://repositori
es.lib.utexas.edu/
pages/policies_co
llections
Texas
ScholarWorks:
“UT Faculty /
Researcher Work
Content: Peerreviewed preprint articles ...
technical reports
… presentations
... field notes,
etc.”
https://repositori
es.lib.utexas.edu/
pages/policies_co
llections

RUcore:
“RUcore… will
include: … data
sets …”

IUScholarWorks
Repository:
“individual research
files ( … data set …)”

https://rucore.lib
raries.rutgers.edu
/about/include.p
hp

https://scholarwork
s.iu.edu/deposit#re
search
Knowledge Base:
“primary evidence”

Scholarly Open
Access at
Rutgers:
“‘scholarly
articles’ generally
refers to …
working papers
…”
http://soar.librari
es.rutgers.edu/ab
out-soar
RUcore: “RUcore
… will include: …
photographs …
digital video and
audio, preprints,
technical reports,
grant reports,
etc. …”
https://rucore.lib
raries.rutgers.edu
/about/include.p
hp

https://kb.iu.edu/d/
aujq
Knowledge Base:
“working papers”
https://kb.iu.edu/d/
aujq

IUScholarWorks
Repository:
“thematic collection
(i.e. workshop
series
presentations, lab
publications, entire
conference
proceedings, etc.)”
https://scholarwork
s.iu.edu/deposit#re
search

Table 6 indicates that the repositories collect a wide array of grey literature related to
underlying research, such as “primary evidence” (Indiana), “other research material” (Illinois),
“works of a scholarly nature” (UNC), datasets (UNC, Rutgers, Indiana), “collections of digitized
data” (UT-Austin), other “research materials” (Illinois, UNC), “field notes” (UT-Austin), and lab
publications (Indiana). Additionally, most repositories house works falling outside mainstream
serial publications, such as working papers (Illinois, Rutgers, Indiana), white papers (UT-Austin),
technical reports (Illinois, UT-Austin, Rutgers), and grant reports (Rutgers). Some repositories
also include broader educational materials and other formats, such as “learning materials” (UNC),
“audio or visual files” (UNC), “digital video and audio” (Rutgers), photographs (Rutgers), pre-print
articles (UT-Austin), presentations (UT-Austin), “workshop series presentations (Indiana), entire
conference proceedings (Indiana), and even “institutional records (UNC).
While free dissemination and access to all scholarship is the goal of the OA movement, the
OA policies examined in this case often restrict deposits to the final versions of published
scholarly articles, perhaps because both the Harvard model OA policy (Harvard OSC, 2015) and
Harvard Guidelines refer to the “final version” of “the accepted author manuscript” (Shieber &
Suber, 2015, p.10). Several OA policies do include student works, but ETDs form only a small part
of the grey taxonomy. In contrast, the websites for the general institutional repositories do
include a broad array of grey literature.
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Recommendations and Conclusion
An OA policy should apply to all persons within the university community engaging in
scholarship, not just to faculty. Many OA policies also restrict submissions to university
repositories to the final versions of works published in scholarly publications, though some
include conference proceedings. These policies also restrict submissions to works created by
faculty or, in some cases, doctoral students, but in some disciplines and institutions, graduate
and even undergraduate students engage in publishable research (see, e.g., UWM, 2017).
The university repositories themselves, however, accept a broader range of works and
accommodate grey literature, providing access to robust and diverse collections of scholarship
published outside of traditional channels. Often a separate repository or policy relates to ETDs.
The authors recommend that OA policies should refer to the repositories and attendant policies.
Further, OA policies should refer to a university’s copyright policy where it indicates the copyright
status of works created by faculty or students. The authors recommend that OA polices include
copyright policy information on the retention of authors’ rights sufficient to allow inclusion in an
open repository, referring to or providing examples of addendums like SPARC or CIC/BTAA.
Depending on the circumstances, a university could require that faculty publish only in journals
that allow, even with an embargo period, for OA repository inclusion.
The access and use of grey literature in university repositories play a vital role in LIS
education, research, and scholarship. Alongside a review of the literature on the OA movement,
this case study mapped the OA policies in current use in at five U.S. iSchools against variables
drawn from the Harvard Guidelines. Analysis of the sampled agreements reveals best practices
for OA policies that balance copyright with unfettered access to grey literature.
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Law, Liability, and Grey Literature:
Resolving Issues of Law and Compliance
Daniel C. Mack, University of Maryland, United States
Abstract:
Grey literature faces a number of unique challenges when facing issues of liability and compliance
with local, national, and international law. Conference and symposium proceedings, white
papers, reports, newsletters, and other forms of grey literature often do not have the same legal
support as journals, monographs, and other, more formal publications. This can create problems
of compliance and liability. Grey publications often include works authored, edited, translated,
compiled, or otherwise modified by many people affiliated with multiple institutions, sometimes
in several countries. In the process of producing and distributing grey literature, its producers
may be confused about, or even unaware of, legal issues such as copyright ownership, authors’
and editors’ rights, official affiliation, licensing, and distribution. As a result, grey publications
may often be at odds with local, national, and international laws and regulations. This in turn
may have the unfortunate and unintended consequence of making the producers of grey
literature legally liable for damages. This paper proposes a model for identifying potential legal
problems, obtaining proper legal counsel, and limiting liability for authors, editors, and
distributors of grey literature. Like other publications, grey literature exists within multiple
systems of law and regulation. These systems may include institutional policies and regulations,
laws at every level, and the formal and informal networks of researchers, authors, editors,
distributors, and others affiliated with grey publications. This paper presents a model based on
systems theory to approach the problem. The model offers practical means by which producers of
grey literature can identify and address these issues before they become problems, and thus
minimize noncompliance and avoid liability. The resources necessary for implementing this model
are usually minimal. The primary expense may be the use of human resources affiliated with
sponsoring institutions. This may include administrators, legal counsel, and other personnel not
directly involved with the production of grey literature. Other resources, such as Creative
Commons licenses, are available at no cost. The result of implementing the model will be
publication of grey literature that is in compliance with local, national, and international law, as
well as with institutional policies and regulations. This will minimize or eliminate liability for
violation of such laws and regulations by researchers.
Compliance Challenges to Grey Literature
Despite, or perhaps because of, it prevalence, grey literature faces some challenges that differ
from those of works published through more traditional venues. One important, but often
neglected, challenge to the dissemination of grey literature is the issue of compliance. Because
of the nature of both its production and its dissemination, grey literature can face complex issues
of compliance due to regulatory protocols, publication type and format, relationships between
authors and editors, and concerns regarding licensing and distribution. Researchers whose
works appear in grey literature, and distributors of grey literature, often are unfamiliar with the
legal and regulatory requirements necessary to remain in compliance with law and policy.
Compliance requires knowledge of a variety of factors, many of which vary with location,
type of publication, and institutional affiliation. Local, national, and international law are certainly
1
to most obvious set of regulations influencing compliance. Schöpfel and Lipinskis provide an
excellent summary of the legal issues surrounding the production and dissemination of grey
literature. Law, however, is only one factor for authors and distributors to consider. Institutional
policy can have a significant impact on this issue as well. Many universities, research centers, and
other institutions have requirements for researchers, authors, and distributors. For example, an
institution may require authors to deposit a copy of any published research in the institutional
repository regardless of where or by whom it is published. Standards of various types also
influence the compliance of grey literature. These may take the form of International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards, as well as standards specific to a disciplinary
area, institution, country or region, professional organization, or other body.
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Laws and other regulations are not the only factor influencing regulatory compliance for grey
literature. What we call “grey literature” now exists in multiple formats and types of
publications. These include works containing images, sounds, video, and other media, as well as
2
datasets. In addition, because of the increasing internationalization and interdisciplinarity of
research, grey literature involves multiple types of authors. These may include sole, group, and
corporate authors, often from multiple institutions, nations, and legal jurisdictions. Some of the
other legal and regulatory considerations include copyright and permissions, obtaining official
affiliation from an institution or organization, licensing, and distribution. These factors influence
each other and form a complex system of relationships among regulatory requirements,
researchers and other associated personnel, and the content and format of the information in
question (please see Diagram 1).
Diagram 1: Challenges to Compliance

Consequences of noncompliance
Noncompliance with legal and regulatory requirements surrounding grey literature may have
several negative consequences for researchers, publishers, and distributors. The most obvious
negative impact of noncompliance is being unable to disseminate information legally. As a
consequence, personnel and institutions involved could find themselves liable for civil and even
criminal penalties. This legal liability has the potential to lead to lawsuits as well as financial and
other penalties. Noncompliance with institutional policy may likewise negatively impact
researchers, authors, and distributors by placing them at risk of disciplinary action. Finally, a very
real negative consequence of noncompliance with legal and regulatory obligations is that such
action can lead to mistrust among collaborators. Individual contributors may each have unique
institutional requirements. Not accommodating these obligations has the potential to foster
hard feelings and mistrust among the researchers involved in a project.
Resources for Compliance
Human Resources
Fortunately, a wide range of resources exist to assist in the creation and dissemination of grey
literature in compliance with law and policy. The first system to consider are human resources.
This includes of course the researchers, authors, and editors involved with a work. Depending on
the content and format, other personnel involved with a work may include those involved with
data visualization, website development, video production, and other technological support.
These personnel are often an excellent resource not only for their direct roles within a research
project, but also as a source of information about the legal and regulatory requirements
surrounding their contributions.
Two other groups of personnel can also provide important and useful assistance in creating
compliant grey literature: institutional administrators and legal counsel. Administrators are not
only familiar with policy, but also are usually able to interpret or even create policy. In this role,
such administrators can be extremely useful to identify the institutional obligations of
researchers, authors, editors, and other contributors. If an administrator is unfamiliar with a
specific policy, for example any requirement to deposit research in an institutional repository, the
administrator is usually at least able to locate any relevant policy and to make a referral to the
person or office who can provide the best assistance. Likewise, institutional legal counsel is often
available to provide advice on compliance. Many institutions and organizations retain permanent
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legal counsel to provide such advice. Depending on the nature of the specific law or regulation,
authors and editors may wish to consult with an institutional attorney for specific legal advice.
Advice and other assistance from institutional personnel can be a valuable resource for
compliance. This assistance may not incur a cost to the research project, although this is not
always the case. Sometimes there may be costs associated with use of human resources. It is best
to find this out when first planning a research project. Determining if this assistance will require a
cost in advance will permit researchers to calculate the time and cost of consultation, and to
include these costs in the budget of a research project. In some cases, costs might be included in
a grant application or similar proposal for funding.
Copyright and Standards
Fortunately, many resources for legal compliance are freely and readily available on the Internet.
National and international copyright law are the most obvious of these resources. Many
jurisdictions provide not only laws and regulations governing copyright and permissions, but also
include accompanying information, as well as any required forms. The European Union, the
United Kingdom, and the United States are good examples of jurisdictions with considerable
relevant content freely available on the Internet. Legal information from other jurisdictions,
including copyright law for most countries, is readily available and easily discoverable though
internet search engines. In addition to law, another extremely useful international resource for
compliance is information regarding standards. The International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) offers information relevant to a wide range of scholarly and technological
activities (please see Appendix for a list of resources with ULRs).
Creative Commons
Creative Commons offers authors and editors a wide range of pre-written agreements that both
allow creators to control how their content is used, as well as permit distributors of content to
remain in compliance with copyright law. These free resources provide a simple solution for
sharing information according to whatever conditions may be required or desired (please see
Appendix for a list of resources with ULRs). Myška presents researchers with a useful overview of
3
the use, benefits, and limits of recent Creative Commons licenses in her 2015 article.
SPARC
The Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC) is a key player in the Open
Access (OA) movement. SPARC’s goal is “to enable the open sharing of research outputs and
educational materials in order to democratize access to knowledge, accelerate discovery, and
4
increase the return on our investment in research and education.” In addition to advocacy for
OA, SPARC offers valuable free resources for creating and distributing compliant information. The
Author Addendum to maintain OA rights is useful for authors whose home institutions require
deposit of research in institutional repositories, as well as anyone who wishes to retain OA rights.
SPARC also provides resources for alternative PA publishing models that are highly relevant for
the dissemination of grey literature (please see Appendix for list of resources with ULRs).
Researchers will find that Schöpfel offers a useful analysis of the impact of the OA movement on
5
grey literature.
Creating Compliance: Identifying System Interactions & Solutions
How can researchers best create and distribute grey literature that meets statutory and
regulatory requirements? The most effective way of doing this is to identify the interactions of a
project, and then to identify the solutions to potential obstacles posed by those interactions.
These interactions are most easily visualized as an open system in which elements of multiple
subsystems interact (please see Diagram 2).
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Diagram 2: System Interactions

This model includes three subsystems. The first is regulatory, including local, national, and
international law; institutional and organizational policy; and professional, industrial, and
technical standards. The second subsystem consists of personnel involved in a work. This
includes authors, editors, and other researchers, as well as personnel involved with distribution,
technical support, and consultation. The third subsystem involves of the content of a work,
including not only its intellectual content, but also its format, including whether the work
contains text, media, data, or other material.
This systems model permits us to easily view possible interactions among these various
components of the system. Some theoretical examples demonstrate how this model operates.
For example, an author (Personnel subsystem) may be affiliated with an institution whose policy
(Regulatory subsystem) requires deposit of research in an institutional repository. As another
example, a work may be in the form of a video recording (Content subsystem). The distributor of
this work may require that it comply with specific technical standards for quality (Regulatory
subsystem). A third example involves distribution of a work including data (Content subsystem).
If this data was the result of research funded by a national granting agency, there could be a
statutory legal requirement that it be made available in an OA repository (Regulatory subsystem).
In one last example, a work contains audio material (Content subsystem). Both institutional
policy of its supporting organization and national law could require that audio content also
include text captions (Regulatory subsystem). The arrows in Diagram 2 demonstrate a few of the
many possible interactions that this model can present.
Identifying Compliance Solutions
The systems model of interactions between the Regulatory, Personnel and Content subsystems
permits authors and distributors of grey literature with an effective means of identifying both the
interactions that require compliance, as well as solutions for achieving compliance. Several of
these solutions have already been mentioned. One set of solutions are found in statutory and
regulatory law and policy governing copyright, permissions, licensing, and standards; much of this
is readily available on the Internet (please see Appendix). Services and projects such as Creative
Commons and SPARC offer free, convenient, and easy-to-use solutions for copyright, licensing,
permissions, and author agreements. Another group of compliance solutions includes
consultation with personnel. This may include not only conferring with researchers, authors, and
editors involved with a project, but also with personnel providing technical support such as data
visualization, website development, and media production. Finally, institutional administrators
and legal counsel may also provide valuable feedback; in some cases, their support or advice may
be required.
The best time to identify potential problems with legal and regulatory liability is in the early
planning stage of a research project. Unfortunately, all too often researchers wait until a project
is complete, the final report is written, and they are ready to distribute the report, only to
discover that the project is missing one or more elements necessary for compliance. This can
result in a last minute scramble to secure author permissions, to meet legal or institutional
requirements for compliance with standards, to consult with counsel or administrative
authorities, or to secure an appropriate copyright license. Early planning using the systems model
for identifying interactions and potential compliance issues will permit researchers to incorporate
solutions into projects from the beginning. As a consequence, the necessary elements for legal
compliance will already be in place by the time a work is ready for dissemination.
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Conclusion: results of compliance
Researchers, authors, editors, and distributors of grey literature have an obligation to
disseminate works that meet a wide number of legal, institutional, and professional
requirements. Addressing regulatory, personnel, content, and format challenges will result in
distribution of grey literature that is:
 In compliance with local, national, and international law
 Meets requirements of institutional, organizational, and professional policies and regulations
 Supports the needs of all personnel involved
This compliance will minimize or eliminate liability for researchers, distributors, and others
involved in production and distribution of grey literature. The key factor for producing compliant
information is an awareness of the range of possible legal and regulatory issues surrounding a
research project. The systems model of interactions between legal and regulatory issues,
personnel, and content offers scholars a useful and effective tool for identifying both potential
problems as well as practical solutions.

Appendix:
Copyright and Standards
 European Union: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/policies/copyright
 International Standards Organization (ISO): iso.org
 Italy: http://www.normattiva.it/uri-res/N2Ls?urn:nir:stato:legge:1941-04-22;633!vig
 United Kingdom: https://www.copyrightservice.co.uk/copyright/p01_uk_copyright_law
 United States: copyright.gov
Creative Commons
 Creative Commons: https://creativecommons.org
 License options for use and commercialization: https://creativecommons.org/share-your-work/
SPARC
 SPARC: https://sparcopen.org
 Author Addendum to maintain Open Access rights: https://sparcopen.org/our-work/author-rights/
 Alternative OA Publishing Models: https://sparcopen.org/our-work/alternative-publishing-models/
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Indexing grey multilingual literature in General Practice:
Family Medicine in the Era of Semantic Web
Marc Jamoulle, Department of General Practice, University of Liège, Belgium
Elena Cardillo, Institute of Informatics and Telematics, National Research Council, Italy
Ashwin Ittoo, HEC Management School, University of Liège, Belgium
Robert Vander Stichele, Heymans Institute of Pharmacology, University of Ghent, Belgium
Melissa P. Resnick, University of Texas, Health Science Center at Houston, United States
Julien Grosjean and Stzk;efan Darmoni, D2IM, University of Rouen, France
Marc Vanmeerbeek, Department of General Practice, University of Liège, Belgium
Problem/Goal: Sharing the results of research with General Practitioners (GPs) is crucial for the
survival of the discipline of General Practice / Family Medicine (GP/FM). The production of
abstracts in GP/FM probably exceeds 15,000 per year worldwide. Each abstract often represents
two years of work for its authors and is expressed in local languages. Only 45% of them are
published in indexed medical journals. Usual indexing systems like MeSH are not multilingual nor
adapted to the particular field of GP/FM. Consequently, these abstracts are lacking bibliographic
control and more than half of the research presented by GPs at congresses is lost. Considering the
absence of appropriate domain-specific terminologies or classification systems, we propose a new
multilingual indexing system. The existing International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) is
currently used for clinical purposes and has now been expanded with a taxonomy related to
contextual aspects (called Q-Codes) such as education, research, practice organization, ethics or
policy in GP/FM, currently not captured. The set is proposed under the name Core Content
Classification in General Practice (3CGP). The aim is to facilitate indexing of GP/FM specific
scientific work and to improve performance in information storage and retrieval for research
purposes in this field.
Research Method/Procedure: Using qualitative analysis, a corpus of 1,702 abstracts from six
GP/FM- related European congresses was analyzed to identify main themes discussed by GPs
(e.g., continuity, accessibility or medical ethics), handled in a domain-specific taxonomy called QCodes and translated in 8 languages. In addition, a methodology for building a lightweight
ontology (in OWL-2) was applied to Q-Codes, adding object and datatype properties to the
hierarchical relations, including mapping to the MeSH thesaurus, Babelnet (www.babelnet.org)
and Dbpedia. Finally, the Q-Codes in 8 languages have been integrated healthcare terminology
service (www.hetop.eu/q) with a companion website (http://3cgp.docpatient.net).
Anticipated Results of the Research: The creation and the on-line publication of this multilingual
terminological resource, for indexing abstracts and for facilitating Medline searches, could reduce
loss of knowledge in the domain. In addition, through better indexing of the grey literature
(congress abstracts, master’s and doctoral thesis), we hope to enhance the accessibility of
research results of GP/FM domain and promote the emergence of networks of researchers. First
result of experimental implementations of the new indexing system will be presented.
Indication of costs related to the project: This project has not been funded. 3CGP is placed under
Attribution-Non-Commercial-Share-Alike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0). ICPC is copyrighted
by WONCA.
Keywords General practice, Terminology, Electronic publishing, Repository, Grey Literature.
1
BACKGROUND
Need for information in family medicine
In the cycle of patient centered information (Jamoulle et al., 2015), the General Practitioner
(GP) is simultaneously a heavy user and producer of published/unpublished data. Data could
be clinical, (i.e. dealing with symptoms, processes and diseases) or contextual. Contextual data
can address particular issues concerning the patient, which may influence the process of care
(Schrans et al., 2016). However, contextual data can also deal with issues concerning the doctor,
the managerial aspects of care. In particular, it could address the position of GPs within the health
care system, the general concepts used in Primary Health Care (PHC), or the delivery services. In
this work, the focus will remain on these last contextual medical features of General Practice /
Family Medicine (GP/FM), as its tools for training, research, ethics, inquiry, environmental issues,
infrastructure and principle of care. These features are central to this field, and family doctors are
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used to exchange information over them when they meet in training sessions or during
congresses.
The realm of GP/FM differs from mainstream health care, as Family Physicians (FPs)
address biological, technological, behavioral, sociological and anthropological domains. All of
these have a deep impact on the terminologies needed (Helman, 2008; Thompson et al., 2014).
As the creation of already available terminologies was focused on specialized domains, the
biological and technological fields of medical terminologies are now almost complete (Jonquet
et al., 2016; Lelong et al., 2016). However, they sometimes fall short when applied to the field of
GP/FM, which relies intensely on complexity and timeline issues (Liang et al., 2014; Madkour,
Benhaddou, and Tao, 2016). Albeit well documented clinical issues, professional contextual issues,
like management, teaching, research, and ethics are documented in a fragmented way for the first
level of care (Jamoulle et al., 2017a).
1.1.1 GP/FM, a profession without clear limits

Despite elaborate definitions of GP/FM Allen et al. (2011) and Primary Care Physicians (PCPs)
(AAFP, 2011), the manner in which the profession of GP/FM or PCP is defined and structured varies
greatly across family medicine textbooks (Casado Vicente, 2012; Gusso and Lopes, 2012;
Kochen, 2012; Murtagh, 2011; Druais et al., 2009; David et al., 2013; Lakhani, 2003; McWhinney,
1997). This is especially true in regard to managerial and contextual features. These textbooks
have offered a top-down expert view of the profession, as the authors of those textbooks
themselves chose the subjects addressed. In this research, we rely on what practicing doctors are
interested in. In this sense, one can speak of a bottom-up approach.
If one examines the table of contents of these cited works, as far as the general
management and the contextual background are concerned, the quoted books are absolutely
different. One focuses on communication, the other on the systemic approach, and the third oneon
the ethics of relationships. None give a similar view of the scope and contextual scope of family
medicine. Also, technology is often absent. Only one author or another approaches current
technical processes in family medicine.
An extensive review of the vocational training programs in the specialty of General Practice
was not done. The author, however, knows from experience and the many contacts he has in
family medicine in Europe/the world that these programs have no homogeneity, despite the
recommendations of EURACT, the WONCA Europe working group on education (Heyrman, 2005).
Also, when considering Continuous Medical Education, the drug industry’s influence on the
choice of subjects is decisive, which creates multiple conflicts of interests (Davis, 2004).
Therefore, it seemed wise to develop an index of concepts dealing with family medicine by
listening to practicing GPs, and to develop a bottom-up approach rid of conflicts of interest.
1.1.2 Published and unpublished in GP/FM, what’s the meaning?

Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) are normalized keywords directed to enter queries in
Medline, the bibliographic data base of the National Library of Medicine (NLM) through the
interface PubMed (Lowe and Barnett, 1994). Currently the PubMed interface gives access to
27,3 millions of citations. A search with 7 GP/FM relevant MeSH in June 2017 brings a little
less than 200.000 citations. The same interrogation with 8 specific MeSH descriptors of
Primary Health Care (PHC) gives 480.000 citations.(PHC and GP/FM related MeSH are listed in
Fig.1). Together the 15 specific descriptors of the first line of care gather less than 2% of Medline
content.
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Figure 1. GP/FM & PHC related MeSH in PubMed

The rise in publications in GP/FM has been inevitable since 1985 (see Fig. 2). The quoted
publications considered relevant to GP/FM are obtained through the use of a search strategy
composed of seven MeSH concepts related to GP/FM (see Fig. 1). The citations obtained could be
certainly appraised as published
data and claimed white literature. This raises question about the Pisa definition of grey literature,
considered as not controlled by commercial publishing (GreyNet, 2014), as one can hardly
pretend that papers published by the NLM are always commercially controlled.
Figure 2. Evolution of publications in GP/FM (7 MeSH) from 1985 to 2016 on PubMed

Unpublished data in the GP/FM field are numerous. Yet, GP/FM organizations are heavy
producers of continuous medical education (VanNieuwenborg et al., 2016). They contribute greatly
to training sessions and organize local, regional and national level medical conferences, as well
asto research meetings (Buono et al., 2013), virtual conferences (Cavadas, Villanueva, and
Gervas, 2010), websites, and blogs. They are also active on social networking (Veuillotte et al.,
2015). With so many heavy producers of various nationalities, it is important to note that at local
and national events, the local language is the rule.
It is not a secret that knowledge translation between doctor and patient is highly
controlled by pharmaceutical companies (Moynihan, 2003) (Moynihan and Bero, 2017). Despite
the activities of GP organizations, in some countries, domestic papers as medical newspapers
remain the main sources of information for practicing doctors (Tabatabaei-Malazy, Nedjat, and
Majdzadeh, 2012). Usually, they are edited within an atmosphere of heavy, silent corruption
(Angell, 2017). The translation of information by drug representatives is also a determining
factor (Greenway and Ross, 2017) as well as predatory open access publications (Shen and Bjö
rk, 2015) or pay for publishing process (Quan, Chen, and Shu, 2017) which dismisses whole
sectors of publication. This implies that knowledge management tools in GP/FM must be
controlled by dedicated, unbiased GPs. The movement of free lunch doctors
(http://www.nofreelunch.org/ (USA)), the no-gracias one (http://www.nogracias.eu/(Spain), the
Medico Sin Marca (Chile), (http://www.medicossinmarca.cl/), the Therapeutic initiative (Canada)
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(http://www.ti.ubc.ca/) or, more generally, the members of the International Society of Drug
Bulletins (ISDD) (http://www.isdbweb.org) refuse to adhere the pharmaceutical industry
influence. Their work merits distributing its grey literature in a professional multilingual indexing
system that is accessible by all. Finding a way to publish and share information outside the
default language of English is attractive to many GPs. However, sharing the results of research
with General Practitioners is crucial for the survival of the discipline of GP/FM, which means a
universal system must be created (McIntyre et al., 2016).
As an example of hidden grey literature, the website of the World Family Doctor
Association in Europe (www.woncaeurope.org) edits more than 30,000 non-indexed abstracts of
European or world conferences in English. Each abstract often represents two years of work
(Master’s theses are included in this). If not published, they become lost work. This also
represents missed opportunities to develop networks between authors that share similar
interests. Only half of this production has the chance to be published in indexed medical journals
(Van Royen et al., 2010; Hummers-pradier, 2007).
Producing Information at the point of care
It could be believed that a simple terminological subset may be sufficient to meet the needs of
GP/FM computer systems. Lack of visibility of the complexity of the work of family doctors has
allowed for
such biased vision. Moreover, special tools specifically dedicated to primary health care, such
as the International Classification of Diseases, tenth revision, for primary care (ICD-10 PC) (Ustün
et al., 1995) or the Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th ed., primary care version (DSM IV PC )
(Pingitore and Sansone, 1998) have been developed and nicknamed quickly ICD-10 or DSM-IV for
dummies.
Of course, the family physician often sees simple problems. But he is accompanying a set of
patients throughout a lifetime. The family physician knows a patient more extensively than most
specialists do. He also becomes a specialist in patients bearing rare diseases and of various cultural
background. He will, therefore, have extensive terminological needs, even more extensive than
many specialists.
1.2.1 Clinical information

The adjective clinical deals here with patient related data, such as: reasons for encounter,
symptoms, acts performed or requested and diagnosis. Terminology for clinical information is a
highly specialized and difficult field of current medicinal research (Jamoulle et al., 2014). Clinical
information is accumulated in Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) and, if well organized,
transferred to study centers where huge database may be used to teach medicine, analyze
epidemiological data or be used for secondary searches (Charlton et al., 2010; Carey et al., 2004;
Britt et al., 2003). Among others, studies worth citing are, mostly with good validity (Khan, Harrison,
and Rose, 2010), produced by the Dutch Transition Project (Soler et al., 2012)
(http://www.transhis.nl), data produced by the Belgian Intego project (Bartholomeeusen, Buntinx,
and Heyrman, 2002) (https://intego.be/en) , the Beach project in Australia (Britt et al., 2016) or at a
larger scale the UK General Practice Research Database (http://gprd.com).
1.2.2 Professional contextual information

The term contextual applies as a generic term for the name of the taxonomic product
presented here. A concept like uncertainty, the usual companion of the doctor or the concept
of quality assurance or environmental health, are all essential elements of professional practice.
These are not clinical terms as they do not always deal with current patient problems. The term
contextual appeared the most relevant, as it was defined in the Meriam-Webster Dictionary as: the
interrelated conditions in which something exists or occurs.
Answering the question; What are they discussing? in a meeting of two, twelve or several
hundreds or thousands of GPs may give insight into the details of this well-defined (Jamoulle et al.,
2017b) but not limited profession. As stated by Cimino (1998) : Part of the difficulty with using a
standard controlled vocabulary is that the vocabulary was created independent of the specific
contexts in which it is to be used. Adding a contextual supplement to ICPC gives birth to an
extended Controlled vocabulary, able to take in account the extension and the complexity of the
domain covered by GPs. Controlled vocabulary is a general term for a list of standardized terms
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used for indexing and information retrieval usually in a defined information domain (Library and
Archives Canada, 2017). In this case the Controlled vocabulary is also a Vocabulary coding scheme
as defined in Dublin core (see further).
This approach to the doctor’s professional context should not be confused with the contextual
approach of the patient’s universe, as developed by Schrans et al. (2016) who studied the
elements of the patient’s life context that influence his or her state of health and the health
problems he shares with the doctor.
Consuming information at the point of care
As stated by James (2016), the Internet has triggered a transformational change in the
dissemination of science in the form of a global transition to open access (OA) publishing. GPs, the
rank and file (Chinitz and Rodwin, 2014) workforce in medicine are using those resources
extensively despite sometimes huge material difficulties to access the sources when working in
rural or remote areas (Salman Bin Naeem, Shamshad, and Amjid, 2013).
Finding information is sometimes difficult for researchers, even though they may not work
with patients and remain mostly in academic laboratories with access to expensive medical
journals. So, what about rank and file physicians who have only a few seconds to check
information and source relevance? (Hubbard, 2008). Availability in the real world, at the point of
care, is often clashing with the economic model (paid access) or with copyright issues (Myška and
Šavelka, 2013).
Open access (OA) to researchable and usable information (Heilman, 2015) at the point of care
is of utmost importance in GP/FM. It is necessary to maintain open access, point of care resources
at the high level of quality that patient care demands (PLoS Medicine Editors, 2015). A potential
issue with this is that GPs should consider that daily medical journals as well as major papers can
also be manipulated by the pharmaceutical industry (Schwitzer, 2017; Dowden, 2015).
1.2.3 Sources of information at the point of care in GP/FM

On-line, directly accessible major documentary databases in open access and local language
are not numerous nor specific to the GP/FM field (Hubbard, 2008). The US NLM PubMeD
database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) gives access to millions of paid and open
access publications, mostly in English. The Pan American Health Organization sponsors Scientific
Electronic Library on-line (http://www.scielo.org). SciELO is the South American champion of free
access journals, mostly in Spanish (PAHO Bireme Sao Paulo, 2016). The World Health Organization
(WHO) supports the Global Index Medicus (http://www.globalhealthlibrary.net). In France, LiSSa
(http://www.lissa.fr) gives access to more than 106 citations of French literature (Cabot et al.,
2017a).
To say nothing of Google Scholar, the web is a considerable resource of information in
medicine, especially in gray literature. Janamian et al. (2016) have identified and searched for
260 web sites as GP/FM sources. As stated by González-González et al. (2007) “In primary
care, each practitioner encounters more than 500 different clinical topics in any year”. Ten years
ago Internet base accounted for only 5% (ibidem) for search of information by Spanish GPs. This
percentage has risen to 59% for German GPs in 2016 (Eberbach et al., 2016). Anyway the use of
Internet is now so generalized that studies are performed on influence of Internet the patientphysician relationship (Tan and Goonawardene, 2017).
1.2.4 Use of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) descriptors in GP/FM

For retrieval of scientific bibliographic information in GP/FM, MeSH descriptors are used by all
doctors and researchers. The MeSH is a huge thesaurus of 27,000 hierarchically managed
descriptors- i.e., normalized terms, intended to index medical documents and growing yearly
(Jamoulle 2016).. Currently, the use of indexing civil data in the health care domain is being
studied (Marc et al., 2015).
General Practice is a profession generally regarded as part of the first line of care, PHC, a
form of care organization. General Practice and Primary Health Care concepts share the same
extension, but not the same intension. The first describes the duty of a profession, the second
the management of a service (Jamoulle et al., 2017b).
The confusion could be found in the MeSH thesaurus. Gill et al. (2014) state that: Constructing a
highly efficient search filter to identify primary care relevant articles is challenging, particularly due
to the inadequate and ambiguous description of the clinical research setting in title, abstract and
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MeSH keywords. Huang, Névéol, and Lu (2011) observes that: manually assigning MeSH terms to
biomedical articles is a complex, subjective, and time-consuming task. Shultz (2007) argues
that: terminology was observed to be a major factor affecting retrieval and the ability of both
systems to obtain unique items. However, not all aspects of the broad field of GP/FM are covered
in a specific area (Sladek et al., 2006). Despite this, interesting advance in MeSH indexation for
GP/FM have been proposed (Mendis and Solangaarachchi, 2005) (Jelercic et al., 2010). Theme of
interest searched for by GPs have also been studied (Hong et al., 2016). The future looks
prepared as MeSH are now available in RDF, ready for Semantic web (Bushman, Anderson, and
Fu, 2015).
1.2.5 Use of Health descriptors (DeCS)
The controlled vocabulary of Health Sciences Descriptors (DeCS), initially a translation of
MeSH into Spanish and Portuguese, has been expanded with new categories. It was also
adopted into the indexing and multilingual search of the scientific and technical literature in
South America (http:
//decs.bvs.br/I/homepagei.htm). It’s a by-product of the Latin American and Caribbean System
on Health Sciences Information (BIREME), the Pan American Health organization (PAHO)
network of libraries and documentation centers (Neghme, 1975). Doctors and students in South
America are using DeCS as a standard controlled vocabulary for indexing scientific and technical
health-related documents in knowledge databases like the Virtual Health Library
(http://bvsalud.org/) or SciELO Both sources generally give open access to documents.
1.2.6 ICPC for Classifying Clinical Issues in GP/FM

The International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) (Soler, Jamoulle, and Schattner, 2015) is
routinely used by physicians around the world to categorize the problems encountered in their
practice with patients, i.e. their clinical activity. We will see that ICPC has proved effective in many
other uses and show that it is adapted for collecting clinical problems that doctors discuss at
congresses.
Primary care isn’t specialized care. It encompasses specialized care and biotechnological
vocabularies along with anthropological, family-based/personal information. A medical record in
primary care must encompass all facets of health care, alongside personal and family
environment knowledge. This is why, WONCA, the world organization of family doctors, through
the ongoing work of its International Classification Committee (WICC), has developed ICPC
(Wonca, 1987) (WONCA, 2005) (Lusignan, 2005).
Grey Literature as source of information
The price of access to international high-level journals, mostly exclusively in English, is
prohibitive. The economic aspect is therefore a major obstacle to the spread of knowledge
outside academic circles. However, the change of economic model is under way in the world of
publishing, the cost of which is largely reflected on the author and not the reader. In the
meantime, appeals for public access of research data continue to proliferate (Lin and Strasser,
2014). McKenzie (2017) considers that the explosion of the use of Sci-Hub facilities (http://scihub.cc) is the beginning of the end of the scholarly publishing.
Whatever the case, the open access grey literature in medicine is in full development (Swan,
2012). According to Schöpfel (2015), The term gray literature remains ill-defined, imprecise, with
fuzzy outlines. Its two handicaps are part of its definition: identification, access and acquisition
are often difficult, and quality and reliability are not always assured. Ferreras Fernández (2016,
p.211-216) has done an exhaustive review of the definitions of grey literature. Those definitions
share the negation of commercial involvement like Pisa’s (GreyNet, 2014). Grey literature reviews
are not always free of access like the Grey Journal itself (www.greynet.org).
Practically, when addressing the case of grey literature, authors exchange more pragmatic
definitions
than the Pisa’s one as; difficult to locate or retrieve (Moher et al., 2000), or; has not been
formally published (Hopewell et al., 2007) or; there is no such peer review or passage through quality
filters (Silva, Garcia, and Cássia, 2009).
Interestingly, Hoffmann et al. (2011) points out that the grey literature yields more substantial
infor- mation (than white literature) on the content of interest. This could be understandable,
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partly as white medical literature is not free from the influence of the industry (Gotzsche, 2013;
Schwitzer, 2017).
We propose to consider grey literature in GP/FM publications that share the following
characteristics:
• For the background:
• Sharing knowledge specific to the field of GP/FM, no matter the format (papers,
articles, memo, master thesis, PhD thesis, leaflet, abstracts of presentation, web
pages, video, images, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, dataset).
• Being unreferenced in well-known local or international medical databases (PubMed,
LiSSa, Scielo, Lilacs, ORBI, etc.).
• Being submitted to a scientific quality assurance process (in anthropology or biosciences).
• For the format:
• Being freely accessible in an Open access model.
• Using a systematic multilingual vocabulary encoding scheme (indexing system).
• Relying to Dublin Core Metadata Initiative or equivalent standardization process.
• Being ready for machine use in the semantic web.
Metadata and Vocabulary Coding Scheme
Metadata consists of statements we make about resources to help us find, identify, use, manage,
evaluate, and preserve them (Sutton, 2007). Metadata may be interpreted by machines and
people. Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) (http://dublincore.org/) provides simple
standards to facilitate the finding, sharing and management of information. Metadata are
basic description mechanism for digital information that, can be used in all domains, for any
type of resource, simple, yet powerful, can be extended and can work with specific solutions,
making it easier to find information on the Web as it develops. DCMI participates in the
development of the “new Web”, the Semantic Web and Linked Data (Dekkers, 2009). Allen (2016)
states that The emergence of machine intelligence and machine reading in the second machine age
will make it even easier to automate the production of metadata to help people find, filter and
organize information. .
Quality of search results is dependent on the quality of the metadata in the original
repositories of which high quality structured metadata are more accessible (Farace and Schöpfel,
2010).
We are thus dealing with knowledge identification process by humans and by machine
through well formalized denominations. So we are addressing here the concept of Controlled
Vocabulary. The reader has t o be conscious that the same concept could bear different
names. For instance the Australian Metadata Online Registry (MeteOR) uses the term
Classification scheme for pointing the same issue. A classification scheme is an official
terminological system, recognized and endorsed by a national or international body, that is
used to classify data. (http://meteor.aihw.gov.au).
Grey literature and Semantic web opportunities
Metadata allow the retrieval from data from dedicated repositories. Nevertheless, as stated by
Goggi et al. (2015), documents may contain important information that has not been encoded in
the metadata. Extracting key concepts from unstructured texts is the following step, done by
semantic annotators, by-product of research in Natural Language Processing (Cabot et al.,
2017b). Key concepts could be added to indexing facilities or tagged as identifiable information
for use in Linked Open Data (LOD). This open the possibility of enhancing the visibility and
accessibility of grey literature via its connection to the data it describes and to an advanced full text
indexing (Goggi et al., 2015).
As stated by (Cardillo, 2015) : During the last ten years ontologies and the use of Semantic
Web technologies has been seen as a better solution to semantic interoperability because this allows
describing the semantics of information sources and makes its contents explicit by providing a shared
comprehension of a given domain of knowledge [. . . . . . .] Unfortunately, ontologies and their
structure are not really familiar and natural to most healthcare providers and their use raises
heterogeneity problems to a higher level.
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AIM OF OUR RESEARCH: PROPOSAL FOR A NEW CODING SCHEME IN GP/FM

Our work aims to identify the themes in knowledge production by GPs in a new Vocabulary
Coding Scheme called Core Classification of General Practice Family Medicine (3CGP). This program
encompasses clinical and contextual situations in the GP/FM practice. Simultaneously, we hope to
develop our system in such a way that machines (i.e., computer), could deal with that data and
reason about it using the Semantic web technologies.
As mentioned above, classifications and terminologies for patient data retrieval are numerous.
However, one must know if they could be used to index and retrieve documents in a specific manner.
Indeed, units of knowledge managed in historically different terminologies and classifications are
interlinked and address the same reality seen by various eyes and interests (Bowker and Star,
1999).
The absence of adapted concepts and descriptors for contextual aspects of GP/FM is one
of the reasons why the scientific work of family physicians is hard to retrieve from mainstream
bibliographic systems. In addition, more than 50% of the scientific output of GPs at conferences
is never published (Van Royen et al., 2010). There are no dedicated indexes of grey literature
(Mahood, Eerd, and Irvin, 2014), and abstracts or collections of dissertation titles are often not
properly indexed in this field (Lawrence et al., 2014).
This work presents a new taxonomy of contextual aspects of GM/FM, in hopes of helping to
improve the situation surrounding GM/FM grey literature. Taxonomies provide schemes to help
classify entities and define the relationships between them (Dixon, Zafar, and McGowan, 2007).
The purpose of this development is also to provide tools to exploit modern technology - in terms of
terminology for information storage and retrieval systems (Vanopstal et al., 2011), such as: machine
learning, semantic web techniques, natural language processing (NLP) and linking data. This kind
of system is already in use in clinical settings for patient data (Colliers et al., 2016) and one hopes
to apply such techniques to an indexing system in a near future for the communication of family
doctors in congresses and related grey literature.
In brief, our aims are triple:
•
•
•

To improve annotation of grey literature in primary care.
To facilitate indexing of congress abstracts and theses.
To improve the searchability of repositories for these information artefacts.

3 METHODS

Referring to METHONTOLOGY steps for the development of the project
The phases of development of the project are shown on Fig. 3 along the time line. Qualitative
analysis of communications of GPs during congresses has induced the creation of a controlled
vocabulary organized in a taxonomy. To develop a domain-oriented taxonomy (the simplest form
of an ontology- i.e., a light- weight ontology), methodology for ontology construction was included
(Gómez-Pérez, Fernández-López, and Corcho, 2003). The four main phases of the
METHONTOLOGY process are shown Vertically :
1.Knowledge Acquisition and formalization;
2. Integration process;
3. Implementation;
4. Publication and Dissemination
Knowledge acquisition, formalization and integration were added in 2005. The implementation
phase in the online Hetop server began in 2014. We have added a dissemination phase through
Internet and publications.
Knowledge acquisition & formalization; Qualitative analysis of GPs’ communica- tions by a
Computer-Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS)
Using qualitative analysis, a corpus of 1,702 abstracts from six GP/FM-related European congresses
was analyzed to identify 182 themes discussed by GPs (e.g., continuity, accessibility or medical
ethics), handled in a domain-specific taxonomy called Q-Codes and translated into 8 languages. To
identify key concepts in a domain-specific taxonomy, data is analyzed in a grounded theory
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approach (Glaser and Strauss, 1999). This approach is often used in disciplines such as: economics,
law, and medicine (Wells, 1995; Denzin and Lincoln, 2000). It involves the construction of a
hypothesis or discovery of concepts through data analysis (Faggiolani, 2011; Martin and Turner,
R
2016). After a careful study of existing products, the qualitative analysis software (ATLAS.ti○
http://atlasti.com/) was used, as it enabled therequired analyses to be executed at a relatively
low cost. ATLAS.ti enabled the ability to map specific words to already-defined ICPC-2 and to find
new concepts to feed the new Q-Codes taxonomy. The same theme could not reappear in the
same abstract more than once, and (generally) no more than six themes were identified in each
abstract. The analysis performed by EGPRN in 2010 on 614 abstracts, using a similar approach,
has been used to control the QR (Research) domain and check the consistency of the Q-Codes
proposal.
Two additional steps are required to complete the lightweight ontology (taxonomy)
construction process according to METHONTOLOGY, namely: Integration and Implementation.
Integration phase, birth of 3CGP
The Core Content Classification in General Practice/Family medicine (3CGP) is formed by the
addition of ICPC-2 for clinical issues and Q-Codes for professional contextual issues, both
discussed during meetings between GPs. The Q-Codes taxonomy was elaborated on the model of
ICPC, using the letter Q to categorize the contextual elements, for the letter Q was unemployed in
ICPC-2.
ICPC-2 + Q-Codes = 3CGP
Figure 3. The phases of development of the project on a time-line. The four main phases of the
METHONTOLOGY process
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Figure 4. Congress CNGE 2013: After being scanned, coded themes appear on the right column:
Q-Codes (QS41, QC3, QP31) and one ICPC code (Z01). Here, the theme identified is the offer of
family medicinal services in vulnerable populations. At the bottom left, the software proposes the
list of pre-registered Q-Codes. (ATLAS.ti Software)

Q-Codes are born from the analysis of 1,702 abstracts of conferences. Naturally, we hope that
future conferences will allow for a surge in new concepts and new entries in the Q-Codes
classification. Q- Codes are divided into 8 domains. The taxonomy starts with the QC domain,
which represents Patient’s category, and covers topics such as age, gender issues, and victimhood. The second one is the QD domain, representing Family doctor’s issue, which covers issues
such as disease management, communication, clinical prevention, and medico legal issues. QE
represents Medical Ethics. This domain covers bioethics, professional ethics, and info-ethics. The
fourth domain is QH, representing “Planetary Health”, which deals with such areas as
environmental health, biological hazards, and nuclear hazards. The fifth domain is QP, Patient
Issue, which includes patient safety, patient centeredness, and quality of care. The QR domain
is Research & Development, covering research methods, research tools, and epidemiology of
primary care. QS is the Structure of Practice domain. It covers topics such as primary care
settings, primary care providers, and practice relationships. Finally, the QT domain is Knowledge
management. This domain deals with teaching, training, and knowledge dissemination. Each
domain of Q-Codes is divided in Categories, Sub-Categories, and Sub-Sub-Categories. A ninth
domain, QO for Other will be used in the abstract coding process for not precise descriptions or
for a concept worth to be considered as a potential candidate for a new theme.
Figure 5. The Q-Codes matrix in the shape of a Q-Letter.

The presentation of the Q-codes under a matrix format is shown on Fig. 5. The matrix takes the
shape of the letter Q, representing the 8 domains of the Q-Codes. On the left, the people
related domains - Doctor’s issue, Patient’s issue and Category of patients; On the right, the
managerial related domains - Structure, Knowledge management including Teaching and
Training, and Research and development; Hazards are the underlying Planetary health conditions
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represented by the downward oblique tail stylized as a triangle but which are in reality the background of the GPs work; in the center, joining all, Medical Ethics. Note that the Q’s tail, which is
the Planetary Health, prevents the wheel from turning endlessly. This is a nice demonstration of
the importance of the environment on health issues (Graphic design Patrick Ouvrard).
Implementation ; Organizing the concepts of the taxonomy following a Data Struc- ture
Diagram on the HeTOP server
Integration and implementation came to fruition in the meantime. The ICPC-2 classification
was edited on the HeTOP web site in 22 languages and the Q-Codes in 9 languages; French,
English, Dutch, Spanish, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Turkish, Georgian and Korean. More are coming
(Greek, German, Italian, Ukrainian). The Data Structure Diagram, a graphic technique, based
on a type of notation dealing with classes of entities and the classes of their relationships
(Bachman, 1969) has been used to organize the mappings. In Fig.7, the central concept (here,
Overmedicalisation), is linked by its relations (is a - consider - has a definition, conceptually
related to) to other formally defined fields of knowledge. This kind of structure is machine
readable and forms the basic structure of our taxonomy. It is presented in Excel format in Fig.6.
Dissemination; The HeTOP server as a GP/FM knowledge resource
The HeTOP server, produced by the Department of Medical Information and Informatics (D2IM) of
Rouen University (France) is edited in the Web Ontology Language (OWL), which allows for the
linking of data with other data (McGuinness and Harmelen, 2004). HeTOP is based on a multiterminology meta-model that integrates all terminologies and ontologies into its data core. It is
cross-lingual since terminologies and ontologies are often available in several languages. The
web site can be used by both humans and machines via a dedicated web service
(http://www.hetop.eu). HeTOP currently contains 71 health terminologies and ontologies (only 17
are included in UMLS as most of them are French terminologies),
Figure 6. The 14 fields of each Q-Code in the HeTOP interface of which conceptual links are
described in Fig.7.
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2,538,595 concepts, 9,982,113 terms, 10,120,417 relations and 32 managed languages. This crosslingual terminology server is dedicated to various usages by different types of users: translators,
students, teachers, researchers, librarians, physicians, etc. HeTOP allows users to search and browse
Health terminologies and ontologies in a second (Grosjean et al., 2012). Cross-linguality allows
matrix navigation: among terminologies, but also among languages. HeTOP is a multilingual
terminology server that not only allows one to search for concepts in several terminologies (and
several languages) at the same time, but represents their interoperability. (Friedman et al.,
1999). The content of the HeTOP database could be downloaded in CSV (EXCEL), RDF, SKOS or
OWL format.
Thanks to contacts all around the world, the collaboration with D2IM team allowed for the
completion of the online publication of ICPC-2 in 20 languages (Schuers et al., 2015), Ukrainian
and Greek being the last ones. Some colleagues went a step further and translated the HeTOP
interface, allowing health professionals to use it in their native language to access ICPC-2. Short
after, Q-Codes took place as the last born of terminologies on the HeTOP server. Adding Q-Codes to
ICPC-2, it was then possible to develop a complete terminology adapted to GP/FM and PHC needs.
Although WONCA retains copyright on the use of ICPC, every effort should be made to
disseminate it. The HeTOP database is freely accessible by means of a simple registration
process. The Q-Codes belong to the author, but they are licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution Non Commercial (CC-BY-NC) licence.
Figure 7. Data structure diagram (DSD) of a Q-Code,
showing the map of concepts and their relationships (conceptual data model)

ICPC-2 & Q-Codes available under URI format
Each HeTOP rubric could be also expressed under an Unique Ressource Identifyer (URI) format (see
Fig.8) A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a compact sequence of characters that identifies an
abstract or physical resource (Berners-Lee, Fielding, and Masinter, 1998). It is a string of characters
used to identify a resource (Miller, 1998) A URI identifies a resource by either location, name, or
both. In addition to identifying a web resource, a URI specifies the means of acting upon or
obtaining the representation of it. Each entries of ICPC-2 and Q-Codes individual rubrics are
available under URI format on the HeTOP server. The chain of character is stable. Languages are
expressed under the ISO 639-3 Codes for the representation of names of languages and ICPC-2
or Q-Codes rubrics by their respective codes (see fig. 8). The following URIs are giving access to the
hierarchies and rubrics of the corresponding classification. Note that each entry give access to a
detailed terminological description, mappings to other terminologies and to automatic queries on
resources like PubMed.
●
–
–
–

URIs to reach the hierarchy of ICPC and Q-Codes
ICPC-2
http://www.hetop.org/hetop/?la=en&rr=CIP_C_ARBO&tab=1
ICPC-2 Process http://www.hetop.org/hetop/?la=en&rr=CIP_C_ARBOPROC& tab=1
Q-Codes
http://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=en&rr=CGP_CO_Q&tab=1

● URIs to reach each rubrics of ICPC and Q-Codes
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– ICPC RFE and diagnosis: http://www.hetop.org/hetop/?la=en&rr=CIP_D_ A01
– ICPCProcess: http://www.hetop.org/hetop/?la=en&rr=CIP_P_30
– Q-Codes: http://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=en&rr=CGP_QC_QC1
● To change the language; change the ISO 639 for the language; Ex.: =en for =pt for
Portuguese (en,fr,es,pt,tr,vi,ko,nl, ge allowed - more in progress)
●
–
–
–
–

To change the rubric; change the code at the end. Examples :
ICPC process code #33 in English: http://www.hetop.org/hetop/?la=en&rr=CIP_P_33
ICPC-2 S chapter in Japanese: http://www.hetop.org/hetop/?la=ja&rr=CIP_C_S&tab=1
Q-Code QC Patient category in English: http://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=en&rr=CGP_QC_QC
Q-Code QD323 Shared decision making in Spanish:
http://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=es&rr=CGP_QC_QD323.
Figure 8. The URI for the code ICPC-2 A04 (Tiredness) in English

RESULTS
The tools developed to carry out this research are presented in the methods portion of this paper
but can also be considered results. The provision of ICPC-2 and the Q-Codes in the form of
Unique Resource Identifiers (URIs) was completed by a support web site
(http://3cgp.docpatient.net/) and a Q-Code working group (https://tinyurl.com/Q-codesWG). All
are technical, communicational or human realizations aimed at the achievement of this endeavor.
3CGP has been designed to be used by both humans and by machine.
3CGP use by humans
3.1.1 Pedagogical use
The ICPC is used worldwide as the main data producing system in Primary Care. It is
incorporated into Health Information Systems and used in Electronic Medical Records in
numerous countries. Availability of ICPC-2 in multilingual URIs is a must for teaching ICPC
worldwide.
The eight domains addressed by the Q-codes are the embryo of what could become the table of
contents of GP/FM. Teaching GP/FM is a must when referring to a rarely taught although so
frequent as Medically unexplained symptoms or Indoor pollution.
The terms and definitions of the 182 Q-Codes are available in multiple languages, stressing
the international interest surrounding this database. The terms and definitions have been edited
in book format in 6 languages (es, pt, fr, en, nl, vi). All versions minusVietnamese are available at
the printing office (https://www.publier-un-livre.com/en/). All terminologies are available online
on http://3cgp.docpatient.net/.
3.1.2 Bibliographic use

GP/FM has no specific indexing system. Twenty per cent of the ICPC-2 codes and all the Q-Codes
are mapped automatically to MeSH and each mapping curated manually to MeSH of the National
Library of Medicine. Q-Codes are a wonderful tool for teaching specific fields of GP/FM. They
are also a useful resource of knowledge for students, researchers and working practitioners at the
point of care. Automatic specific citations retrieval system allows access to dedicated bibliography
on PubMed but also to LiSSa, the French resources base in medicine (see Fig. 9).
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Figure 9. The HeTOP query interface for the Q-Codes Medically Unexplained Symptom proposes
automatic queries to PubMed and LiSSa bibliographic bases.

3.1.3 Indexing master theses
The figure obtained by manual indexing of conferences to develop the Q-Codes taxonomy are
still a source of information on the interest of participating GPs. In Fig.10 we show the distribution of
the rubrics of the QT domain in a French congress of GPs.
In this domain, several experiments are ongoing. The work of doctors in general and family
medicine training is often of high quality, requires considerable investment from the authors
and sometimes represents little-explored research areas. The leaders of the association of the
three Belgian francophone universities (CCFFMG) (see http://www.mgtfe.be/le-guidedindexation-dun-tfe/) decided to give visibility to this work by publishing the best of them online.
The 3CGP indexing system was chosen to index work by authors At the time of registration. This
guide, also available online
in English (https://tinyurl.com/Q-Codes-guide), has been incorporated into the online
instructions for authors.

Figure 10. Distribution of QT (Training & Teaching) codes in a congress of French GPs showing the
main domains of Interest of participating doctors (number of codes used on 212 abstracts)
(Q-Codes version 2.3).

3.1.4 Indexing of congresses
The system developed to index master’s theses is reused by the Brazilian Society of Family and
th
Community Medicine (SBMFC). The 3CGP coding system is in use at the deposit page of their 14
Congress. The participants have to choose at least two codes and a maximum of 4 codes of
ICPC-2 and Q-Codes. This experiment is currently underway
(see http://3cgp.docpatient.net/codificacao-do-congresso-sbmfc).
So far 1,746 reviewed and coded abstracts with ICPC and Q-Code have been retrieved and will
be analyzed.
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3.1.5 Indexing question-answer pairs

This approach is now used by researchers on data from Pernambuco, Brazil, for initially manually
indexing a sample of 550 questions; with an ultimate goal of semi-automated indexing of larger
data sets, measured in the tens of thousands of question-answer pairs. These question-answer
pairs originate from the Brazilian Telehealth system, representing communication between rural
health care providers and nurses and doctors in the urban Telehealth centers. (Resnick et al.
2013)
3.8 3CGP use by machines
3.8.1 Automated classifier
To find an automated method capable of analyzing the content of non-clinical General Practice
articles and predicting the corresponding Q-Codes categories is not an easy task. A classifier was
already developed at the department of Information Systems at the University of Liège (HEC,
Professor Ashwin Ittoo). The main difficulties arose from the small amount of sample data
available, the large number of categories to be identified, and the high specificity of the scope of
Q-Codes making categories difficult to discern (Rigaux, 2015). The classifiers also use filtered
lemmatization, and they obtain a modest F1-score of 0.452 and 0.344 respectively. The full work
is available in French on; https://tinyurl.com/yc5ej2bw.
3.8.2 Automated annotator
The tool Extracting Concepts with Multiple Terminologies (ECMT) is a web service developed at
D2IM, Rouen. It aims to fully, automatically identify clinically relevant entities in medical texts in
French with several types of documents: abstracts titles, documents about marketed drugs and
death certificates (Cabot, 2016). The extraction is performed at the phrase level of the text.
ECMT has also a user-friendly interface accessible after authentication (http://ecmt.churouen.fr/).

Figure 11. Automatic annotation of concepts by ECMT v3 by MeSH (MSH), National Cancer
Institute (NCI), MedDRA (MDR), SNOMED (SNO) etc. The red arrow shows the automated
identification of concepts in Q-Codes (CGP); QD4 Prevention and QD44 Quaternary prevention (in
French).

The pertinent terms are retained based on the HeTOP resources. In Fig. 11 an example is given
for the processing of the phrase: La prévention Quaternaire (P4) est l’ensemble des activités de
santé qui atténuent ou empêchent les conséquences des interventions inutiles ou excessives du
système de santé. [Quaternary Prevention (P4) is the set of health activities that mitigate or prevent
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the consequences of unnecessary or excessive health system interventions.] ECMT extracts the
terms in French from terminologies in HeTOP like MeSH or the National Cancer Institute
terminology (NCI) as well as from Q-Codes terminology (CGP). As observable in Fig.11, QD4
Clinical Prevention and QD44 Quaternary Prevention have been identified.
3.8.3 Using Q-Codes in an e-learning program, Vietnam

Dr. Thành Liêm Võ, from the family medicine unit of the Pham Ngoc Thach Medical University, Ho
Chi Minh City, Vietnam (http://www.pnt.edu.vn/vi/) has incorporated the Q-codes in Vietnamese
in an e-learning system for medical students. The glossary of Family Medicine terminology helps
one to understand and standardize the complex concepts of the discipline. It reduces the
variety of these interpretations. Vietnamese versions of Q codes are used as a source of
reference. For now, Q-Codes has been integrated into the format of glossary in 3 months FM
training at Pham Ngoc Thach Medical University.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Main findings
Three areas of knowledge are at stake in this study: (i) Family Medicine as a pillar of primary
care, (ii) Computational linguistics, and (iii) Information systems. The association of ICPC, in its three
components Symptoms, Procedures and Diagnostics, with the Q-Codes forms an indexing system.
This system therefore covers clinical and contextual elements specific to General Practice and
Family Medicine. This system allows us to identify patients’ symptoms and complaints,
diagnosis or disease hypotheses, processes used by physicians, either by themselves or by third
parties, and, finally, the context of application given by Q-Codes.
The Q-Codes represent a form of controlled medical, multipurpose vocabulary that is subject to
further additions. As stated by Cimino the unit of symbolic processing is the concept - an
embodiment of a particular meaning. Q-Codes can be seen as a medical subject authority list,
including medical subject headings, a comprehensive series of mutually exclusive terms.
According to guidelines set by Cimino, we have tried to gather a set of non-redundant,
shareable, multipurpose, high-quality permanent concepts, in a mono-hierarchic organization,
identified by a set of definitions and linked to existing terminologies. This study proposes a system
of Knowledge Management (KM) in GP/FM which could potentially fill a major gap in KM of
GP/FM. Conceived as a lightweight, multilingual ontology that is fit for new Internet
technologies, NLP, and Semantic Web, 3CGP gives the opportunity to unravel GP/FM productivity
and establish GP/FM as a professional discipline aiming at an extended range of specific
knowledge.
4.1.1 Filling in a major gap in GP/FM and PHC

To the best of our knowledge, there is nothing similar available in GP/FM that has been
developed for both human and machine use. There is also not anything of this measure that
demonstrates the complexity of GP/FM. Due to the overlap GP/FM with the first line of health
service, this tool could also be useful in Primary Care. All doctors and health managers, for whom
proximity and health management are of utmost importance, could potentially reuse Q-Codes for
their clinical needs, for teaching and for indexing..
4.1.2 Paving the way for an ontology in GP/FM and PHC

Though this project took years of work, it acts only as a base from which future researchers may
expand upon. As it was designed according to termino/ontological concepts, is available in OWL and
is ready for use with Linked Data. The set of ICPC-2 and Q-Codes is a lightweight ontology; however,
because it adapts NLP and automatic and semiautomatic coding (Cabot et al., 2017b), it could serve
as the basis for the development of a real ontology in GP/FM. The path to a real ontology is still a
long time in the making.
4.1.3 Opening the gates for multilingualism in GP/FM and PHC

English has always been the fall-back language of GP/FM. However, family doctors speak to their
patients and with one another in their own language, which leads to confusion in translation and
varied context of vocabularies. This study has given a potential solution to this issue, by
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allowing for ICPC-2 to be published in 20 languages and Q-Codes in 8 languages. Having tools
that facilitate various languages, while simultaneously communicating the same concept without
variation in context or understanding, is incredibly important and useful/necessary for GPs.
Having a tool that accommodates so many different mother-tongues may explain the enthusiasm
of so many international colleagues that wished to participate in this multilingual edition.
Study limitations
4.2.1 A Single-Researcher Study
An important issue to address is that there was a seven-year hiatus in this research, shown by
the dates of the conference abstracts analyzed. This was due to an extended illness by the main
author. Despite this hiatus, research was eventually able to move forward. Any negative effects
resulting from this hiatus may be offset by the fact that only one researcher analyzed the
abstracts. Bradley, Curry, and Devers (2007), qualitative data analysis experts, argue that a
single researcher conducting all the coding is both sufficient and preferred.[...]. In such cases,
the researcher is the instrument; data collection and analysis are so intertwined that they should
be integrated in a single person who is the choreographer of his/her own dance[...] However,
bias of said researcher could have influence over the collection of data and its analysis.
Therefore, disclosure of the researcher’s biases and philosophical approaches is essential. In
this case, the main researcher is a male of Occidental origin who has been practicing as family
doctor for more than 40 years with an expertise in Public health and taxonomy. An evaluation for
the appropriateness of the selected terms could be in as future work the identification of the
terms in a big sample of documents using semi-automatic term extraction or key phrases tools,
to see the coverage with respect to the one selected by the one researcher. Of course a term
extraction process needs in any case a further clinical review by one or more (better) domain
experts.
4.2.2 An empirical move

The Q-Codes form the initial building blocks of classification in the GP/FM field. However, this
approach has been filled with the personal experience of the main researcher, which may lead
to unintentional biases. One can argue that the qualitative approach to the coding process is both
inductive and deductive, an approach sometimes called abductive (Silver and Lewins, 2014). As an
empirical document, one has tried to change, fill in the gaps and modify content of
classifications using GP/FM publications, pair experience, critiques, and application to real work.
MeSH’s corresponding descriptors, searching, and indexation exercises on published documents
have been also a good way to verify the applicability of the classifications. For safety, we’ve
chosen to distribute the concept over all the classifications when adequate, rather than creating
a special category. Each conference affirmed this thought and allowed for the addition of new
elements. The fact that new concepts have emerged within Q-Codes has two reasons. First of all,
the issue was addressed several times in conference abstracts. Secondly, the expertise in the field
confirmed that the discussed issue was important.
4.2.3 Potentially Eurocentric

Another limitation of this study is that the data is Eurocentric. This is due to the fact that the
conference abstracts analyzed present work done mainly by European GPs. Thus, the Q-Codes
concepts might not be fully representative of other geographical areas- i.e., North America, South
America, and Asia. This, in turn, may limit worldwide usability. Nevertheless, the fact that the QCodes have been translated into three non-European languages (Turkish, Vietnamese and
Korean) implies that the translators have found points of connection to their own culture in the
proposed concepts. However, this illustrates that the globalization of GP/FM concepts are
strongly influenced by its Occidental, Anglo-Saxon origins (Simon, 2009; Gutierrez and Scheid,
2002).
4.2.4 Validity and reliability

Another potential issue is the validity of identification and concepts generated. Validity is
concerned with whether a variable measures what it is supposed to measure (Bollen 1984 cited
by Adcock and Collier, 2001). Here, we deal with the identification of concepts in texts. Yet, how
can we measure that the same text will generate the same concepts accurately? Adcock and
Collier (2001) also state: Because background concepts routinely include a variety of meanings,
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the formation of systematized concepts often involves choosing among them. They distinguish
between a consensual concept and a contested concept. It is supposed that a text about gender
violence will be identified with the corresponding concept gender violence by a reader. But, for
more ambiguous terms, like continuity which is often confused with permanence, or more
contestable concepts like disease mongering and deprescription which some colleagues may have
no knowledge of, how does one proceed? This ambiguity may pose issue in the execution of
this project.
There are as many definitions of validity in qualitative research as there are authors. Face
validity, in quantitative research, is defined as the extent to which a test is subjectively viewed as
covering the concept it purports to measure.(Holden, 2010). Noble and Smith (2015) propose a new
terminology and criterion to evaluate the credibility of research findings. Usual terms used in
quantitative research such as validity, reliability or generalisability are replaced with Truth value,
Consistency and Applicability. Evaluating Truth Value - Face Validity - Descriptive Validity is
recognizing that the interpretation bias, the particular way in which researcher view reality,
corresponds to the reality in his/her colleague’s world of reference. Many participants offered to
translate and contribute to the development of the tool. This made a good argument in favor of
the Truth Value of these findings. On the other hand, we have seen that the tool could be applied to
very different situations in different countries in different languages. These two last points can
bear witness to good Truth Value but also to good Applicability.
Evaluating Consistency - Reliability - Interpretive Validity is referring to whether these QCodes could be tested. It was imperative that the Q-Codes could be evaluated through
extensive use GP/FM grey literature indexation before being considered a valid construct. One
measure used for testing was inter-indexer reliability. But, according to Funk and Reid (1983), who
have studied the PubMed data-base for consistency in indexing, the quality of indexing cannot be
directly measured, as there is no right or wrong way to index an article or abstract. In turn, the
issue of holding abstracts to ambiguous standards of correctness is a potential downfall.
4.2.5 A searcher bias in need of discussion

We are not proposing a standard; however, we are proposing a searcher bias in need of
discussion. The main aim of this research is to facilitate the management of information produced
by family doctors and to prepare it for further computerized development/reuse. The current
version of this program is named Q-Codes, in honor of its creator Professor Lamberts, but it is still
only a preliminary version (ver. 2.5). It will obviously evolve, and names will most likely change. But
the need to manage GP/FM information in a structured and standardized way must remain a
substantial facet of research. The future of the profession is at stake.
It is important to recognize that Q-Codes have been created from a limited number of
abstracts. If a concept was not present in the read abstracts, it will have no place in the Qcodes. This emphasizes that the current program is limited to a small number of abstracts
within the GP/FM field. Q-Codes would need to integrate much more information to be
considered a fully applicable program to the field of GP/FM. Further conferences will contribute
new concepts to this, while simultaneously helping GP/FM to evolve. We hope that the structure
of this proposed taxonomy will remain enough strong to support the introduction of new items,
but it must be taken into account that as more information is added, the basis could potentially
not be strong enough to accommodate all.
One issue with the Q-codes ontology involves the unique identifiers. Cimino (1998) notes that
when building an ontology, there is an irresistible temptation to make the unique identifier a
hierarchical code which reflects the concept’s position in the hierarchy. However, there are inherent
disadvantages to using unique identifiers. The first issue, which we have encountered here, is that
the coding system runs out of room to grow (Cimino, 1996; Cimino, 1998). This can be due to
limited depth, limited breadth, or both of the unique identifier. For instance, when the code has a
limited number of positions (digits), the depth of the hierarchy is limited.
Further ontological research is needed to determine whether the two main rules of taxonomic
thinking have been respected: completeness (all identified) and exclusivity (a place for each
concept) (Ittoo and Bouma, 2013).
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4.2.6 Advantages and limits of The Semantic Web

The Q-Codes bases, like all the terminologies edited on HeTOP server, are fit for The Semantic
Web. Semantic Web technologies promote common data formats and exchange protocols on
the Web, like the Resource Description Framework (RDF), the cited OWL (now available OWL-2)
and the query language SPARQL. We have seen that Linked Open Vocabulary (LOV)
(http://lov.okfn.org/ dataset/lov/), a lightweight ontology, differentiates from other ontologies
through its characteristics that enable reuse and integration of other vocabularies-i.e., (i) small
size, (ii) low formal constraints,
(ii) few instances except for examples, (iii) rich user documentation. Labels, comments,
definition, description, etc. are all characteristics of Q-Codes and ICPC-2 on the HeTOP server.
We hope that in the near future, ICPC-2 and Q-Codes could find their place in Linked Open
Vocabularies, that are published and used by actors in diverse media corporations like BBC, national
administrations like INSEE, the European Community, universities and research projects. Or
perhaps, we hope to see them reusedandpublished by individuals and put on the community table.
(Vandenbussche and Vatant, 2011).
Nevertheless semantic difficulties may arise from the supposed simplicity of the language.
The relation is a is not an simple relation. Aristotelian logic, which decomposes the proposition
into subject and predicate (Younes, 2016), is not sufficient in rendering reality. Following
Wittgenstein, the relation is a has at least three semantic interpretations. As stated by
Wittgenstein (1922) in Tractatus Logico Philospophicus (TLP 3.323): In the language of everyday
life it very often happens that the same word signifies in two different ways – and therefore
belongs to two different symbols – or that two words, which signify in different ways, are
apparently applied in the same way in the proposition. Thus the word ”is” appears as the copula,
as the sign of equality, and as the expression of existence [. . . . . . ] In the proposition “Green is green”
– where the first word is a proper name as the last an adjective – these words have not merely
different meanings but they are different symbols. Language could be more complex than its use in
Health Information systems. As stated by Elish and Boyd (2017); Because computational systems
require precise definitions and mathematically sound logics, sociocultural phenomena that are
typically nuanced and fuzzy are rendered in coarse ways when implemented into code. Again, the
last word will be given to Wittgenstein (TLP 4.002): Language disguises the thought. So that from
the external form of the clothes one cannot infer the form of the thought.
5 CONCLUSION
Constructed on the basis of Semantic web technologies, Q-Codes could be considered as a
lightweight ontology ready to be used in the semantic web domain, to be extracted in OWL. The
multilingual classes of the classification could be individually reached through Unique Resource
Identifiers (URIs). Note that each entry gives access to a detailed terminological description,
mappings to other terminologies like Babelnet and DBpedia and to automatic queries on
resources like PubMed.
We have created a terminology that highlights the vastness of GP/FM contributions to
medical knowledge. We hope, by doing this, to contribute to the recognition of GP/FM as a
professional entity within the scientific community that contributes heavily to all fields of
medicine. Several question remain unsolved. Does the current extent of the knowledge base
efficiently cover the GP/FM domain? How will this resist the hierarchical structure proposed to
the introduction of new themes? Will this system retain enough inter-observers reliability?
Nevertheless, given the number of contributions by volunteer translators, such an indexing
system seems largely expected by the profession. We hope to transform it into a validated tool for
its development.
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Preserving and accessing content stored on USB-flash-drives:
A TIB workflow
Oleg Nekhayenko
German National Library of Science and Technology, TIB, Germany
Abstract
Grey Literature has become a corner stone of the supply of scientific and academic literature.
TIB is the German National Library of Science and Technology with a strong focus on Grey
Literature. The acquisition of this kind of literature is not a simple process due to the
unconventional distribution channels and the cost. For this purpose TIB has its own grey literature
acquisition team. In order to keep the data readable and accessible in the long term TIB hosts,
administrates and runs a digital preservation system which manages different kind of objects and
file formats. Each group of objects needs its own workflow and ingest preparation (pre-ingest).
This also applies to grey literature.
Some of the grey literature publications are delivered on USB-flash-drives. In order to catalog
them the USB-flash-drive will be accessed by librarians several times. As USB-flash-drives are
“write-many” storage devices, accidental write or erase processes could already take place during
the access by initially connecting with a PC. This fact leads to the risk of loss or overwriting of rare
and expensive data. Furthermore, the lifespan of this data storage and the interface dependency
are two remaining basic concerns of their long term accessibility in libraries. The minimization of
risks of accidental manipulation by direct access to the USB-flash-drives can be achieved through
the use of a USB write blocker. This device prevents all write instructions and ensures the safe
forensic data transfer. The secure storage of the data from the USB-flash-drive can be done
through the separation of data from the storage device. For this purpose TIB has developed a
reusable, semi-automated workflow with a strong focus on usability for librarians. Using a script
and the write blocker, that prevents the accidental write accesses, the workflow saves the data
from USB flash devices via imaging or copying.
This project consists of a market survey (4 person-days), implementation (28 person-days), tests
(4 person-days) and launch in team (1 person-days). The price of the write blocker is 500$.
The main focus of the paper is the detailed description of the project including its technical
implementation, discussion of the results and further improvements.
1. Introduction
Nowadays data delivery and storage of grey literature on USB-flash-drives isn’t unusual in many
libraries anymore. However, USB-Sticks show some risks regarding their usage and storage in the
libraries over time. Because the life expectancy of this data carrier is limited and the USB
interface underlies technological development the digital objects on this carrier could be
sometimes no longer accessible in their original condition after some years. The hardware
dependency of USB-Sticks and the software dependency of file formats stored on it are the main
obstacles to make valuable scientific information accessible in the long term (Scott, 2013). Recent
developments of standards for new USB-Interfaces such as USB-C can replace the old standards
(Pullen, 2015). This hardware change leads to obsolescence of the USB-Port of type A and as a
consequence the data on the old USB-Sticks becomes unreadable because of lack of the old
interface. Furthermore, new data transfer technologies such as Bluetooth, NFC, Wi-Fi Direct and
AirDrop that do what USB does, but without wires, will be the main obstacle for the further
maintaining of USB-Interface (Cunningham, 2014). As for the data on the USB-Stick itself, the file
system and format dependency on specific operating system or software leads to obsolescence
of these files if the original operating system or software doesn’t exist anymore. Due to the fact
that there is no write protection on USB-Sticks delivered to the library the probability of
accidental erase of data during the connection to PC exists. Considering all these possible risks of
data loss the only way for data rescue is it’s separation from the storage device. The project
described in this paper deals with a development of a content preservation strategy for USBSticks and focuses on the first step of data preparation as a pre-ingest process before transferring
the data into a digital preservation system. A special workflow was developed for librarians from
the grey literature team at TIB, which is aimed to separate the data from USB-Stick guaranteeing
safe forensic data transfer. With the help of the developed script the data will be analyzed,
transferred, structured and prepared for ingest into digital preservation system.
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Organizational and technical processes implemented in the digital preservation system, which is
hosted, operated and administered at the TIB, keep the data readable and accessible in the long
term. TIB received the Data Seal of Approval in 2015 and therefore is certified as a trustworthy
digital archive. The data files transferred into this system will be identified, validated, run through
integrity checks and saved with their technical descriptive and administrative metadata in the
trustworthy archive. Via ongoing preservation planning which includes monitoring of technology
changes and community watch, the system checks regularly if the file formats remain accessible.
1
When required the data can be migrated in a new format or emulated .
2. Background and related work
According to the current knowledge of the author there are no related projects that deal with
separation of data from USB-flash-drives. However, some projects such as by the British Library
(Dappert, Jackson & Kimura, 2013), Library of Congress (Lazorchak, 2012) and German National
Library of Science and Technology (TIB) are dedicated to rescue the data from CD-ROMs. Optical
carrier migration projects differ from the USB-Stick project in amount of the processed data
carriers. In the case of CDs and DVDs a manual handling process is extremely time-consuming.
For that reason a special disc copying robot to change the CD-ROMs and appropriate copying
software are used to automate the workflow in such projects. A robot, which allows to queue up
to 100 CD-ROMs at once, is used for the CD-Imaging project at the TIB. The main difficulties occur
when the automated process encounters defective CD-ROMS. Defective optical carriers can
cause the copying software to freeze. In order to check the copying process and guarantee the
correct allocation of CD-ROMs to their catalogue number an additional control script was written.
The British Library conducted a similar optical carrier migrating project and also had to create
self-written additional software for the identification of problematic situations where the disc
copying robot’s software couldn’t automatically recognize the CD types and process different
stabilization activities depending on them (Dappert, Jackson & Kimura, 2013).
Regarding the USB-flash-drives standard software for data transfer from USB-sticks also exists.
However, customization possibilities of this software for the needs of librarians are very poor or
not available at all. The current project tries to close this gap and develops a data transfer script
for USB-Sticks with a strong focus on usability for librarians. Guided user dialog will support the
user during the entire copying process.
3. USB write blocker
The first access to a delivered USB-Stick from a PC takes place during the common file check and
cataloging process by a librarian. As previously mentioned the USB-Sticks are commonly not
write-protected. For that reason the risk of accidental and unnoticed write or erase processes
exists. In order to minimize these risks a USB write blocker will be attached between the USBStick and the PC. USB write blockers are commonly known within the IT forensic context. “The
intent of the write-blocker is to prevent the forensic workstation's software or operating system
from making any inadvertent changes to the original media, including adding, deleting, or
modifying any information“ (Kessler & Karlton, 2014, p. 51). In other words it blocks the write
access to the storage device and allows the access only in Read-Only Mode. In this way not a
single bit will be changed on the USB storage device.
There are two different types of USB write blockers available: hardware and software. Both of
them are intended to serve the same purpose. A software write blocker is a layer of software that
is located between the operating system and the device driver for the disc. A hardware device is
plugged in between the disc controller and the physical disc (Solomon, Rudolph, Tittel, Broom,
Barret, 2011). In the described project the author conducted a short market survey of the
available write blockers to find the most appropriate one for applying in the library context. The
main features of four hardware and four software write blockers were compared and one of
them which fulfills all the requirements was chosen. The list of requirements consists of the
following: easy handling without additional configuration effort, common model in the ITforensic, quick data transfer via USB 3.0, compatibility with old USB interfaces and most
operating systems. Literature research showed that software write blockers aren’t always reliable
and stable. Occasionally they need additional control to check if the protection is still on. „System
updates by OS vendor, configuration tweaks by the examiner, and additionally installed software
all create a risk of disabling, overwriting, bypassing, or causing the failure of write-blocking
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functionality implemented in software“ (Nikkel, 2016, p. 97 ). Table 1 contains a list of pros and
cons of hardware and software write blockers.
Table 1: Pros and cons of software and hardware write blockers
+

+

+

Hardware write blocker
“Hardware devices that write block also
provide visual indication of function through
LEDs and switches. This makes them easy to
2
use and makes functionality clear to users” .
“Some courts view Hardware write blockers as
more secure than software write blockers
because a physical connection blocks any other
paths to the disc” (Solomon, Rudolph, Tittel,
Broom, Barret, 2011)
“Most hardware write blockers are software
3
independent”

-

Software write blocker
“Software methods are not as simple,
repeatable and idiot-proof as the hardware
solution” (Smith, 2014)

-

“Although software approach is generally safe
some software write blockers allow direct disc
access in some cases” (Solomon, Rudolph,
Tittel, Broom, Barret, 2011)

-

“Some software write blockers are designed
for a specific operating system. One designed
3
for Windows will not work on Linux“
“For software write blockers you need to
ensure that your tool of choice is updated to
the latest version” (Solomon, Rudolph, Tittel,
Broom, Barret, 2011)
sometimes freeware, but not always reliable

-

“Disk imaging using hardware write blockers is
slowed considerably due to protocol
4
translations that the device must perform”

-

-

Expensive

+
5

Two freeware software write blockers can’t absolutely guarantee their forensic write blocking
6
ability and another two commercial write blockers support many interfaces and have many
settings which affect the software usability. Considering the mentioned negative aspects of
software write blockers only hardware write blockers were shortlisted (table 2).
Table 2: Main features of hardware write blockers
Name/Model

Price

OS
Windows

OS
Linux

USB
1.1

USB
2.0

USB
3.0

CRU WiebeTech
USB
7
WriteBlocker
Tableau Forensic
8
USB 3.0 Bridge
CRU WiebeTech
USB 3.0
9
WriteBlocker
EPOS BadDrive
10
Adapter USB

198
euro

yes
(from XP)

yes

yes

yes

459$

yes
(from 7)
yes
(from 7)

yes

yes

no

yes
(from XP)

yes

No
inform
ation
No
inform
ation

398
euro
550$

Easy
handling

yes

Common
model in
the ITforensic
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

No
inform
ation
yes

yes

yes

yes

No
Inform
ation

no

yes

yes

Finally after weighting pros and cons the decision was made for the simplest hardware write blocker „CRU
WiebeTech USB“. Due to the fact that this device couldn’t be delivered at that time, it was decided to purchase
another write blocker „Tableau T8u Forensic USB 3.0 Bridge“. This device fulfils all necessary requirements and
additionally has a small screen on which the main information about USB-Stick is shown. The price of this write
blocker is 459$. Figure 1 shows „Tableau T8u Forensic USB 3.0 Bridge“ with attached USB-Stick on the right
side. The USB connection to the PC is located on the left side and the power supply is on the top.

2

https://www.cru-inc.com/data-protection-topics/write-blockers/
http://www.forensicswiki.org/wiki/Write_Blockers
4
https://dfcsc.uri.edu/research/swb
5
USB Write Blocker for ALL Windows; Thumbscrew: Software USB Write Blocker
6
DRPU USB data theft protection tool; Safe Block XP
7
https://www.cru-inc.com/products/wiebetech/usb_writeblocker/
8
https://www.guidancesoftware.com/tableau/hardware/t8u
9
https://www.cru-inc.com/products/wiebetech/usb-3-0-writeblocker/
10
http://www.epos.ua/view.php/en/products_epos_baddrive_usb
3
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Figure 1: Tableau T8u Forensic USB 3.0 Bridge
4. Technical implementation of the script
A reusable, semi-automated workflow using a script and the write blocker was developed in the
project to save the data from USB flash devices via imaging or/and copying. The script is written
in the Batch programming language for Windows and uses two Unix commands dd and rsync
respectively for making images and copying all the files from USB flash device. A USB-Stick image
is a file containing the contents and structure of the original USB-Stick. The command dd creates
raw images with .img filename extension which are basically a bit for bit copy of the raw data of
the USB-Stick without adding or deleting anything. The only requirement to use the script is the
installation of Cygwin- a Unix-like environment which contains these commands and allows using
them under Windows. The execution of the imaging or copying process is dependent on the
initial analysis of the content on USB-Stick. After launching the script automatically recognizes
which USB port the USB-Stick is connected to and searches for executable files with the extension
.exe. The existence of .exe files on the USB-Stick indicates that there are possible connections
between files on it. In order to ensure the integrity of these connections the imaging process will
be started. Additionally after that the file copying process will be launched. This is needed to let
the digital preservation system afterwards identify and validate each file from the USB-Stick,
because the individual files from the raw image can’t be recognized. If no executable files were
detected, only the file copying process will take place. There’s no need to create an image if only
some independent PDF files exist on the USB-Stick. In this case the imaging of the entire USBStick leads to the waste of memory space as the imaging process will always image the entire
stick, regardless of how little of the memory is effectively used. For example, if on a 4 GB size
stick only 500 MB are filled with data such as PDF files, the image will still be 4 GB large. It should
be noticed, that the identification of executable files based on the file extensions isn’t very
effective due to the fact, that file extensions not always provide the correct information about
the file format. Furthermore, .exe files are not the only ones which hint at dependencies of the
files on each other – html objects with css files are another example. Format identification tool
such as Jhove can be built into the next version of the script to provide the trustworthy
identification of the execution files. Also, further types of file formats will be included in the
script.
4.1 Error control
Three control mechanisms are implemented in the script. If any errors occur during the imaging
or the copying processes an appropriate entry with the catalogue ID of the USB-Stick will be
made in a log file. In order to ensure that the image isn’t different from the original USB-Stick,
their md5 hashes will be calculated and compared. The md5 hash is a digital fingerprint of a file
and is used to verify if any changes caused by inaccurate imaging occurred to the file. If the md5
hashes are not matching, the appropriate entry with the catalogue ID of the USB-Stick will be
captured in a log file. All copied files are also listed in a log file.
5. Workflow
The author will now describe the workflow from the user view.
The user attaches the USB-Stick to the write blocker and randomly controls the files on it in order
to exclude a defective USB-Stick in advance. In the second step he or she starts the script and is
asked to enter the catalogue ID of the USB-Stick. The script creates a folder which is named after
the entered catalogue ID. Later by ingesting the data into the digital preservation system it will be
automatically enriched with descriptive metadata from the library catalogue on the basis of this
catalogue ID. If some executable files were found, the script informs the user about their amount
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and creates an image in the folder %catalogue ID%/Image. If the imaging process was successfully
finished, the script informs the user with a message “The image was successfully created”. After
the successful imaging process the script calculates the md5 hashes of the image and the original
and informs the user about the result. Finally a file copying process starts and copies all files into
the folder %catalogue ID%Files. In the case of no existence of executable files the script starts
with a copying process immediately. If imaging, file copying or md5 hash check was finished
unsuccessfully, the user is asked to label the problematic USB-Stick appropriately and continue
with the next USB-Stick. As already mentioned, every unsuccessful operation is logged. All
described operations are illustrated in the figure 2.

Figure 2: USB-Stick workflow
6. Results and error handling
The launch of the workflow in the grey literature team at the TIB was supported with the
preparatory training for the staff. In total 334 USB-Sticks were processed on the basis of the
developed workflow. No complications by using the script were reported from the grey literature
team. The average process time for one USB-Stick was approximately 13 minutes. The analysis of
the log file showed the following results:
- 9 errors by comparisons of md5 hash values
- 6 errors by creating an image
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The final report from the grey literature team confirmed the number of errors in the log file.
Moreover 11 USB-Sticks that couldn’t be processed and were not found in the log file were
reported. The diagram in the figure 3 illustrates the total distribution of all problem cases.

Figure 3: Distribution of the problem cases
From 334 processed USB-Sticks 26 (8%) have shown different kinds of errors. It was tried to
reproduce all the errors in order to find out their reasons.
- checksum error
Since the md5 hash values were calculated for the entire storage device and image, it makes
sense to find out, if the md5 hash values of individual files on the USB-Stick and files within
the image are different. The comparison for 9 USB-Sticks with checksum error has confirmed
that the md5 hash values of individual files are identical. This fact means that comparison of
the md5 hash values of the entire USB-Stick and image isn’t always reliable and should be
replaced by comparison of hash values of individual files.
- other
6 errors by creating an image (other) were caused through the wrong parameter of the
imaging command dd. The solution is to adjust the parameters to prevent these errors.
- not recognized as USB data storage
Since the script can only process the data storage USB drives, 5 USB-Sticks that were not
detected as such, couldn’t be processed. The reason for this may be the fact that the
manufacturer could initially configure a drive type of the USB-Stick as a fixed storage or local
disk instead of removable disk. The statement of the manufacturer SanDisc regarding this was
that Windows 8 certification requires flash drive manufacturers to configure flash drives as
Hard Disc Drives (Vandewerdt, 2013). The solution for these 5 USB-Sticks is to separate the
data without the script.
- not compatible with write blocker
1 USB-Stick attached to the write blocker wasn’t recognized. The solution is to separate the
data without write blocker.
- defect
4 USB-Sticks acquired between 2009-2016 lost their data completely, while stored in the
library. 1 USB-Stick was already defective at the time of acquisition. Data from 5 defective
USB-Sticks can’t be saved.
7. Summary
In the project presented in this paper, the author has created a reusable, semi-automated
workflow using a script and the write blocker for secure data transfer from USB-Sticks. The
workflow was applied in the grey literature team at the TIB as a pre-ingest process to prepare the
data for transfer into the digital preservation system. As a USB-Stick isn’t safe data storage, the
access to the valuable information on it can’t be guaranteed in the long term. Initially errors
during data separation occurred for 8% of 334 USB-Sticks. However, 6,5% of problem cases were
caused by another reasons such as unrecognized USB data storage or wrong parameters of the
imaging command. As described in section 6 the data from these USB-Sticks can be transferred
by another method or after some adjustments of the script. The conducted project has shown a
failure rate of 1,5% for 334 USB-Sticks acquired in the years between 2009 and 2016. For these 5
sticks the loss/data corruption occurred while they were stored in the library. This is a clear
indicator that separation of data from the carrier should take place as early as possible.
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The developed workflow has proven its reliability and can continue to be used in the grey
literature team. Future improvements in the workflow may concern the implementation of more
trustworthy file format identification system, checksum comparison of individual files instead of
entire storage and adjustment of parameters of the imaging command.
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Providing Access to Grey Literature: The CLARIN Infrastructure
Sara Goggi, Gabriella Pardelli, Irene Russo, Roberto Bartolini, and Monica Monachini
CNR, Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale, “Antonio Zampolli”, Italy
1. Introduction
“In the electronic age, the World Wide Web has played a major role in making scientific
information accessible to a wide audience more rapidly and efficiently. This democratic approach
to information dissemination in science is changing the way science is perceived and
implemented in our daily lives” (Weintraub, 2000).
Technological process, in particular in the field of computer science, has thus eased access,
retrieval and use of information as a consequence of the radical transformation which formats
underwent: from papers organized on shelves to electronic files archived on the web. “The
Internet has thus had the paradoxical result of making grey literature far easier to access and
retrieve than once was the case, but simultaneously making so much available that it is often
much harder to find or identify relevant material in the first place” (Hartman, 2006). While in its
first days technology, as Hartman states, kept a very quick – and somehow wild - pace in
publishing any type of information on line, nowadays there is the need of more sophisticated
core technologies and technological building blocks in order to better exploit the huge amount of
digital content available on the web. Therefore there is this blossoming of infrastructures, large
technological shells which host documentary repositories intended to meet the expectations of a
well-educated and demanding audience. The strengthening of these infrastructures at different
levels (academic, national, trans-national, community, disciplinary, commercial, industrial, etc.)
implies a further step in the process of gathering, organizing, managing, preserving and spreading
a huge amount of relevant information. “The official definition of ‘research infrastructure’ refers
to structures, resources and services used by a scientific community for carrying out a high-level
research in several fields, from the from astronomy, physics, biology, archaeology, to the
humanities. At a European level the scientific communities get together in a consortium thus
creating infrastructures accessible to all their members and sharing the same resources”
(Monachini, Frontini, 2016). Infrastructures stimulate new research avenues, relying on the
comparison, re-use and integration into current research of the outcomes of past and on-going
field and laboratory activity. Such data are scattered amongst diverse digital collections and
datasets, unpublished reports (grey literature), and in publications.
Given this scenario, the authors – who deal with documentation, digitalization and language
technologies for the Humanities since years now - focus on an important European research
infrastructure called CLARIN (Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure) for
assessing the traceability of grey literature within it. This work will provide a map of the
documentation archived in the CLARIN infrastructure, whose purpose is to share language
1
resources produced and managed in the various European countries but finally merged into the
CLARIN data centers for allowing access, interoperability, reuse and preservation of scientific
documentation as well as Grey Literature.

1

“The term ‘Language Resources’ refers to (usually large) sets of language data and descriptions in machine readable form,
to be used in building, improving or evaluating natural language, speech or multimodal algorithms or systems. Typical
examples of LRs are written, spoken, multimodal corpora, lexicons, grammars, terminologies, multimodal resources,
ontologies, translation memories, but the term may also be extended to include basic software tools for their acquisition,
preparation, annotation, collection, management and use. The creation and use of these resources span several related but
relatively isolated disciplines, including NLP, information retrieval, machine translation, speech, and multimodality. There is
the need today to broaden the definition of LRs, i.e. to re-define the “extension” of the term and recast its definition in the
light of recent scientific, methodological-epistemological, technological, social and organisational developments in the
application fields of content processing/access/understanding/creation, Human-Machine, Human-Human & MachineMachine communication, and the corresponding areas from which the theoretical underpinnings of these application fields
emerge (linguistics, cognitive science, AI, robotics). The extension of LRs seems to be indispensable to ensure long-lasting
credibility. To achieve this, the LRs community must “liaise” with the “new” communities hinted at by the new fields above
and draw a new evolving picture of existing/available/future resources following the extended definition” (FLaReNet,
Fostering Language Resources Network, 2007).
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2. About CLARIN
st
On 1 October 2015 Italy became the 16th Full Member of CLARIN ERIC (European Research
Infrastructure Consortium). CLARIN-IT is the Italian node of CLARIN, whose grand vision it shares
(http://www.clarin-it.it/en/content/about).
The Virtual Language Observatory VLO [https://vlo.clarin.eu/search?0] is the central repository
of the CLARIN infrastructure which allows to discover language resources with a facet browser
(that is, filtered by semantic categories, such as Language, Collection, Resource type, Modality,
Format, Keyword, Availability, Search options), and advanced query syntax.

Fig. 1: Virtual Language Observatory
By simply clicking on the term Language, the total amount of documents in the various languages
is immediately visible from the VLO: the engine has been actually conceived for providing a real
time information on the quantity of available resources for that language.
All the other categories (Language, Collection, Resource type, Modality, Format, Keyword,
Availability, Search options) are searchable in cascade (Fig 1).

2.1 Grey Literature in CLARIN

Grey literature that can be found in CLARIN is about language resources, and in particular about
corpora, lexical resources, ontologies, treebanks, parsers, metadata, annotation tools and
automatic translation.
The idea is to use the VLO for checking the quantity of grey literature which can actually be found
in CLARIN. A mapping between terms of the types in Grey Literature contained in the GreyNet
International 1992-2017 website [<http://www.greynet.org/>] - and in particular in the
GreySource Index > Document Types in Grey Literature (Fig.2) – and those retrievable from the
VLO, has been performed.
The data about Grey Literature contained in the CLARIN VLO is visualized in a graphical form. The
three graphs below represent, respectively, the three sets of high, medium and low frequency
and display the number of document found for each type.
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Fig.2. Document Types in Grey Literature
2.1.1High frequency GL documents
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Working
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Governements
Documents;
742126

Graph.1. High frequency documents (from 1000000 to 100000)
Graph 1 highlights the types of grey literature present in the VLO in the high-frequency range.
Compared to the overall quantity of information contained in the VLO, only six GL types are
present and, not surprisingly, the documents about standardization appear in the spectrum of
the most frequent types: standards are crucial in the infrastructure, thus allowing interoperability
and sharing of data and good practices.
2.1.2Medium frequency GL documents
Graph 2 displays the nine types of GL documents contained in the VLO in the medium frequency
range; the most frequent type is ‘Reports’, in particular technical reports describing resources
and tools produced by various stakeholders (Business, Governments, Academia, etc.) and a high
number of reports concern the documentation of treebanks.
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Graph.2 Medium frequency documents (from 100000 to 10000)
2.1.3 Low Frequency GL documents
Graph 3 shows document types with low frequency in the VLO: most of the GreyNet types are in
this range In this case, the most represented document type being ‘Legislation’.
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Lectures; 2010

Notebooks; 1673
Blogs; 1852

Proceedings; 1085
Legislation; 9300

Questionnaires; 2184
Case studies; 3596

Announcements; 9181

Protocols; 4572
Softwares;
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Programs; 4970

Survey; 4970
Bulletins; 6135

Dissertations; 7144

Graph.3. Low frequency documents (from10000 to 1000)

2.2 Grey Literature not retrieved in CLARIN Infrastructure

The three graphs above show the GL documents in the VLO up to the frequency of 1085. Below,
we provide the document types that do not seem to be present in the central repository. In
particular, compound terms have not been found, as in the case of <Research Memoranda>
2
which apparently is not present in the VLO . Table 1 shows the list of GL compound terms which
are missing in the VLO and could be further investigated.
3. Languages in CLARIN
A key feature of CLARIN is the quantity of multilingual documents stored in the infrastructure by
the European communities involved in the project. The user can select the language (see Fig. 3)
and access information about document types classified according to this parameter.
The Grey literature presented in Graphs 1, 2 and 3 has been further analyzed by language. Graph
4 shows how varied is the landscape of the VLO when languages are taken into consideration. In
addition to the most frequent languages, it is also interesting to monitor document types
attested for less frequent languages. This magnifying lens on languages shows the richness and
complexity of data contained in the CLARIN infrastructure (Table 2). Fig. 3 shows the documents
available for the different varieties of Occitan and constitutes a further example of the wide
spectrum of languages, including the less-attested or ancient languages.
2
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However, if we would restrict the search to only one term, e.g. <Memoranda>, 7 occurrences could be found.
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Table 1. List of GL compound terms
DOCUMENT TYPE
Chronicles
Conference posters
Conference posters
Conference posters
Conference posters
Conference posters
Conference posters
Conference posters
Leaflets
Leaflets
Leaflets
Leaflets
Leaflets
Leaflets
Leaflets
Newsgroups
Newsgroups
Newsgroups
Newsgroups
Newsgroups
Newsletters
Newsletters
Newsletters
Orations
Orations
Patents
Patents
Preprints
Preprints
Preprints

LANGUAGE
Old English
Franco-Provençal
Occitan; Provençal
Romanian; Moldavian; Moldovan
Alpine Provenzal O El Norte-occitano
Alpine Provençal Or North-Occitan
Dialecto De Valbonnais
Francoprovençal
Achumawi
Bengali; Bangla
Finnish
Taiap
Gujarati
Hindi
Kuanua
Baharna Arabic
Finnish
Urdu
Chino
Chinois
Czech
Mandarin Chinese
Zenzontepec Chatino
Ancient Greek
Northwest Maidu
Japanese
Piemontese
English
French
Yuki

HAPAX
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2 Languages with frequency 1
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Fig.3. Languages VS GL documents
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Graph. 4 Relationship between languages and documents
4. Conclusions and Remarks
The data analyzed in this paper have been extracted for the first time in April 2017 and then
updated just before the GL19 Conference in October 2017. The reason for the update depends
on the organization of CLARIN, which collects information constantly provided by all the
European national centers.
The work presented here was aimed at verifying how a federation of data centers, not specific to
bibliographic documentations but focused on the documentation of language resources, can be a
mine of grey literature documentation. The 50% of the information extracted from the VLO of
CLARIN has been found using key terms for grey literature document types.
This monitoring activity has pointed out the existence of new types of Grey Literature documents
in the field of language resources: these types have indeed the typical features of the
unconventional documentation, firstly not being necessarily conveyed through traditional
editorial channels and being open access in many cases. For the most part this documentation is
constituted of monolingual and multilingual computational lexicons, syntactic databases
(treebanks), collection of oral and written texts (corpora), terminologies (terminological
resources); in addition, also other types of documents labeled as <storytelling> have been
retrieved: they could represent a new generation of grey documentation.
The enormous outcome of the national and international research projects need to be stored in
adequate infrastructures for becoming available to everyone: CLARIN is a precise example of this
trend.
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Collecting Grey Literature –
Institutional Repository versus National Aggregator
Petra Černohlávková and Hana Vyčítalová,
NTK, National Library of Technology, Czech Republic
Abstract
The Czech National Library of Technology (NTK) provides two digital repositories – the National
Repository of Grey Literature (NRGL) and the NTK Institutional Digital Repository (IDR). NRGL’s
primary is providing access to grey literature as well as long-term archiving and preservation of
grey literature from various institutions in the Czech Republic. The IDR was created for collecting
and archiving of employee-generated content and other documents, including grey literature,
connected with the library and its services. Our poster highlights the differences between
collecting grey literature at the institutional level (through the institutional repository) and at the
national level. What commonalities and differences do they have? What problems do they solve?
Differences include not only overall conceptions and document types, but also methods for
collecting, legal issues and standards as well as functionality and options. Thanks to our
experiences in managing both types of repositories, we define general differences, obstacles, and
development possibilities. Information presented here, including a mode for cooperating at the
institutional or national level, is useful for all institutions planning to start collecting (not only)
grey literature at the institutional or the national level even at cooperating institutional
model/level.
Introduction
The poster represents the two most common streams for how the grey literature in electronic
form is presented nowadays - by institutional repositories and aggregators. The contribution
highlights the differences between collecting grey literature at the institutional level and at the
national (or international) level. The major difference is that an institutional repository usually
provides access to and preservation of the institutional publications, whereas an aggregator
gathers results from multiple resources such as databases, repositories, digital libraries, or
webpages.
The Czech National Library of Technology (NTK) runs two repositories – the National Repository
1
2
of Grey Literature (NRGL , since 2009) and the NTK Institutional Digital Repository (IDR , since
2011). NRGL’s primary aim is providing access to grey literature at the national level as well as
long-term archiving and preservation of grey literature from various institutions in the Czech
Republic (NRGL Project, 2017). The IDR was created for collecting and archiving of employeegenerated content and other documents, including grey literature, related to the library and its
services.
Based on our experiences, we define seven of the most important topics necessitating discussion
when establishing a new repository – general conception, document types, collecting methods,
participation, legal issues, functionalities, and accessing. The topics are briefly discussed in the
rest of the contribution.
General conception is the starting point for all the topics.
General conception
The general conception of the institutional repository is quite clear compared to an aggregator.
Institutional repositories usually collect publishing activities of the institution and internal
documents such as directives or reports of business trips. Nowadays there is increasing number
3
of repositories, including also datasets (131 out of 2952 institutional repositories ). The general
conception of aggregators differs from one to the other. For example, the conception of the
NRGL is to collect all grey literature in the Czech Republic. The aggregators very often are multidisciplinary or have multiple purposes. Based on the data from OpenDoar, we have created a
chart dividing aggregators by their focus/profile (Chart 1).
1

http://nusl.cz/?language=en
http://repozitar.techlib.cz/?ln=en
3
th
OpenDoar, up to 17 October 2017
2
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F o cu s o f ag g reg at o rs
Data source OpenDoar (2017/09/11)

20

Subject
Document Type/Format

16

17

National function

31

Datasets
Consorcium, Networks

31

Geographical (region, more states)

2

Research/Academic Outputs

26

Total = 107 Aggregators

N.b. Aggregators belong to several categories.
Chart 1: Focus of aggregators (data source: OpenDOAR http://www.opendoar.org/)
Document types
There are plenty of document types that could be collected by any repository. At the beginning, it
is necessary to analyse or map which types of documents are published in the institution(s) and
in which formats. Regarding formats, it is important to verify which are appropriate for long-term
preservation, and which are more suitable for access to end users. Any repository must be
flexible enough to deal with the addition of another type of documents than have been
determined at the beginning and fulfil needs of the institution(s). Because each repository and
institution has different needs and publication activities, we distinguish different document types
for the IDR and the NRGL (see Table 1; types in italics are common for both typologies). These
typologies also have been changing on account of changing needs of the institution(s).
Table 1: Comparison of NRGL typology and IDR typology
NRGL

IDR

Academic theses (ETDs)

Academic theses (ETDs)

Bachelor's theses

Bachelors thesis

Master’s theses

Master’s thesis

Doctoral theses

Others

Habilitation theses
Rigorous theses
Analytical and methodological
materials
Analysis
Methods
Studies
Author works

Author works

Monographs

Monographs

Preprints

Scholarly Articles

Reviews

Post-prints

Thematic collections

Preprints

Conference materials
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Conference Materials

Posters

Posters

Programs

Programs

Papers

Papers
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Proceedings
Promotional and educational
materials

Proceedings
Promotional Materials

Brochures

Photographs

Flyers

Leaflets

Exhibition catalogues

Monitoring

Exhibition guides

Help

Press releases

Awards
Invitations
PF
Videos
Press releases

Reports

Reports

Business reports

Business reports

Grant reports

Progress reports of the project

Progress reports of the project

Annual reports

Statistical reports

Final report of the project

Technical reports

Work placement reports

Research reports
Annual reports
Final reports of the project
Status reports
Survey reports
Informative Documents
Trade literature

Analysis

Trade print

Conceptions

Product catalogues

Methods

Gazettes

Normative documents
Statistics
Legal Documents
Study Materials
Presentations of training

Table 1: Comparison of NRGL typology and IDR typology
The OpenDoar differentiates following 12 content types: Journal articles, Theses and
dissertations, Unpublished reports and working papers, Books, chapters and sections, Conference
and workshop papers, Multimedia and audio-visual materials, Learning Objects, Bibliographic
references, Datasets, Other special item types, Software, and Patents (OpenDOAR, 2016). You
can see in Chart 2 that the collected documents are very similar but the intensity and the order is
slightly different.
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Chart 2: Types of documents collected by institutional repositories and aggregators (data source:
OpenDOAR http://www.opendoar.org/)
Collecting methods
An institutional repository can use the same collection methods as an aggregator. However, they
can have very often different priorities and possibilities. Nevertheless, they should agree on one
strategy – get the records and full-text quickly and easily.
This strategy could be trickier for the institutional repositories if there is not any other system(s)
from which they could harvest the documents via OAI-PMH or export and then import to the
repository. Exclusion of these solutions moves the possibilities to the self-archiving or manual
submission by a person in charge of the repository, very often a library staff member.
Aggregators often combine the aforementioned methods. The most suitable is harvesting via
OAI-PMH which allows collecting the data automatically from other repositories or library
catalogues at regular intervals; for example, once a week. There are many metadata formats that
can be used, therefore it increases the importance of the metadata schema selection for your
repository. Based on analysis of the resources that could be harvested, keep in mind that
selection of the same schema as other institutions use means less extra work. The most common
metadata format within repositories is Dublin Core and, within library catalogues, modifications
of MARC.
Participation
At the institutional level, all employees should participate and submit their employee works to
the repository. It is usually determined by institutional mandates or norms signed by an
organizational director. In cases of universities, these mandates mostly include also theses and
dissertations. Nevertheless, for implementing mandates, authors, all departments with
publishing activities, and the repository team (often part of the library) must participate.
Participation in the aggregator´s network is usually voluntary. It is related to the willingness of
the document/data producers such as universities or research centres to share their publishing
outputs, grey literature, or data. This willingness can be affected, in case of manual submissions,
by the fact that the depositor often does the submissions as an extra additional task with lower
priority. There could be some exceptions when the participation is determined by the law – e.g.
results of the research.
It could seem that an institutional repository will more easily reach high numbers of submissions,
but this is not always the case. If there is no penalty for missing submissions, the publishing
activity of the institution or the content collected, the repository is never going to be completed.
On the other hand, it cannot be forgotten that copyright legislation will always provide some
limits and specific conditions.
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Legal issues
Legal issues are very important topic and sometimes very specific in the context of grey
literature. Even grey documents are authorial works and are protected by copyright legislation in
many countries. Managers of all repositories must be aware of this and respect this.
In the case of institutional repositories, there are usually employees’ works and emerge out of
the status the employer has rights to archive these works in its repository. It is not necessary to
4
ask the authors for their agreement, but many institutions do so to be safe .
Aggregators are the opposite – since participation in an aggregator is voluntary, repositories
cannot collect anything without previous agreement or contract with the collected organizations
or all authors. It can be classical paper contract or only an electronic confirmation checked during
submitting of the document. For our repositories we prefer paper contracts. Then there is an
option of using any type of open licenses, e.g. Creative Commons. Documents marked with
Creative Commons’ symbol are possible to archive or share freely under the terms of the license.
It is very important to keep in mind that copyright regulations are different in every country,
especially if part of planned management is the involvement of repositories in other countries.
See Chart 3 to notice the stratification of the repositories around the world.

Chart 3: Repositories by continent (data source: OpenDOAR http://www.opendoar.org/)
Functionalities
The primary function of an institutional repository is long term preservation of its documents.
Secondary functions could be considered a digest of publishing activities of the employees or a
presentation of the institution to the public (Charvátová, 2016). However, it is expected that the
employees will use it the most often. Search functionality could be limited if there is higher
emphasis on archiving. As mentioned above, the main user groups are employees and - at
universities - professors and students, based on this fact the easy management of electronic
documents is required to simplify their work.
The aggregator’s most important functionality is searching over many different sources from one
access point together with very robust advanced searching options. The aim is save time to the
end user who would otherwise have to search all these sources one by one. The aggregators
usually have access to less full-texts, but they capable provide information on full-text availability
and link end users directly to the full-text. Secondly, the goal is to collect documents with similar
aspects or topics and, in some cases, this could have equal or even higher priority than search
functionality. For example, at the NRGL case, goals - to collect all Czech grey literature and to
enable search over many resources –are going side by side.
4

For further reading: “Breaking It Down: A Brief Exploration of Institutional Repository Submission Agreements” by Amanda
Rinehart and Jim Cunningham, available from https://doi.org/10.1016/j.acalib.2016.10.002
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Accessing
The institutional repository serves mainly to the particular institution and its internal policy
decides about access to documents. An institutional repository can be open access or only for
internal use, or a mix of both options. An embargo period also very often appears regarding to
the journal articles, documents from research area, or project documents. In the IDR, access to
internal documents is limited to the IP addresses in the building, but access management could
also be managed using employee user accounts.
The aggregator’s provider usually cannot decide easily about accessing of the documents. He or
she must respect copyright regulations and particularly licenses and conditions given by the
producers of the documents (authors or institutions) in some agreements. There could be some
exceptions too; e.g., when the existence of the aggregator is established by the law or by some
authority (Ministry, European Commission). However, in many cases the aggregator provides
access to metadata and only selectively to full-texts (e.g., if there is some agreement between
the producer and the provider of the aggregator or if the full-text is open access or under any
open licence). Metadata records without full-text should always contain the information about
full-text availability. See the schema below for a detailed comparison of institutional repositories
and aggregators in point of view of accessibility.

Chart 4: Schema of aggregator workflow (source: The National Library of Technology)
Conclusion
Merging all the discussed points and factors – the general conception, the collected document
types, the collection and preservation methods, participation and legal points of view, manners
of presentation of results and dissemination tools – could help in the selection of the best system
for a new repository (institutional or aggregating type) and even at the beginning of a project or
when rethinking the current situation of your repository.
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Abstract
1
OpenAIRE , the point of reference for Open Access in Europe, is now addressing the problem of
enabling the Open Science paradigm. To this aim it will provide services to: (i) overcome the
limits of today’s scientific communication landscape, by allowing research communities and the
relative e-infrastructures to fully publish, interlink, package and reuse their research artefacts
(e.g. literature, data, and software) and their funding grants within the European and global
ecosystem as supported/promoted by OpenAIRE, (ii) enable end-users (e.g. researchers, funder
officers) to search and consult a rich and up-to-date knowledge graph of research results and (iii)
enable scientific and educational information repositories and publishers to subscribe and be
notified of changes in the OpenAIRE knowledge graph. These combined actions will bring longterm and immediate benefits to research communities, research organisations, repository
managers, and funders by affecting the way research results are disseminated and reused. On
the one hand, publishing the interlinked and packaged research literature, data and software via
OpenAIRE drives research communities to an Open Science transition in a consistent and
interoperable fashion. On the other hand, the resulting infrastructure concretely enables the
construction of Open Science oriented services, supporting practices such as machine-assisted
research reproducibility and evaluation.
1. Introduction
Open Science is frequently defined as an umbrella term that involves various movements aiming
to remove the barriers for sharing any kind of output, resources, methods or tools, at any stage
of the research process 9. This is intended as a means for accelerating research by enhancing
transparency and collaboration, and fostering innovation and reproducibility. Scientists and
organizations see Open Science as a way to speed up, improve quality, and more effectively
reward research activities, while funders and ministries see it as a means to optimize cost of
science and leverage innovation. Open Science is an emerging vision, a way of thinking, whose
challenges always gaze beyond its actual achievements. Today, the effective implementation of
Open Science calls for a scientific communication ecosystem capable of enabling Open Science
publishing principles. The ecosystem should allow research communities to share (for discovery
and transparent evaluation) and re-use (for reproducibility 213) their scientific results by
publishing all intermediary and final research artefacts, beyond scientific literature. Artefacts can
be research data, software and research methods (e.g. workflows, protocols, algorithms, etc.),
which should be deposited in repositories for scientific communication (e.g. institutional
repositories, data archives, software repositories, CRIS systems), and should be published
together with the semantic links between them. To complete the picture, such ecosystem should
support publishing of packages of artefacts (e.g. research objects 214, enhanced publications
515, RMap 16) to allow discovery, evaluation, and reproducibility of science (e.g. workflows or
experiments with input datasets).
Today's scientific communication landscape is far from supporting this vision, mainly due to its
inability to:
1. Support publishing of all kinds of research artefacts. For example, research methods
publishing workflows are generally not best practice, i.e. no research method repositories, no
persistent identifiers for methods, no citation practices and, therefore, no scientific reward;
2. Keep a complete and up-to-date record of research artefacts relationships. For example,
publication, data, software repositories and publishers do not keep bi-lateral links between
each other’s artefacts, and the links they keep are not in-sync with the updates of the
artefacts (e.g. links to new versions of the data, obsolete links);
1

OpenAIRE www.openaire.eu
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3. Find agreements on how to share and publish packages of artefacts. Solutions exists (e.g.
research objects, enhanced publications, RMap) but are specific to rather small communities
of scientists, implying that research packages, as well as research methods, are not regarded
as first-class citizens in the scientific communication domain.
De facto, today’s scientific communication ecosystem lacks tools and practices for engaging
research communities at adopting the aforementioned novel Open Science publishing principles,
even when researchers are already in the position of publishing interlinked artefacts and/or
packages.
OpenAIRE fosters transparent evaluation of results and facilitates reproducibility of science for
research communities by enabling a scientific communication ecosystem where artefacts,
packages of artefacts, and links between them can be exchanged across communities and across
content providers. To this aim, OpenAIRE, via the OpenAIRE-Connect project, introduces and
implements the concept of Open Science as a Service (OSaaS) on top of the existing OpenAIRE
infrastructure 1, by delivering services in support of Open Science. Following the NIST definition
2
of aaS service models , the service model “Open Science as a Service” provides the consumers
with the capability of accessing tools that implement Open Science principles, transparently with
respect to the underlying technical infrastructure. Tools are accessible through either a thin client
interface, such as a web browser, or an application program interface (API).
3

OpenAIRE-Connect will realize and operate two services for Open Science. The first, Research
Community Dashboard, will serve research communities to publish research artefacts, packages,
and links, and to monitor their research impact. The second, Catch-All Notification Broker Service,
will engage and mobilize content providers, and serve them with services enabling notificationbased exchange of research artefacts, to leverage their transition towards the Open Science
paradigm. Both services will be served on-demand according to the OSaaS paradigm, hence be
re-usable by different disciplines and providers, each with different practices and maturity levels,
so as to favor a shift towards a uniform cross-community and cross-content provider scientific
communication ecosystem.
The adoption of these services, eased by the OSaaS approach, aims at incepting Open Science
publishing within the existing scholarly communication landscape. By introducing an OSaaS
approach, OpenAIRE-Connect will deliver on-demand Open Science publishing services to
research communities and content providers, aligning practices and mechanisms that address
transparent evaluation and reproducibility (see Figure 1). By complementing the technological
efforts with networking activities that will strengthen the emerging Open Science social
environment, OpenAIRE-Connect will facilitate a cultural and technological shift towards
common Open Science publishing practices.
To achieve its objectives, OpenAIRE-Connect involves key stakeholders of scientific
communication: a pool of forward-looking research communities, today publishing or in the need
of publishing research data and methods, international representatives of Open Access
publishers (Jisc 3), publication repositories (COAR 9), and data archives (ICSU World Data
Systems/WDS 11), willing to support and benefit from such a change.

2

Peter Mell and Timothy Grance (September 2011). The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing (Technical report). National
Institute of Standards and Technology: U.S. Department of Commerce. Special publication 800-145.
http://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-145.
3
OpenAIRE-Connect https://www.openaire.eu/connect
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Figure 1. Research Community Dashboard and Catch-All Notification Broker Service
2. OpenAIRE services in support of Open Science
OpenAIRE-Connect extends the technological services today offered by the OpenAIRE
infrastructure in order to foster the adoption of Open Science publishing practices and facilitate
the emergence of shared solutions. Specifically, OpenAIRE-Connect introduces two classes of
new services:
1. Research community services offering support for a uniform transition of research
communities towards Open Science publishing via the Research Community Dashboard;
2. Content provider services leveraging the transition of content providers towards Open Science
publishing via the Catch-All Notification Broker Service.
Continuing and building on OpenAIRE’s openness and sharing of content, services and practices,
OpenAIRE-Connect will develop a uniform, common strategy for approaching and engaging with
research communities (especially Research Infrastructures targeting ESFRI 8 programmes), which
will be a major outcome of the project. This strategy will be used in due course by the wider
OpenAIRE constituency, i.e. the National Open Access Desks (NOADs), in its strategic synergies
within the emerging European Open Science Cloud (EOSC 12) ecosystem to increase awareness
on the Open Science topics and to promote the adoption and uptake of the new services.
In synergy with EOSC, towards the widely discussed need of the gluing social aspect (support and
human infrastructure), OpenAIRE-Connect aims to design and deliver a targeted support and
training programme for research communities and relevant stakeholders. This will inform them
about the benefits and use of the OpenAIRE-Connect services, to pass on best practices and to
lower the barriers of participation in the Open Science ecosystem and, particularly, in the
OpenAIRE infrastructure.
2.1. Research Community Dashboard
OpenAIRE-Connect will support the evolution of today’s fragmented scientific communication
landscape by providing researchers of specific communities with services giving access to
facilities for collaboratively maintain an up-to-date knowledge graph of their interlinked or
packaged research artefacts, e.g. literature, data, software and methods. This research
community graph will be built as an extension of the broader knowledge graph today populated
by the OpenAIRE infrastructure by adding software and other research artefacts (all the artefacts
that are different from literature, dataset, and software). It will therefore integrate and inherit
links to funders, projects, literature and datasets as inferred from article full-texts (today more
than 4 millions) or harvested by OpenAIRE from content providers (today more than 1000). These
facilities will be provided by a new infrastructural service, the OpenAIRE Research Community
Dashboard, that each community will be able to request and configure according to its specific
needs. Each dashboard will serve two types of community users (researchers and research
community operators, who have an “administrative role” for the community and can configure
the dashboard) with a suite of value added functionalities:
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● Connect and Link: researchers authoritatively provide and curate links between artefacts
related to their scientific community, a process moderated by the research community
operators.
● Deposit: researchers who have not a repository of reference can deposit in OpenAIRE’s
Zenodo 67 files and metadata relative to their research literature, data, software, methods,
and packages, and obtain a DOI.
● Enrich Content (configurable inference): research community operators authoritatively tune
the configuration of OpenAIRE text mining algorithms with community specific rules to
identify artefacts relevant for the research community;
● Learn your Impact: the research community can reliably monitor and report the research
impact of their scientific production w.r.t. several European (and beyond) funders, visualize
trends, classifications resulting from OpenAIRE’s analytics services; the knowledge graph
inclusive of all community artefacts, with links between them and relative attribution of work,
enables transparent evaluation of science.
● Discovery and reuse: researchers can restrict their search, browse, and navigation focus to the
subpart of the OpenAIRE information space associated to the community; discovering and
accessing packages of artefacts fosters reproducibility of science.
OpenAIRE-Connect will also develop, in collaboration with other international initiatives,
interoperability guidelines to enable the exchange of research artefacts and packages and will
offer APIs enabling third-party services to bulk-feed research artefacts into the OpenAIRE
knowledge graph according to the established guidelines.
OpenAIRE-Connect involves its onset researchers from a wide range of communities looking into
pragmatic solutions to research data and methods publishing in Open Science settings. With
different levels of maturity, touching upon interdisciplinary, they will deliver end-user
requirements for the realization of the Dashboard service, and engage in pilots to test, assess,
and adopt the services:
4
● Earth and Environmental Sciences (UniHB): the ATLAS community relies on thematic data
archives (Pangaea) whose datasets are packages of datasets and related literature, aiming to
link to different scientific domains.
5
● Neuroinformatics (CNRS): the France Life Imaging national infrastructure produces data
images, links them with methods (software and services), and produces packages.
6
7
● Fisheries and aquaculture management (CNR, IDR): the BlueBridge and MARBEC
infrastructures are moving towards collaborative editing of “dynamic publications”, looking
for Open Science solutions.
8
● Humanities and Cultural Heritage (PIN): PARTHENOS , a cluster of research infrastructures
from Linguistics, Humanities, Cultural Heritage, History, Archaeology, with different types of
data to interconnect.
● Environment & Economics (ICRE8): the national/EU node of the United Nations Sustainable
9
Development Solutions Network sets out to build an infrastructure to gather all publications
and data available in repositories and in Public Sector Information portals, and link them to
European and national funding.
2.2. Catch-All Notification Broker Service
Research artefacts repositories, a.k.a. content providers, (e.g. institutional and thematic
repositories, aggregators, data archives) are key in serving research communities towards their
Open Science goals. To ease the adoption of Open Science principles among researchers it is
important to lower the barriers to Open Science publishing.
The “publish/deposit once” practice is a decisive means in the overall Open Science roadmap,
and will only be achieved when content providers seamlessly connect to the wider open scientific
communication ecosystem. This will allow them to pro-actively exchange information about
research artefacts and links of value to all interested communities or stakeholders, without the

4

ATLAS: https://www.eu-atlas.org/
France Life Imaging: https://www.francelifeimaging.fr/
6
BlueBridge: http://www.bluebridge-vres.eu/
7
MARBEC: http://www.umr-marbec.fr/en/?lang=en
8
PARTHENOS: http://www.parthenos-project.eu/
9
United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network: http://unsdsn.org/
5
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researchers having to worry where, when, and how to publish in order to fulfill the numerous
mandates.
As part of the OSaaS portfolio, OpenAIRE-Connect will develop and deploy a Catch-All
Notification Broker Service that connects all types of content providers (institutional repositories,
publishers, data repositories, and CRIS systems). The Catch-All Notification Broker will extend
OpenAIRE’s notification brokering service 4, which serves literature repositories, and will broaden
the content provider base with the ones that serve specific research communities.
Thanks to its functionality, providers can be notified of metadata records relative to artefacts
that are “of interest to them” (i.e. metadata records that should be in the content provider’s data
base), or “linked to them” (i.e. a scholarly link exists between one of the provider’s artefact and
the identified artefact).
Notifications are sent only to subscribed providers, following a subscription and notification
pattern, and can be delivered by mail, OAI-PMH interfaces, or, currently under investigation, via
push APIs (e.g. SWORD protocol), FTP and ResourceSync.
This will effectively allow content providers to complete or enrich their collection of artefacts
with up-to-date information from the wider OpenAIRE ecosystem, and research communities or
infrastructures to have a direct communication line with content providers via OpenAIRE.
The idea behind the service is to disseminate and advocate the principle that scholarly
communication data sources are not a passive component of the scholarly communication
ecosystem, but rather active and interactive part of it. They should not consider themselves as
thematic silos of products, but rather as hubs of products semantically interlinked with any kinds
of research artefacts and, more broadly, up-to-date with the evolving research ecosystem.
OpenAIRE-Connect brings on board leading representatives of institutional repositories (e.g.
COAR), data repositories (UniHB/Pangaea, UniHB/WDS), publishers (via Jisc) that are already
moving towards Open Science-oriented publishing and are committed to provide requirements
and engage in the experimentation of the brokering services. Beyond the ones on board to the
project, i.e. Pangaea (UniHB) and Zenodo (CERN), a number of content providers have already
indicated their interest in the Catch-All Notification Broker Service and are ready to engage in a
number of pilots for testing and adopting the service: the German GESIS Datorium repository for
datasets and scripts in the Social Sciences, the FCT-FCCN network of Portuguese institutional
repositories, Australian ANDS data archive, and Open Access publishers, such as eLife, Frontiers,
EuropePMC.
In addition, OpenAIRE-Connect will implement a pilot for exchanging subscriptions and
notifications between the Catch-All Broker Service and the Jisc UK Notification Router, in order to
serve each other’s “customers” with a wider range of subscriptions and notifications (see Figure
2). This cooperation goes in the direction of a scientific communication ecosystem where brokers
conforming to common requirements for the exchange of subscriptions and notifications can
interoperate to collaboratively (by granting or delegating subscriptions to the network) channel
the information they collect from producers of events (OpenAIRE for the Catch-All Broker Service
and publishers for the Jisc Notification Router) to interested consumers (e.g. any content
provider in OpenAIRE and UK repositories for Jisc Notification Router).

Figure 2. Interoperability between the Broker services
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3. Conclusions
The effective implementation of Open Science calls for a scientific communication ecosystem
capable of enabling the “Open Science publishing principles” of transparency and reproducibility.
Such ecosystem should provide tools, policies, and trust needed by scientists for sharing and
interlinking (for “discovery” and “transparent evaluation”) and re-using (for “reproducibility”) all
research artefacts produced during the scientific process, e.g. literature, research data, methods,
software, workflows, protocols.
OpenAIRE fosters Open Science by advocating its publishing principles across Europe and
research communities and by offering technical services in support of Open Access monitoring,
research impact monitoring, and Open Science publishing. Its aim is to provide Research
Infrastructures (RIs) with the services required to bridge the research life-cycle they support
(where scientists produce research artefacts) with the scholarly communication infrastructure
(where scientists publish research artefacts) in such a way science is reusable, reproducible, and
transparently assessable. OpenAIRE is fostering the establishment of reliable, trusted, and long
lasting RIs by compensating the lack of Open Science publishing solutions and by providing the
support required by RIs to upgrade existing solutions to meet Open Science publishing needs (e.g.
technical guidelines, best practices, Open Access mandates). To this aim, OpenAIRE is working
closely with existing RIs to extend its portfolio by implementing the concept of “Open Science as
a Service” (OSaaS) and offer two new services: the Research Community Dashboard and the
Catch-All Notification Broker Service.
The first beta release of the services is planned on March 2018. A set of testing sessions will be
conducted by five research communities (for the Research Community Dashboard) and a number
of content providers (for the Catch-All Notification Broker Service) before the first production
public release, expected in June 2019.
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A Facet-based Open and Extensible Resource Model for Research
Data Infrastructures
Luca Frosini and Pasquale Pagano,
Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione (ISTI) “Alessandro Faedo”
National Research Council (CNR), Italy
Abstract
Research Data represent a valuable assets in science as well as in our society. Their management
requires the development and operation of Research Data Infrastructures, i.e. complex and
distributed systems specifically conceived to address the needs arising in Research Data collection,
collation, processing and publishing. The development of such systems require a shared model for
describing the existing “resources”, namely the datasets as well as the rest of services and entities
worth being considered to properly deal with the datasets. In this paper it is presented an open
and extensible model based on two basic notions: Resource to describe the entities, Facet to
characterize a feature of a Resource. The model enables its users to instantiate these basic
concepts and define context-specific relationships among the typologies of defined resources.
Keywords: Research Data Infrastructure, Resource Model, Resource, Facet.
1. Introduction
Research Data play a key role in our society. They include both “primary dataset”, i.e. data
genuinely produced, as well as “derived datasets”, i.e. datasets resulting by processing existing
datasets. Their management requires dedicated Research Infrastructure and a description of the
entire set of “resources” surrounding each dataset (e.g. other datasets, services the dataset has
been produced with or suitable for “consuming” the dataset, entities responsible for the
dataset).
Research infrastructure (RI) are “facilities, resources and services used by the science community
1
to conduct research and foster innovation” . Grid and Cloud computing Infrastructure provides
an excellent support to address Data/Computation intensive paradigm but in a certain sense they
can be seen as facilities to implement such a paradigm.
Bardi and Frosini [1] highlighted the needs of researcher for digital services to realize Digital
Research Infrastructures (henceforth e-Infrastructure) and highlighting the Data e-Infrastructure
as one of the relevant category (in this paper we will use Date e-Infrastructure and Research Data
Infrastructure interchangeably). According to Candela et al. [2] Data e-Infrastructures “integrates
several technologies, including Grid and Cloud, and promises to offer the necessary management
and usage capabilities required to implement the ‘Big Data’ enabled scientific paradigm” and
promoting data sharing and consumption.
To realise this, it is key to implement an Information System (IS) capable to represent datasets as
well as the rest of resources associated with it such as Services, Hardware, Actors, Facilities, and
Policies. Such an IS acts as a registry offering global and partial view of the Infrastructure
resources, their current status, their relationships with other resources, and the policies
governing their exploitation. The “descriptions” attached to such “entities” should not be
prescribed a priori, rather they should be open and extensible thus to enable diverse actors
(being them publishers or consumers) to annotate each entity with specific features.
In particular, we need a model to deal with heterogeneity with respect to:
● Open-ended set of manageable resources;
● Open-ended model for describing resources;
● Diverse workflows governing registration and update of resources;
Due to such an heterogeneity the IS should have the ability to evolve with the evolving needs of
the infrastructure at no cost for its clients by (a) supporting new resource types, (b) supporting
evolution in the way a resource is described, (c) supporting the same resource type described by
using different models.
In Section 2 it is introduced a core model (Information System Model) defining the building blocks
for developing a resource model with the envisaged characteristics. In Section 3 it is presented
the resource model obtained by relying on the core model to capture the entities of interest
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2

identified in D4Science.org , a Research Data Infrastructure conceived to support several
communities and data management scenarios arising in fields including biological sciences, earth
and environmental sciences, agricultural sciences, social sciences and humanities.
2. The Core Model
The proposed “core model” is conceived to provide its users with the building blocks needed to
develop an information system suitable for Data e-Infrastructure. This model is based on a graph
model having Entities as nodes and Relations as edges.
Two typologies of Entities are envisaged (cf. Fig. 1): Resources, i.e. entities representing a
description of a "thing" to be managed; Facets, i.e. entities contributing to "build" a description
of a Resource. Every Resource is characterised by a number of Facets. Every facet, once attached
to a Resource profile captures a certain aspect / characterization of the resource. Every facet is
characterised by a number of properties.
Two typologies of Relations are envisaged: isRelatedTo, i.e. a relation linking any two Resources;
consistsOf, i.e. a relation connecting each Resource with each one of the Facets characterizing it.

Fig. 1 represent the main concepts of the model.
Fig. 1a evidences the inheritance model of entities and relations.
Fig. 1b evidences the conceptual graph model that is realized by using entities and relations.
Each Entity and Relation: has an Header automatically generated for the sake of identification
and provenance of the specific information and can be specialized. A number of Entity and
Relation are expected to be defined when defining a specific information model (cf. Sec. 3). Facet
and Relation instances can have additional properties which are not defined in the schema
(henceforth schema-mixed mode).
Every Relation relation has - apart the Header - zero or more properties. One of these properties
is the Propagation Constraint (see dedicated section). Any Relations has a direction, i.e. a
"source" and a "target". When inspecting the graph (e.g. at query time) relations can be
navigated in both directions, i.e. from source to target and from target to source.
Facet describe a characteristic of a Resource definition, for such a reason, it is not permitted to
define a Relation having a Facet as "source". In other words: it is not permitted to define a
Relation connecting a Facet with another one or Relation connecting a Facet with a Resource (as
target).
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Property
As stated any entity and relation is characterised by some properties. A property can be
described by the attributes in Table 1.
Table 1. Property attributes
Attribute name

Attribute description

Name

The name of the property

Type

The type of the property

Description

A textual description of the property.

Mandatory

A boolean flag describing the mandatory nature of the property.

ReadOnly

A boolean flag describing the alter-ability nature of the property.

NotNull

A boolean flag describing whether the value of the property must be filled with values
other than null or not.

Max

The maximum acceptable value. It is significant for Numbers, Strings (intended as
maximum length of the String) and Dates.

Min

The minimum acceptable value. It is significant for Numbers, Strings (intended as
minimum length of the String) and Dates.

Regexpr

A Regular Expression used to validate the property value, i.e. precisely characterising
the allowed values.

Types can vary from Basic Type (typical language programming types i.e. Boolean, Integer, Short,
Long, Float, Double, Date, String, Byte and Binary (any values as byte array)); to Embedded Types
(i.e. complex objects defined from clients and composed of two or more properties belonging to
one of the Basic Types). Moreover List, Set (a list with no duplicates) and Map (a key-value pairs
having a String as key and an Embedded instance as value) of Embedded can be used.
Defined Embedded Types
Embedded types are mainly composed by two or more properties belonging to Basic Types or to
another Embedded Type (for clear reason recursion is not allowed).
Header
As already stated, every Entity and Relation has an header automatically created and updated by
the System. The header is composed by the following properties:
● uuid (String) [Mandatory=true, NotNull=true, ReadOnly=true] Regex=^([a-fA-F0-9]{8}-[a-fAF0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{4}-[a-fA-F0-9]{12}){1}$;): this uuid can be used to univocally
identify the Entity or the Relation;
● creator (String) [Mandatory=true, NotNull=true, ReadOnly=true] : the individual or service
which create the Entity of Relation;
● modifiedBy (String) [Mandatory=true, NotNull=true] : the individual or service which
modified the last time the Entity of Relation. At creation time it assumes the same value of
creator;
● creationTime (Date) [Mandatory=true, NotNull=true, ReadOnly=true] : creation time in
milliseconds. Represent the difference, measured in milliseconds, between the creation time
and midnight, January 1, 1970 UTC;
● lastUpdateTime (Date) [Mandatory=true, NotNull=true] : last Update time in milliseconds.
Represent the difference, measured in milliseconds, between the last update time and
midnight, January 1, 1970 UTC.
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PropagationConstraint
As already stated, each Relation has a propagation constraint which indicates the behavior to be
held on a target entity when an event occur in the source entity (please note that the source
entity of a relation is alway a Resource by Relation definition). The following two are envisaged:
● remove (Enum) Regex=(cascadeWhenOrphan|cascade|keep) : i.e. indicate the behaviour to
implement for the target Entity when a remove action is performed on the source Resource.
● add (Enum) Regex=(propagate|unpropagate) : i.e. indicate the behaviour to implement for
the target Entity when a add action is performed on the source Resource. The default values
of the propagation constraints for the basic relations are the following:
● consistsOf: remove=cascadeWhenOrphan, add=propagate;
● isRelatedTo: remove=keep, add=unpropagate.
isIdentifiedBy
This consistsOf specialization is a relation connecting each Resource with one of the Facet which
can be used to identify the Resource. Each Resource must be have at least one isIdentifiedBy
relation. Moreover every Resource can decide to define the type of target Facet for such a
relation.

Fig. 2 Overview of gCube Model Resources and (isRelatedTo) Relations
3. The Resource Model
An extended resource model built on top of IS Model which aim to capture the different aspect
of the most common resources needed in a Research Data Infrastructure has been defined. The
model get the name of gCube Model. gCube is an open-source software toolkit used for building
and operating data infrastructures [2] enabling the data sharing and reuse [3]. gCube is
developed and maintained by CNR-ISTI.
3.1 Resources
A Resource Type can be identified as Abstract. This means that cannot be instantiated. It is
expected that one of its specializations are instantiated. It is not required that an Abstract class
establishes an isIdentifiedBy relation with a Facet.
Seven resource typologies have been identified and defined (cf. Fig. 2), namely Dataset, Actor,
Schema, Configuration Template, Site, Service, and Software. In some cases these typologies have
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been further specialized to capture specific entities, e.g. Concrete Dataset is a sub-type of
Dataset, E-Servcie is a subtype of Service. In the reminder of this section the defined Resources
are described.
Dataset
A DataSet is any set of digital objects representing data and treated collectively as a unit. It is not
only the key resource of a Research Data Infrastructure but we could affirm that is the reason
why a Research Data Infrastructure is created. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Identifier Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : this facet captures information on Identifiers
(other than the ones automatically generated by the system) that can be attached to the
dataset, e.g. for discovery purpose;
● Contact Facet : this facet captures information on a point of contact for the dataset, i.e. a
person or a department serving as the coordinator or focal point of information concerning
the dataset. There are diverse points of contact that can be associated to the dataset and the
role of the association is captured by using a specific consistsOf relation e.g. to represent the
owner, the responsible, the creator, the curator, the maintainers and any contributors of the
dataset;
● Access Point Facet : this facet captures information on an “access point” of a dataset, i.e. any
web-based endpoint to programmatically interact with the resource via a known protocol. It
represent the access point to use for having access to the dataset. The embargo state can be
modeled through access policy defined in the consistsOf relation;
● License Facet : this facet captures information on any license associated with the dataset to
capture the policies governing its exploitation and use. The duration of license (if any) can be
captured expiry date property defined in the consistsOf relation;
● Provenance Facet : this facet captures information on provenance/lineage of associated with
the dataset;
● Coverage Facet this facet captures information on the extent of the dataset, i.e. any aspect
aiming at capturing an indicator of the amount/area the resource covers be it a geospatial
area, a temporal area, or any other "area". Any temporal coverage information characterising
the content of the dataset, e.g. the time-span covered by the dataset can be described with
this facet associated to the dataset with a specific consistsOf relation. Any geospatial
coverage information characterising the content of the dataset, e.g. the area covered by the
dataset can be described with this facet associated to the dataset with a specific consistsOf
relation;
● Descriptive Metadata Facet : this facet captures information on descriptive metadata to be
associated with the dataset, e.g. for discovery purposes;
● Subject Facet : this facet captures information on subjects associated with the dataset for
descriptive and discovery purposes.
A Dataset can be correlated to another Dataset (see isCorrelatedTo relation Fig. 2).
Concrete Dataset
Concrete Dataset (specialization of Dataset) is any incarnation/manifestation of a dataset or part
of it. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Identifier Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : the set of Identifiers associated with the
concrete dataset instance;
● Contact Facet : the contact information of the entity responsible for the maintenance of the
concrete dataset;
● Access Point Facet : the access point to use for having access to the concrete dataset.
A Concrete Dataset is part of a Dataset (see isPartOf relation Fig. 2).
Actor
Actor (Abstract) is any entity (human or machine) playing an active role in a Research Data
Infrastructure. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Contact Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : an Actor has at least a Contact Facet which
permit to identify the Actor per se. An Actor can have other Contact Facets which provide
secondary contact information;
● Contact Reference Facet : this facet captures information on the primary and authoritative
contact for the resource it is associated with.
This Resource is used from Dataset to indicates the involved Actors by using specialization (see
involves relation in Fig. 2).
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Legal Body
A Legal Body (specialization of Actor) is any legal entity playing the role of an Actor.
Person
A Person (specialization of Actor) is any human playing the role of Actor.
Please note that a person can belongs to a legal body (see belongsTo relation Fig. 2).
Schema
Schema any reference schema to be used to specify values compliant with it. Examples include
controlled vocabularies, ontologies, etc. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Schema Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : this facet captures information on any
schema associated with a resource. There are diverse type of schema that can be associated
to the schema each one is capture by a dedicated schema facet specialization i.e. JSON
Schema Facet, XML Schema Facet;
● Contact Facet : this facet captures information on a point of contact for the Schema;
● Descriptive Metadata Facet : this facet captures information on descriptive metadata to be
associated with the schema, e.g. for discovery purposes;
● Subject Facet : this facet captures information on subjects associated with the schema for
descriptive and discovery purposes.
This resource is mainly used by Dataset to evidence that is compliant with a Schema (see
isCompliantWith relation Fig. 2).
Configuration Template
Configuration Template represents a template for a configuration. It describe how a
configuration has to be realized. E.g. Used to define the accounting configuration parameters
template. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Identifier Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : the set of Identifiers associated with the
configuration template instance;
● Simple Property Facet : This facet captures information on any property by a simple namevalue pair.
Configuration
Configuration (specialization of Configuration Template) an instance of a configuration template
characterising the behaviour and shape of the resource it is attached to.
The Configuration can be related to the template it derives to (see isDerivationOf relation Fig. 2).
Site
Site is an entity representing the location (physical or virtual) hosting and providing the resources
associated with it. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Identifier Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : the set of Identifiers associated with the site
instance;
● Contact Facet : There are diverse points of contact that can be associated to the site and the
role of the association is captured by using a specific consistsOf relation e.g. to represent the
manager and the maintainers of the site;
● Location Facet : this facet captures information on a physical area characterising the resource
it is associated with e.g. the gps coordinates of the site or the geographical address of the
site. This should not be confused with Coverage Facet.
● Networking Facet : this facet captures information on any (computer) network
interface/access point associated with the resource. A site has one or more ip subnet to
address the machines in the site.
Any Site is owned by an Actor (see isOwnedBy relation Fig. 2).
Service
Service (Abstract) represents any typology of Service worth registering in the infrastructure. It is
characterized by the following facets:
● Descriptive Metadata Facet : any descriptive information associated with the service, e.g. for
discovery purposes;
● Subject Facet : any subject / tag associated with the service for descriptive, cataloguing and
discovery purposes;
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● Capability Facet : this facet captures a defined facility for performing a specified task
supported/offered by a given Service.
Any specializations of Service can: manage a dataset or its specialization such as concrete dataset
(see manages relation Fig. 2); be customized from a Configuration (see isCustomizedBy relation
Fig. 2); require another Service to properly operates (see callsFor relation Fig. 2);
E-Service
E-Service (specialization of Service) is any working service that is registered in the infrastructure
and made available by an Access Point. It is characterized by the following facets:
● Software Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : this facet captures information on any
software associated with the resource. The one associated associated with isIdenfiedBy
represent the main software enabling the E-Service capabilities (this facet is the one
identifying the E-Service);
● Software Facet : software available in the E-Service environment that characterizes the
specific E-Service instance;
● Access Point Facet : identify the endpoints of the E-Service;
● Event Facet : this facet captures information on a certain event / happening characterising
the current status and the life cycle of the E-Service events (e.g. Activation Time, Deployment
Time);
● Service State Facet : this facet captures information on the current operational state of the EService it is associated with (e.g. started, ready, down, failed);
● License Facet : this facet captures information on any license associated with the E-Service to
capture the policies governing its exploitation and use.
Any E-Service or its specializations can be related with other E-Service because it: discovers
another E-Service for example to check the availability (see discovers relation Fig. 2); uses
another E-Service to accomplish its tasks (see uses relation Fig. 2).
Please note that both relations are specializations of callsFor relation.
Running Plugin
Running Plugin (specialization of E-Service) is any instance of a Plugin deployed and running by
an E-Service. This knowledge is expressed by isActivatedBy relation (see Fig. 2).
Hosting Node
Hosting Node (specialization of Service) is any server\machine playing the role of "Hosting
Node", i.e., being capable to host and operate an E-Service. This knowledge is expressed by hosts
relations (see Fig. 2). Hosting Node is characterized by the following facets:
● Networking Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : this facet captures information on any
(computer) network interface/access point associated with the resource. It define the
Network ID characterising the Hosting Node;
● CPU Facet : this facet captures information on the Central Processing Unit of the resource it is
associated;
● Memory Facet : this facet captures information on computer memory equipping the resource
and its usage such as the persistent memory (i.e. the Disk Space Capacity of the Hosting
Node) or the volatile memory (the RAM Capacity of the Hosting Node);
● Event Facet : this facet captures information on a certain event / happening characterising
the life cycle of the Hosting Node, e.g. the activation time;
● Container State Facet : this facet captures information on the operational status of the
Hosting Node (e.g. started, ready, certified, down, failed);
● Simple Property Facet : this facet captures information by a simple <key, value> pair property
worth associating with the Hosting Node, e.g. Environment Variables;
● Software Facet : this facet captures information on any software associated with the Hosting
Node. Useful to report the hosted software such as the operating system.
Any hosting node is located in a site which provides the management facilities to create,
maintains and dismiss it. This knowledge is expressed by isManagedBy relation (see Fig. 2).
Virtual Service
Virtual Service (specialization of Service) is an abstract service (non physically existing service)
worth being represented as an existing Service for management purposes. Examples of usage
include cases where classes or set of services are to be managed like an existing unit.
Software
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Any Software entity worth being represented for management purposes. It is characterized by
the following facets:
● Software Facet (associated with isIdentifiedBy) : Software coordinates which identify the
Software per se;
● Software Facet : Apart the one connected by the isIdentifiedBy relation the others identify
the sw in other way e.g. (Maven coordinates);
● Access Point Facet : identify endpoint useful for software download, documentation, source
code etc e.g. links to maven artifact on public maven repositories, javadoc, wiki, svn;
● License Facet : the Software License characterizing its possible exploitation and use eg EUPL,
LGPL, GPL, Apache2;
● State Facet : This facet captures information on state to be associated with the resource.
State is captured by any controlled vocabulary which is an integral part of the facet e.g.
Deprecated, Active, Obsolete;
● Capability Facet : any facility supported/offered by the Software.
Any Service or its specializations can : depends on other software (see dependsOn relation Fig. 2);
be configured by a configuration template (see isConfiguredBy relation Fig. 2);
Moreover: Any E-Service runs a certain software (see runs relation Fig. 2); Any hosting hode
provides its capabilities thank to a certain software (see isPoweredBy relation Fig. 2).
Plugin
A piece of Software extending the capabilities of another Software (main) and requiring the main
Software to be executed. The relation between main software and plugin is expressed by
isPluginOf relation (see Fig. 2).
4. Conclusion
Research Data Infrastructures are complex systems called to offer services for Research Data
Management. In order to meet this goal their developers and managers as well as their
constituents (systems on its own) need to be provided with a constantly update and
comprehensive description of the datasets to be managed and the associated resources (e.g.
other datasets, services, people, machines) that are “available” at a given point in time. Capturing
this information need poses a number of challenges including to deal with the heterogeneous
and evolving nature of both the typologies and descriptions of the resources of interest. This
paper described both a core model and a comprehensive model to capture the information
needs arising in a Research Data Infrastructure when managing Research Data.
Such a model has been used by D4Science infrastructure in the context of BlueBRIDGE and
PARTHENOS european projects.
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D4Humanities: Deposit of Dissertation Data in Social
Sciences & Humanities – A Project in Digital Humanities
Joachim Schöpfel, GERiiCO Laboratory, University of Lille
Hélène Prost, CNRS, associate GERiiCO Laboratory, France
Abstract
Following our work on research data and electronic theses and dissertations since 2013, we are
conducting a new research project between 2017 and 2018 called D4Humanities with three
objectives – to develop the research data management and stewardship on our campus, to gain
better insight into the nature of research data in social sciences and humanities and to produce
empirical evidence on the development of dissertations. In particular, the project contains three
components:
1. Qualitative survey on behaviours and knowledge in the field of research data with 50 scientists
from the University of Lille Social Sciences and Humanities Department, with a special focus on
the FAIR guiding principles of scientific data management and stewardship.
2. The creation of a workflow for the submission of research data related to PhD dissertations
(deposit, preservation and dissemination of data via the NAKALA service Huma-Num)
3. Two conceptual studies on the definition and typology of research data in SSH and on the
development of dissertations in the environment of e-Science and Open Science (content,
format, structure, requirements).
In the following we present some preliminary results, in particular from the survey and from the
conceptual studies, in order to enhance the understanding of research data in SSH and of the
development of dissertations.
Acknowledgment: The project receives funding from the European Institute of Social Sciences and
Humanities (MESHS Lille) and from the Regional Council (Conseil Régional Hauts-de-France). We
would like to thank the D4Humanities project team for their contribution to the research
underlying this paper, in particular Cécile Malleret, Eric Kergosien and Leslie Hyacinthe.
Keywords PhD dissertations, research data, digital humanities, open access, open science, social
sciences and humanities
Introduction
For more than ten years, one part of our professional and scientific work has been focused on
PhD dissertations as one major document type of academic grey literature. We started with
research on their production and findability (Paillassard et al. 2005) and then moved on to
questions related to their accessibility, especially in the environment of electronic theses and
dissertations (ETD), open access (OA) and institutional repositories (Schöpfel 2013, Schöpfel &
Prost 2013, Schöpfel et al. 2015c). Three years ago, we began to study the research data
produced by PhD students and submitted as complementary material together with the
dissertation (Schöpfel et al. 2014), trying to establish the link between grey literature and eScience in the field of ETDs. Our first questions were (are) operational: what could and should be
done with this material, how can it be stored and preserved for a longer time, what are the
conditions for sharing, publishing and reuse? However, these practical questions always included
conceptual elements, about the definition and typology of data, about their identification and
description, about their relationship with dissertations, and about the development of
dissertations themselves and their potential for reuse with content mining tools. Because of the
complexity of the field, we limited our research to the disciplines of social sciences and
humanities (SSH).
1
In 2017 we launched a two-year project called D4Humanities in order to transform our research
work into operational service development on the campus and to enhance our knowledge of
data and dissertation. The basic question is how to enable the exploration of research data in
social sciences and humanities (textual or oral corpus, raw data, images...) with digital
technologies (text and data mining, mapping, visualization ...) to convey a new meaning? The
project D4Humanities is part of the Digital Humanities and a continuation of the recent research
of the GERIICO laboratory and its partners at the University of Lille Humanities and Social
Sciences (academic library, SSH graduate school, digitization centre ANRT...) with the objective of
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accelerating the research data management project in particular for PhD students and young
researchers, and of fostering the preparation of an international research project.
We started our project in March 2017, and it will continue until fall 2018. So what we will do here
is deliver some preliminary results on data behaviour and data management, including the
development of a workflow for ETD related datasets, and first conceptual work on data and
dissertations. This will be followed by an invitation to join our research consortium.
Data literacy (survey)
In 2015, we conducted a campus-wide survey at the University of Lille on research data
management in social sciences and humanities. The survey received 270 responses, equivalent to
15% of all scientists, scholars, PhD students and administrative and technical staff; all disciplines
were represented. The responses showed a wide variety of data, practice and usage; some
differences seem related to job status and disciplines. Generally, 20-25% of the sample can be
considered as pioneers in data management and sharing, and 25-30% are motivated; only 5-10%
appear reluctant to make their data available (Schöpfel & Prost 2016).
On the basis of the results of this first survey, we prepared a small qualitative survey with
academic “volunteers” on the Lille SSH campus, among researchers and PhD students from
various disciplines. We wanted to gain more insight in personal research data management
behaviour and data literacy, in particular those contributing to the compliance with the FAIR
principles for data management (Wilkinson et al. 2016). The investigation is not over; for the
moment, we have conducted 27 interviews with researchers from history, archaeology, literature
and language studies, psychology and information sciences. First results and comments:
Interest and motivation: finding volunteers on the campus was not easy this time; obviously, for
many colleagues RDM is not a “hot topic” to spend one hour or more in a semi-directive
interview on data practice and literacy. At least, it does not appear as priority or relevant.
Funding agencies: one half of the volunteering respondents (14) has conducted or participated in
one or more research projects funded by the European Commission (H2020 program) and/or the
French National Research Agency (ANR programs). But only 10 have knowledge of requirements
(such as of the H2020 program), guidelines or recommendations for RDM.
Privacy: 13 respondents use or produce personal data as defined by the French CNIL commission,
or confidential data. 6 submitted a research protocol to the university's ethics committee.
Standards, description: 8 participants reported assigning codes to their data, 9 people have
already drafted a data management plan, and 5 participants follow standards for describing their
data.
Dissemination and sharing: data collection, analysis and storage are often carried out by the
researcher him/herself or together with the research team. 16 participants agree to share their
data with others, which means above all with other colleagues from the project team. 10
participants have already submitted their data to an online server, 2 others intend to do so; only
one refuses for security reasons.
Need for advice: generally, the respondents need advice on querying databases, formatting and
naming data; they seek advice on licensing and legal protection of sensitive data; they want to
know more about the services offered by the deposit platforms. So far, they have been seeking
advice on RDM not at the library but with people from the IT department (system security,
storage) and from the ethics committee.
Need for data services: the services requested by the researchers relate mainly to the different
aspects related to data storage: to know what data to store, under which formats, on which
server, with which guarantees of duration and security. They want to encourage exchanges
between researchers and information professionals.
So far, we have observed very large differences between disciplines and research domains, but
also between research methods and tools in the same field. Some scientists have a long
experience with RDM and apply standard and transparent data procedure, even if they do not
always call it RDM. This data literacy can mainly be explained by legal issues (privacy laws,
especially in psychology, education, sociology, and projects in public health) or ethics rules, less
(up to now) by requirements from funding agencies. However, application of standards in RDM
remains exceptional, such as data publishing and sharing. We did not encounter significant
reluctance or even opposition to RDM and data sharing, but rather ignorance or lack of interest.
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Data workflow
2
Similar to other ETD projects we are developing a local workflow for the deposit of research data
by PhD students. The main characteristics of this workflow are:
 Data and dissertations are submitted on different servers,
 The local deposit is interconnected with existing infrastructures, in particular with the French
SSH data platform NAKALA,
 Data and dissertations are stored and preserved on various platforms but linked via their
metadata and identifiers.
Figure 1 shows the workflow and the separation of data and dissertations from the beginning on
(deposit). The guiding principle was to provide an interface (with technical assistance) on our
campus for the deposit of research data on the NAKALA platform of the national infrastructure
for SSH communities. For a detailed description, see Schöpfel et al. (2017b).

Figure 1: Local ETD/data workflow
Our intention is to offer young scientists a “default solution”, complementary to existing
disciplinary data repositories, accompanied by technical assistance and a PhD training program
for research data management delivered by our Graduate School.
The preparation and development of the workflow raised several issues, some of them familiar to
the grey community:
 Granularity: what exactly should be defined as a dataset for deposit? We have discussed this
question in two communications (Schöpfel et al. 2016, 2017a). There are no clear rules or
guidelines. The pragmatic solution is to accept datasets on a granularity level which makes
sense for understanding (validation) and reuse, and to allow deposit of dataset collections
with a hierarchical structure.
 Data structure and description: how are data to be described and structured? Our option is
to apply the Metadata Encoding & Transmission Standard of the Library of Congress.
 Identifier: which unique identifier should be used for the datasets? Even if France is part of
the DataCite consortium for the assignment of DOIs, we opt for the handle system which is
applied by the Huma-Num infrastructure but remain open for future adoption of the DOI.
 Legal aspects: we anticipate legal issues like copyright, third party rights, privacy etc. Our
approach is twofold: we provide legal advice as part of the library's data service, and we ask
the students to provide a declaration (template) that they have the permission to upload the
datasets on NAKALA.
 Quality: the question was raised about the quality of datasets. Should all datasets provided
by PhD students be accepted? Should we set up a kind of validation procedure? If so, which
criteria should be applied? Who should evaluate? For the moment, we will not filter
submitted data files otherwise than by formal criteria (size, format...), similar to other
projects and data repositories. But the question remains open.
2

For instance, the ETDplus project funded by Educopia https://educopia.org/research/grants/etdplus and the workflow at
the University of Bielefeld, see Vompras & Schirrwagen (2015)
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The tests of the new workflow started end of September. The workflow will be operational in
2018.
Data definition
But what exactly are data and datasets? The issue was raised during the preparation of the data
workflow. Therefore, we carry out a conceptual analysis of the meaning and content of the term
of research data as a vital complement to the workflow development and survey. The first results
were presented during a workshop at the University of Toulouse in May 2017 (Schöpfel et al.
2017a). Figure 2 resumes the main characteristics of our approach which is based on a synthesis
of recent French and international reviews and definitions.

Figure 2: Elements of a data definition
We can identify five key elements of research data:
1. Link to the concept of big data: even if one part of research data is considered as small or
3
“smart” data, the link with the “3 V’s” of the big data is always present , in particular the
diversity of data, their large number and size and the continuous stream of data input and
output.
2. Factual nature: definitions of research data often insist on their factual nature, at least
implicit, as primary material in need for processing, analysis and interpretation. This often
implies a more or less detailed typology of data.
3. The link to community: research data are embedded in disciplinary and institutional context,
are specific to large instruments, research infrastructures and scientific domains.
4. Finality: research data are also embedded in the research process (cycle), are dynamic, with
different functions and requirements. The most basic distinction is between input and
output, primary and secondary data, data as resources and data as results of scientific work.
Among the various functions, the most important (in a mainly STI and library perspective) are
the validation of results and hypotheses (replication) and their preservation along with
publications.
5. Recording: the need for recording (curation, preservation) is the last key element of research
data definitions. Part of the research data management, data curation raises issues like
granularity, identification and data arborescence (hierarchical structure of data and
datasets).

3

See the consensual definition on big data by De Mauro et al. 2016: “Big Data is the Information asset characterized by
such a High Volume, Velocity and Variety to require specific Technology and Analytical Methods for its transformation into
Value”.
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4

Actually, we complete this synthesis with an assessment of the re3data typology, their
distribution and definition especially in the field of social sciences and humanities. Special
attention is paid to the content of large data types (raw data, images) and the “other” categories
5
of the more than 500 repositories in SSH.
Data impact: evolution of PhD dissertations
The fourth and last work package of the D4Humanities project is intimately associated with the
research and debates in the grey community. Our question is: how does the new environment of
research data management and text and data mining impact the characteristics and
requirements of ETDs? The discussion is open whether or not PhD dissertations should still be
considered as grey literature in the digital age and how (Schöpfel & Rasuli 2017); but it seems
obvious that the potential of text and data mining and the availability of datasets related to
dissertations will have (or already have) substantial effects on the writing, content, format,
length and submission and processing of dissertations, perhaps even on their legal status and
licensing.
In the past years, we tried to assess which kind of data are related to PhD dissertations, especially
in social sciences and humanities, how they are linked to the dissertation and how they should be
curated (Prost et al. 2015, Schöpfel et al. 2015a, b); furthermore, we started to re-examine the
meaning of dissertations in the light of text and data mining, considering dissertations as data
(Schöpfel et al.2016). Content mining tends to make the borders between text and data
increasingly blurred, even insignificant, and revives the discussion on the distinction between
publications (documents) and data.
The D4Humanities project contributes to this research field from a special perspective, i.e. the
guidelines, prescriptions and laws ruling the writing and submission of digital PhD dissertations.
In 2018, the project team will conduct a landscape study together with academic and corporate
partners, including a state of the art on recent research and papers on dissertations and data and
a small-scale survey on the development of PhD prescriptions.
Perspectives
This last work package is just a beginning. In fact, its objective is threefold:
1. An overview on ongoing research in order to define questions and hypotheses for further
research.
2. The setting up of a scientific consortium around a core project team (GERiiCO laboratory at
Lille and Institute of Scientific Networking at Oldenburg).
3. And third, the preparation of an international research project on new forms of PhD
dissertations, with European (H2020) or French-German funding (ANR/DFG). For the time
being, the project’s code name is xDiss, for “Special Dissertations”.
Therefore our conclusion is an appeal to the members of the grey community: if you are
interested, contact us and join our consortium.

4

The international registry of research data repositories, available at http://www.re3data.org/
See Kindling et al. (2017) for some general elements of these repositories. Our own results are stored on a wiki and
available on request at http://d4hdata.pbworks.com
5
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Video is the new Grey
Bastian Drees and Margret Plank,
National Library of Science and Technology, Germany
Abstract
Conference reports are a crucial source of information as they document the current state of
research in a scientific community. Additionally, it is becoming more and more common practice
to record and publish conference talks. These videos are an important element of contemporary
scientific output. However, no sustainable standard has yet been established for handling these
media types. While libraries have well-established procedures for collecting textual conference
reports as part of the grey literature, comparable procedures for audio-visual conference
recordings have not yet been established.
1. Introduction
Conference reports and conference proceedings are a crucial source of information as they
document the current state of research in a scientific community. Moreover, these documents
are mostly grey literature. However, in addition to printed conference proceedings, it has
become more and more common practice to record and subsequently publish conference talks.
As such, these videos are also an important element of contemporary scientific output and thus
part of the cultural heritage. However, no sustainable standard has yet been established for
handling these documents. Essentially, all of these videos are either published on commercial
platforms like YouTube or Vimeo, on the conference webpage or not at all. Therefore, they are
truly grey material.
While libraries have well-established procedures for collecting textual conference reports as part
of the grey literature, comparable procedures for audio-visual conference recordings have not
yet been established. On the other hand, according to the Meeting & EventBarometer 2016 [GCB
2016], more than half of the hosts and organizers express a need for action in setting up virtual
platforms that complement the real life event.
Against this backdrop, we conducted an analysis of the needs and demands of conference hosts,
organizers and service providers regarding audiovisual recordings. Qualitative interviews were
conducted among 36 respondents to find out how widespread conference recordings are in
engineering and the natural sciences. The aim was to determine the status quo and future
demand concerning the production, publishing and re-use of conference videos. Furthermore, we
wanted to obtain information on the use of these materials and about potential needs for
support.
Here we present the results of the interviews (section 2) and report how these findings are used
to improve the existing services of TIB and to extend the range of services offered (section 3).
Regarding the first aspect, the results of this study are especially used to improve the workflows
and services offered in the TIB AV-Portal (https://av.tib.eu), a web-based platform for qualitytested scientific videos such as conference recordings. Regarding the second aspect, TIB has
decided to establish a conference recording service which will start operating in 2018.
1

2. Results of the Study
Building on a large scale study performed by TIB regarding the information procurement and
publishing behaviour in science and technology [Einbock 2017], we conducted an analysis of the
needs and demands of conference hosts, organizers and service providers regarding audiovisual
recordings. For this purpose, we prepared a questionnaire as an interview guide that was used in
the interviews. The questionnaire asks for the status quo in production and publication of
conference recordings, as well as for problems and requirements. Qualitative interviews were
conducted among 36 respondents to find out how widespread conference recordings are in
engineering and the natural sciences. Furthermore, we wanted to obtain information on the use
of these materials and about potential needs for support. The 36 respondents can be divided into
three different groups, namely conference hosts, conference organizers and service providers for
audiovisual recordings, i.e. non-profit or commercial video production services. Among the
respondents, 20 were in the first group (hosts), ten in the second (organizers) and six in the third
group (AV service providers; cf. Fig.1).
1

Survey results available at: https://doi.org/10.22000/64
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Fig. 1: The 36 respondents can be divided into three different groups, namely conference
organizers, conference hosts and service providers for audiovisual recordings. Among the 36
respondents, 20 are conference hosts, ten are conference organizers and six service providers for
audiovisual recordings.
2.1 Status quo of conference recordings
We asked the 30 conference hosts and organizers whether they already recorded the
conferences in the past or if recordings were planned for the future (note: AV service providers
were not asked this question as all of them produce video recordings). Almost half (47%) of the
respondents stated that they already produced conference recordings (40%) or are planning to
do so in the future (7%); see Fig.2 (top). The results differ largely depending on the subject areas
of the conference. Ranging from 33% in chemistry to 89% in computer science; cf. Fig.2 (bottom).
Interestingly, these numbers show a similar trend as can be observed in the level of
dissemination of open access publications in the respective field [Köhler 2017, Piwowar 2017,
Archambault 2014]. Köhler 2017 reports that biology and medicine have the widest coverage of
open access publications followed by mathematics and physics and chemistry being the discipline
with the fewest open access articles. While this agrees with the ranking order observed in our
survey, two disciplines differ from this order. Engineering and computer science are disciplines in
which we found conference recordings to be widespread while Köhler reports that these
disciplines have fewer Open Access publications. This correlation may be explained by the
existence of different scientific cultures regarding the free sharing of research results. The two
outliers may be explained in the way that both disciplines have a strong focus on conferences and
therefore also have a larger number of conference recordings. However, the reasons for the
subject-specific differences in both open access publications and conference recordings need to
be examined more closely in order to be able to make reliable statements about the topic.

Fig. 2: Almost half (47%) of the respondents stated that they already produced conference
recordings or are planning to do so in the future (top). The results differ largely between subject
areas, ranging from 33% in chemistry to 89% in computer science (bottom)
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According to the survey, opening events, workshops and panel discussions are recorded in
addition to classic conference talks (see Fig. 3). The number of talks at scientific conferences
varies between 10 and 300. Many organizers reported that they did not have sufficient financial
resources regarding personnel and technology for production and post-production of the
recordings. For cost reasons they often decide to have only the most important plenary talks
recorded in full and to have them edited. 54% of the respondents that produce recordings stated
that they also provide livestreams. Further respondents would like to create livestreams as well,
but for cost reasons decide against it.
As reported by the respondents, no common standards have yet been established for the
production process itself. Standards can be, for example, how many cameras and microphones
are typically recorded and how the cameras are placed. Sometimes the camera only records the
speaker and sometimes with an auditorium in the picture. In some cases cameras are positioned
in a static manner, while in other cases they move along with the speaker. There are also
respondents who film slides and presenters with the same camera, while other record the
speaker and the presentation signal separately. For this purpose, a video signal (lecturer) and an
HDMI signal are combined.
The most common publishing platforms are the corresponding conference website (92%) and
YouTube (46%); cf. Fig.4 (top, left). Some of those interviewed said that they tried to develop a
business model which provided the videos onto a password-protected member area, offering
packages for a certain amount of money per talk. However, this business model was not accepted
by the users and therefore they decided against this model.
2
If a licence is assigned at all, the freely accessible AV recordings use Creative Commons licenses .
It is taken for granted by most of the respondents that the speaker's permission to publish the
video must be obtained. When it comes to formats, a standard Full HD video format (e. g.. mp4,.
flv/. swf,. mov) is used in most cases.

Fig. 3: If conference recordings are produced, conference talks are always among the events
recorded. Additionally, opening events, workshops and panel discussions are also recorded in
many cases.
None of the respondents said they used persistent identifiers (DOI); cf. Fig.4 (top, right). The
addition of Metadata and subtitles is only common practice among conference hosts (80%) and
not among conference organisers. Also none of the previously mentioned groups said they
published the data as linked-(open)-data in e.g. standard RDF (Resource description framework),
so that they are machine readable and can be used by third parties.The interviewed conference
recording service provider reported that they carried out post-production to a certain extend
such as description of the AV Media in standard RDF (33%) and tagging (50%). Moreover it is
implicitly assumed by all groups that publishing the videos on commercial platforms like YouTube
or Vimeo means that they are digitally preserved for a long period of time.

2

https://creativecommons.org/
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2.2 Problems and requirements
After the respondents were asked about the current status, we asked the interviewees about
problems and requirements. While most respondents (69%) stated that they are satisfied with
the current situation, the biggest potential for improvement is seen in speed and efficiency (62%)
concerning the production and publication process followed by financial costs (38%). The most
important aspects during video production and publication are rapid, cost-efficient and simple
procedures that are at the same time sustainable; cf. Fig.4 (bottom, left). After publication
visibility, long-term accessibility and quality of the material are the most important concerns; cf.
Fig.4 (bottom, right).
It may seem unexpected that 69% of the respondents name sustainability and long-term
accessibility among the most important aspects regarding the fact that no persistent identifiers
are used and the conference website or YouTube are the main publishing platforms. Publishing
conference recordings on commercial platforms like YouTube or Vimeo, where videos are
provided with little or no metadata is not sustainable and therefore inadequate for scientific
results. It is unclear how long content will be archived on those platforms and how it can be cited
consistently. This makes the search for and the re-use of conference recordings difficult and
valuable scientific information remains hidden or gets lost [Drees 2016].
Asked why they don't use persistent identifiers, just under half said they hadn't heard of it yet.
Among the rest, lack of infrastructure and high costs were mentioned as reasons for non-use.
However, all respondents regard the use of DOIs as useful.

Fig. 4: Top row: In most cases conference recordings are published on the conference website or
YouTube (left). Accordingly none of the respondents assigns DOIs (or other persistent identifiers)
to the videos (right). Bottom row: Most important aspects named by respondents regarding the
audiovisual material (left) and the publication process (right).
3. Comprehensive Conference Recording Service
Based on the results of the survey, TIB will continue to expand its service portfolio and establish a
conference recording service, which includes on-demand recording and publication in the TIB AV
portal (av.tib.eu). The TIB AV-Portal [Plank 2016] was developed in 2014 and provides an open
access platform for sharing scientific videos, computer visualisations, simulations, experiments
and conference recordings under CC licences. The automatic video analysis of the portal includes
not only structural analysis (shot boundary detection) but also text, speech, and image
recognition and semantic annotation. Automatic indexing describes the videos at the segment
level, enabling pinpoint searches in the videos. All videos are allocated a digital object identifier
(DOI) so that they can be referenced clearly even by the second (with a media fragment
identifier). Moreover, videos in the TIB AV-Portal are digitally preserved.
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The TIB AV-Portal provides the ideal infrastructure to host, find and reuse conference recordings.
It’s a single access point for videos from different conferences and years. Additionally, conference
videos are linked to the corresponding proceedings [Drees 2017].
A pilot project of the Conference Recording Service will take place in 2018, after which the
service is to be gradually expanded in line with demand. The service packages of the first phase
include:
 Basic offer package: Conference video service (on-demand recording and publication in the
TIB AV portal) without customization (graphic elements)
 Standard offer package: conference video service (on-demand recording and delivery in the
AV portal) with customization
 Complete package: Conference video service (on-demand recording and publication in the
AV portal) with two cameras, e. g. for recordings with higher technical and creative demands.
 A live streaming of the contributions will be offered in the second phase
4. Conclusion
Video recordings of conference talks are becoming more and more common in the scientific
communities (although there are huge differences between subjects). While aspects such as
long-term accessibility and sustainability are considered very important, persistent identifiers,
like DOIs, are scarcely used and videos mainly uploaded on the conference website or YouTube.
Libraries should start here and provide reliable, free and open infrastructures for audiovisual
media. The TIB AV-Portal (av.tib.eu) is such an infrastructure that guarantees the digital
preservation of videos and uses persistent identifiers.
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Apps & Codes: Making profiles for fluid publishing contents
Flavia Cancedda, CNR, National Research Council - Central Library, ISSN National Centre
Luisa De Biagi, CNR, National Research Council - Central Library, OpenGREY Network, Italy
Abstract
Apps are one of the most used digital publishing tools and convey intellectual contents for
innumerable functionalities. App programs present technical characteristics different from each
other, depending on the intellectual content for which they are profiled and made available. In
publishing field, apps that convey traditional editorial products disclose the maximum of their
innovative potential in representing the interface of continuously updating products (such as
newsletters, magazines, newspapers, guides and tourist maps, blogs, open/e-gov/research data
systems and related data-bases, clinical trials, forums and websites with specific matter or
content, etc.). If apps are the interface software – thus, the communication interface - of
publishing products, could it be possible to make them identifiable (and manageable) through the
same bibliographic codes used for the corresponding traditional publishing products (e.g., ISBN,
ISSN, DOI, etc.)? We think that when apps show and preserve the essential bibliographic
identifying data, the answer could be no less than positive.
The goal of this study is to show, through a comparative analysis of National and European casestudies and best practices examples, how the potential public usefulness (not only commercial but
also informative) of a bibliographic identification for apps is similar to the usefulness recognized
in case of traditional publishing products, opening new scenarios and results also for grey
products: a new traceability skill could be established for apps containing permanent references,
traditionally considered necessary for the identification of editorial objects (title, publisher, year,
updating mode or frequency, etc.); traceability through numerical codes would allow also easier
dissemination, marketing, indexing processes by search engines, portals and sales store, up to
make indexing tools for bibliographic services and librarians more specific and professional.
Apps&codes
Apps are one of the most used digital publishing tools… and convey intellectual contents for
innumerable functionalities. We would like to start from this statement – basic and almost
obvious - to introduce a subject that is increasingly focusing in publishing environment.
Preventively, it’s better to emphasize that we are here conceptually moving within publishing
and media area or environment: we do not mean to refer to apps outside of this context or to
apps providing non-editorial services (e.g.: games, advertising or promotional tools, information
on transport timetables, personal physical functions monitoring, weather forecast etc.), neither
to apps whose function is only to facilitate the connections of mobile devices to traditional
websites. Moving within the publishing industry, we hereby present the knowledge and therefore
1
the practical experience of the ISSN Italian Center (member of the International ISSN Network ):
for its function, it occupies a privileged point of observation on the panorama of publishing
innovations.
ISSN National Centers deal with registering and identifying serial publications (magazines,
newspapers, monographic series, websites or updating databases, and so on...). Centers operate
in a field of activity undoubtedly relevant to librarianship, also strongly focused on the techniques
of bibliographic identification (more than on bibliographic description, subject indexing or other
specific library activities). ISSN Centers are also particularly involved in the application policies of
those techniques, keeping constantly in touch with the changing international phenomena of
publishing. For many years, there were questions in identifying digital (online)
editorial/intellectual products with features different from those typical of a magazine, a book, a
monographic series published or marketed online. A traditional online magazine, or book, or
monographic series keeps several editorial indicators – a kind of signposting, the paratextual
areas - borrowed from paper publishing: a homepage acts as a cover even when there is not
digital cover; one or more webpages dedicated to presentation, contacts, acting as a colophon;
another web page dedicated to the index, etc. It is not particularly difficult to assimilate
cataloging and identification of these products to that used for paper products: the physical
support difference makes it necessary to add or modify some descriptive details, but does not
1

The International Standard Serial Number Network is composed by 89 national Centers, and coordinated by the
International Center in Paris, www.issn.org.
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affect the possibility of circumscribing, and thus identifying these digital products, for all the
purposes for which an identification is useful.
But now we are not talking about an online magazine, which can also be searched by
smartphones or about an e-book, which can also be read in a tablet. Instead, we would like to
point out that the apps we frequently download on our devices are something more and
different from a "traditional" digital editorial product, even when they aim to convey a publishing
product that has a pretty traditional source. Apps are born as programs, not as "contents"; they
arise as a tool or vector, and not as "editorial form". In short, they allow you to use intellectual
content on the latest generation of devices: the programs that allow this type of use (via tablet,
e-book reader, iphone, smartphone...), with technological and usage parameters defined by the
type of device involved, are synthetically called "apps". There are, in fact, apps with a traditional
interface, which allow them to be optimally visualized on those devices but do not significantly
affect the editorial product they deliver: many e-books apps have these features. But there are
also "less-traditional" apps (those we are currently reflecting on) for app-native editorial products
where the intellectual or informational content has been profiled - we could say: editorially
imprinted, constructed - to exploit the technological potential of the app. Our work experience
leads us to meet more and more traditional editorial products that are substantially re-designed
to be used through apps and to exploit the undoubted technological advantages of apps: e.g.
newspapers or weekly magazines, scientific databases, thesauri, interactive manuals, guides and
tourist maps, personal directories or address books, commercial catalogs for sales, newsletters
focused about specific events (as fairs, meetings, exhibitions...), clinical case-studies directories,
multiplatform related to info services etc. Many of these types - and others - start from a
traditional editorial idea, but their content is assembled and reassembled through the
cooperation of different software components for managing interactions between the publisher,
other related content to which the publisher decides to allow access, and the operations of
interactive use by the end-user.
Especially regarding the continuous updating and the connectivity with other related digital
products or environments, the technology under the app is so incisive on the intellectual content
that it is legitimate to ask: are these “editorial” products actually so? and, if so, are they still
identifiable as such (i.e., by same tools and methodologies applied to more traditional products)?
If the answer were "no" we should admit that we are faced software: that is, we are facing
technological tools, probably intended to change in a short time, as well as all many other
technologies: software would not fall into our field of publishing experts; it would not be useful
to discuss whether and how to identify software using bibliographic methods.
However, we believe that the answer may be "yes": publishing products transmitted through
apps are editorial products, and it is possible - and useful - to describe/identify them using
bibliographic methods and tools. From our point of view, we can use bibliographic identification
codes (ISBN, ISSN, DOI etc.) to uniquely identify these products, provided these products present
the minimum bibliographic characteristics through which they can be identified.
According to the traditional cataloging praxis and bibliographic descriptive literature, the
minimum characteristics to identify with sufficient certainty an editorial product are: the product
has a title (words, phrases, characters or character groups on the product, intent on identifying it;
the title has to be detectable and constant even in following updates or serial outputs of the
same product); the product shows a copyright or an editorial responsibility; the product has one
or more dates of publication/release/update dates... and so on. If these bibliographic indicators
can easily be found in the editorial product delivered via app – e.g. an interactive tour guide that
helps us move around in a city, find places and services for us, memorize our preferences,
connect us to other information sources or allow chat and messaging - we are faced with an
editorial product recognizable and bibliographically identifiable through traditional tools as
international identification codes: an interactive tourist guide can be identified through ISBN and
also through DOI; and through ISSN too, if the guide explicitly declares its future updates (i.e. if it
assumes the characteristics of a serial publication).
We have just mentioned three international reference systems for bibliographic identification,
ISBN, ISSN, and DOI: the ISO standards underlying these systems indicate their very extensive
application without restrictions concerning digital environments. For example, the ISBN Manual,
par. 6.1 / 6.2 explicitly states: "Where a publication is available electronically (e.g., an e-book, ebook app, CD-ROM or publication available on the Internet), it will qualify for an ISBN provided
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that it contains text and is available to the public ... An ISBN may be used to identify a specific
software product that is intended for educational and / or instructional purposes, such as a
computer-based training product, provided that it is neither customizable nor requires data in
order to function "2. The ISO 3297 standard which regulates the ISSN system provides a very large
scenario: in fact, ISSN code can be assigned to continuous (=ongoing) integrating resources:
"Continuing resource that is added to or changed by means of updates that do not remain
discrete and are integrated into the whole"3.
More specifically and explicitly in the DOI Foundation's Factsheets4, several definitions and
statements confirm that DOI can be easily applied to editorial apps as well:
“DOI® is applicable to any object (= any entity or thing: physical, digital, or abstract; resources,
parties, licenses, etc.);
 is a digital Identifier of an object = network actionable identifier ("click on it and do
something")
 initial focus on entities was documents/media e.g., articles, data sets; now moving into
parties, licenses and other sectors
DOI® provides an actionable, interoperable, persistent link
 Actionable – through use of identifier syntax and network resolution mechanism (Handle
System®)
 Persistent – through combination of supporting improved handle infrastructure (registry,
proxy, etc.) and social infrastructure (obligations by Registration Agencies)
 Interoperable – through use of a data model providing semantic interoperability and
grouping mechanisms”.
After this quick overview on international bibliographic identification codes/tools - and therefore
on the feasibility of international identification of publishing apps – two questions are necessary,
which will affect the future of bibliographic treatment activities by international identification
Agencies:
Question 1): why an app should be bibliographically identified (i.e.: why to assign an ID code such
as ISBN or ISSN)?
Question 2): ... and, once answered to the previous question, is it practically advantageous to
identify an app by a numeric code?
Let us briefly answer the questions.
1) The bibliographic identification of an app - that has been explicitly requested by some
publishers - means allowing the publisher/distributor/provider to recognize their product
unequivocally for all bibliographic and commercial transactions, just like for a traditional
editorial product.
Of course, the unique identification can also be used as a prerequisite for attesting the validity
and/or the level of editorial quality or accuracy (quite similar as in the field of scientific publishing
when an editorial product to be considered for public funding should be identified by one of the
existing international bibliographic codes).
2) But why should a publisher, practically, want to identify an app (in the absence of legal
obligations or common and shared media practices that make it necessary or at least very
appropriate)? Why, for example, did a publisher ask us to identify with ISSN code a travel
guide that could be downloaded on smartphone, continuously updated and interactively
managed through apps? What would be a bibliographic identification code for, since an
interactive app would improbably have registered into a library catalog?
The reasons driving a publisher are connected to commercial and digital distribution procedures:
therefore, an international identification Agency would not identify an app for library purposes or
others purposes related to dissemination at cultural institutions such as libraries or
documentation centers, but because the unique identifier code given to the app would be used
as fil-rouge (or maybe Ariadne's thread) for each business publishing procedure: connecting first
2

ISBN User’s Manual, London, International ISBN Agency, 2012 (International ed.; sixth ed.), p. 13 <https://www.isbninternational.org/sites/default/files/ISBN%20Manual%202012%20-corr.pdf>
3
ISO 3297:2017, Information and documentation – International standard serial number, Geneva, International
Organization for Standardization, 2017, par. 3.3 (partially available at https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:3297:ed5:v1:en ).
4
https://www.doi.org/factsheets/DOIKeyFacts.html
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release and following releases of the product/app from the IT company to the publisher;
delivering the product by publisher to providers and different sales platforms; tracking sale or
release of the app and its updates for each buyer or user, and for each connected device;
facilitating credits access management and related interactive services; recognizing different
service levels according to purchasing/subscription levels; managing subscription procedures,
subsequent releases, “patches”; accounting the number of downloading; identifying the
commercial product/app for tax purposes, for distribution of revenues in connection with the
different industrial or intellectual property rights quotes; etc.
Consequently, considering the app as commercial object, the software and the conveyed
intellectual content become much easier to manage by the publisher (which is not an IT
company, and does not normally have all technological skills) if he use a single identifier code better one of the bibliographic codes already known - that accompanies the product through all
transactions.
The publisher, as well as most of his customers, keeps a “conservative side” in his mind: he
certainly appreciates he can act on technologically innovative elusive products with usual and
well-known tested tools (the identifier codes). He appreciates much more if that procedure
allows him to incardinate without trauma his innovative app within his usual editorial catalog:
there, he will incorporate new apps alongside traditional products, transmitting to customers the
idea that the purchase or the enjoyment of both will not lead to tedious changes of habit or too
awkward access procedures.
So, for the publisher it's very convenient - both for practical and promotional reasons - that apps
and books, apps and magazine, apps and articles give the idea they are commercially the same
things, so they are managed by users with the same procedures. The use of identified, approved,
and standardized bibliographic codes - such as ISBN, ISSN, DOI, and so on - presents for the media
several benefits: the codes are already well-known and recognizable (we must remember that
distinguishing the type of code means recognizing the type of publishing product); they are
internationally reliable and guaranteed as they are maintained by institutionally solid Agencies;
the codes have transparent, consolidated and quite easy acquisition procedures; have a fairly low
cost (or even no cost at all); they authenticate the identified product, and “welcoming” it in their
sphere of competence they sanction identification, nature and, in some respects, cultural profile
as well.
For all these reasons, we believe that traditional identifying systems - far from being an obstacle can be useful for authors and publishers who want to entrust intellectual and informational
content to apps, ensuring it is capillary distributed: technologically advanced and more liquid
apps, increasingly popular for their plain use and eye-catching graphic presentation - but even
more for easy and immediate recognizability.
Software codes, releases, software repositories and DOI interactive use: applications and
trends
ISBN and apps
5
Regarding ISBN, the Italian national Centre provided by AIE (Italian Publisher Association) ,
reported us that it’s impossible to know to which product and typology the code requested will
be assigned. The ISBN user/applicant gets a block (lot) of ISBN codes to be applied in
publications, usually books or e-books.
For ISBN Italian Centre, surely app can’t be identified with ISBN standard… but it’s equally
possible to identify an educational and didactic software with its user manual and technical
instructions if the manual is fundamental for making the software work and its usefulness is
strictly conditioned to the match with the software itself.
A new development has been done with OCR applied to ISBN.
ISBN Scan is an ISBN (International Standard Book Number) reader application available on
Google Play. ISBN “RealCodeScan" engine can be easily integrated into various smart-phone
applications, including iOS systems. This app can read not only the ISBN bar-code but also the
ISBN number itself by the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) powered functions.
There is no even need to press the shutter when reading because ISBN Scan reads snap shot
images reflected in the camera just by simply waving the device. It’s capable to read the ISBN at
5
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high accuracy with super-fast speed, “modifying the camera configuration (in-app) for BEST
Reading performance”.
One of the main benefits of this app is also the possibility of getting and viewing immediately
the detailed information sheet of the book (author, title, publisher, etc.), as well as share them
via SNS (Social Network Services) or e-mail.
A similar app is ‘My Library’: a simple application helping users to manage a sort of private
library at books.google.com. ‘My Library’ is a totally free app (with no advertising) to keep track
of all personal books and wishlist books.
In ‘My library’ it’s possible to add a book searching its ISBN code or even scanning its barcode. In
those cases informations (author, title, publisher, publication date etc.) are given from Amazon,
Google Books and Open Library.
6

My Library’s main features are :
• possibility of using phone's camera to scan a barcode
• adding /removing books from books.google.com shelves
• downloading pdf of books in public domain
• creating a personal shelf with personalized recommendations/alerts
• support tablet devices.
Though, there are some criticalities reported by users of this app, starting from the impossibility
of cataloguing books by matter or a non-complete recognition of all ISBN codes. As ISBN scan
7
‘My library’ – runs both on Android (Google play) and IoS (Apple I-Tunes) .
Finally The US DOI Agency is experimenting a new qr-encoded Crossref DOI, inspired by Google
recent promotion of QR codes: it’s possible to generate a QR Code for any given Crossref DOI
8
(even media gadgets)
Making code citable: Zenodo and GitHub
For Open Science it is important to cite the software used in research studies. It ought to be cited
any software making a significant impact. Modern research relies constantly on data analysis and
the main mission might be to preserve and cite software in a permanent/sustainable, identifiable
and simple way. Innovative Digital repositories like Zenodo can really help us reaching this goal.
DOIs are persistent identifiers obtained only by an agency committed to maintain a reliable level
of consistency and preservation of a digital resource. So, as a digital repository, Zenodo registers
DOIs through DataCite and preserves these submissions using trusted foundation of CERN’s data
centre, alongside the LHC’s 100PB Big Data store (biggest scientific dataset worldwide). The code
preserved in Zenodo will be accessible in the future to supply long-term digital storage and
preservation. The DOIs will function as perpetual links to the resources. DOI based citations
remain even if URL and prothocol change, because DOI currently direct to URIs (Uniform
Resource Identifier). DOIs has also search engines and indexing services, to support software
usage through multiple citations.
Long-term digital storage and preservation. Although it is possible to identify softwares uploaded
9
to platforms like GitHub , these platforms do not issue DOIs and there is not a perpetual
guarantee of access to older software: we might have to face with preservation and versioning
issues problems (e.g. about which version of the code is being referenced and if is it still available
on the hosting website).
That’s why it’s important submitting the software/code in a digital repository like Zenodo. Born
10
within the OpenAIRE project Zenodo is a free, open-access research repository which profits
from and contributes to provide CERN important initiatives as Open Data services (CERN
11
opendata portal) .
Launched at the CERN Data Centre in May 2013 with a grant from the European Commission,
Zenodo has a special commitment to sharing, citing and preserving data and code.
6

This app is only a book tracking append it’s not a book reader app
https://itunes.apple.com/it/app/mylibrary/id1141437096?mt=8
8
https://www.crossref.org/display-guidelines/
9
https://github.com/github
10
Based on the Invenio open-source software
11
http://opendata.cern.ch/
7
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Submitting the code to Zenodo and receiving a DOI has become easier since Zenodo’s integration
to the platform GitHub has been done. Moreover, if preservation is based on releases, as the
software changes each release can be cited with its own DOI, giving precise traceability and
awareness of the exact code used in a data analysis. Code releases are both archived and
‘published’ to become public, so that they can be described with rich metadata, an explanatory
abstract and a significant author list. This means that software developpers could theoretically
skip the journal publication step to announce and make their creation immediately visible.
Zenodo allows also to sign up only one time by choosing the GitHub or the Zenodo account, in
order to advance the immediate interlinking. Finally, if a research is funded by an EU grant, it’s
even possible to directly connect the code to the grant by updating the grant section of the
metadata on the Zenodo record.
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